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Abstract 

This interdisciplinary dissertation puts the theories and aesthetics of avant-gardism into 

conversation with recent theories of mental disability arising from critical disability studies and 

madness studies. It does so in order to develop a critical approach that both expands literary 

disability studies' formal criticism, and provokes avant-garde theorization to reconsider some of 

its founding aestheticization and metaphorization of mental disability. Through a close analysis 

of the poetry and poetics of three North American avant-garde writers who have documented 

lived experiences of mental disability and ableist harm, including Claude Gauvreau (1925-1971), 

Hannah Weiner (1928-1977), and bill bissett (b. 1939), this dissertation analyzes the modes by 

which mentally disabled avant-garde poets integrated disruptive aesthetics with their lived 

experience. Through this analysis, this dissertation theorizes avant-garde dishumanist aesthetics 

and social critique. With critical attention to silenced narratives, a combined avant-garde 

dishumanism presents a complex temporality that acknowledges incompleteness, messiness, and 

the shifting critical positions of communicative relation in audiences of the present. Avant-garde 

dishumanist texts trouble normative and dominant ideologies for the purposes of creating 

experiences of future modes of relation and communication from located and embodied positions 

of disability. Avant-garde dishumanism finds form in a poetics of linguistic rupture and creation 

of a sense of more equitable futurity in poetry that resists, speaks back to, and reframes mental 

ableism. This dissertation ultimately argues for a literary disability studies approach informed by 

avant-garde poetics to both address the avant-garde's roots in mental ableism, and deepen 

disability studies' formal textual analysis.  
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Introduction  

 

The Shadow of Artaud 

Discussion of the relation between madness, or mental disability, and the literary arts, especially 

in the avant-garde, must contend with the looming shadow that is the cultural legacy of Antonin 

Artaud. According to Artaud scholar Adrien Morfee, the "image of the crazedly lucid poète 

maudit survived [Artaud's] death," and he "was elevated to critical canonization as martyr to 

artistic suffering” (22). The French poet and playwright was associated with the Surrealists, 

whom he joined in 1924 and was affiliated with until he was ousted in 1926 (Morfee 2). Most 

famous for his notion of the theatre of cruelty, Artaud's literary and philosophical program 

centred on the need to awaken the audience and the public through intensity and violence in their 

literary consumption. He writes in justification for this approach, that "In the anguished, 

catastrophic times we live in, we feel an urgent need for theatre that is not overshadowed by 

events, but arouses deep echoes within us and predominates over our unsettled period" (Theatre 

and Its Double 60). Further, the notion of cruelty in forcing the audience to bear this intensity is 

justified since, "Everything that acts is cruelty. Theatre must rebuild itself on a concept of this 

drastic action pushed to the limit" to "present everything in love, crime, war and madness" 

(ibid.). Artaud's drama, essays, and poetry, consistently sought to cruelly draw the reader or 

viewer out of complacency and to engage with the totality of existence, rather than to simply 

intellectualize it (ibid.).  

Artaud's contact with the Surrealists illustrates two connected, though distinct, notions of 

the relation between madness and the literary avant-garde. In his 1923 correspondence with 
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writer and critic Jacques Rivière, Artaud describes his psychological tumult and its relation to his 

creativity and engagement the arts: 

I suffer from a frightful disease of the mind. My thought abandons me at all 

stages. From the simple act of thinking to the external act of its materialization in 

words. Words, forms of phrases, inner directions of thinking, simple reactions of 

the mind – I am in constant pursuit of my intellectual being. Hence, whenever I 

can seize upon a form, however imperfect it may be, I hold it fast, lest I lose the 

entire thought. (7) 

In these letters, Artaud lays out his struggles with maintaining his writing practice due to the 

constantly shifting state of his mind. In many ways, Artaud's name serves as a metonym for the 

madness of the avant-garde and the relation between creativity and mental difference and 

distress. His biography and art, like that of Vincent Van Gogh, has served as an archetype of the 

mad creative genius and artistic martyr (Jannarone ix). Previous to Artaud's entrance to the 

group, the Surrealists worked with notions of madness and mental illness as inspirational to their 

aesthetic avant-garde project. According to leading Surrealist, André Breton, Surrealism formed 

as a result of observing psychiatric patients, reading their writings, and seeing their art. In 

theorizing Surrealism, he wrote that his observations of psychiatric patients served as “the 

beginning at the heart of surrealism” (Bogousslavsky, Haan and Koehler n.p.). Similarly, 

Surrealist poet Paul Éluard wrote that, "We who love them understand that the insane refuse to 

be cured. We know well that it is we who are locked up when the asylum door is shut: the prison 

is outside the asylum, liberty is to be found inside" (qtd in Beveridge n.p.). The theorization that 

rather than being victims of incarceration, those within psychiatric asylums had a mental life 

freer than the general public argued for an aesthetics to break free of what the Surrealists saw as 
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the confined ideologies of their contemporary world. In writing on the Surrealists' relation to 

ideas of madness, critic Allan Beveridge writes that, "The Surrealist view of insanity was 

essentially a Romantic one, in which madness was seen as a process of liberation—a voyage of 

discovery to the unconscious" (n.p.). Through appropriating and emulating the art, writing, and 

perceived freedom of mind of those in psychiatric facilities, Surrealists sought a new and 

revolutionary avant-garde aesthetics. Critic Hal Foster writes that this impulse of the Surrealists 

to draw from the psychiatrically vulnerable displays “a rhetoric of celebration that moves 

between appropriation and abnegation” (10). Championing madness as a means to revolutionize 

aesthetics and the world through drawing upon and emulating the work by those deemed mad or 

mentally ill, the Surrealists obfuscated the actual experience of psychiatric detainees and those 

otherwise stigmatized for mental distress and difference.  

 With the figure of Antonin Artaud, the Surrealists came up against the real, living 

example of a psychiatrically stigmatized and mentally distressed person within their aesthetic 

circle, rather than as a psychiatric patient viewed from the distance of attendant-patient relations. 

According to Beveridge, the Surrealists' romantic notion of madness "was undermined by ... 

Antonin Artaud, whose mental breakdown demonstrated that madness was a terrifying and 

dislocating experience. Artaud heard voices, developed delusions about doubles and magical 

conspiracies, and had bouts of extreme withdrawal" (n.p.). In contrast to Surrealist perception of 

the freedom of mental life for the mentally distressed, Artaud focused his notion of the relation 

between supposed insanity and psychiatry on control. He wrote of a loss of control and structure 

in life that isn’t liberatory, but rather threatening (56). He would come to see self-annihilation as 

the one way to take control of the body with the mind, saying that in suicide "I shall for the first 

time give things the shape of my will” (56). Artaud was a victim of numerous psychiatric 
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detentions and harmful treatments, including extensive electroshock, which he wrote about in a 

poem that states that it reduces an individual to “the body that will remain / without the mind, / 

the mind, i.e., the patient” (185). Due to these harms, Artaud railed against psychiatry saying 

that, “a sick society invented psychiatry to defend itself against the investigations of certain 

visionaries whose faculties of divination disturbed it” (135). The confinement, stigmatization, 

abuse, and disorientation of living as one psychiatrized as in need of correction, Artaud, like the 

Surrealists, valorized experiences deemed mad, but his valorization came with the full 

acknowledgement of the ongoing harms that psychiatric labels lead to.  

 Artaud's explosion of what he perceived to be theatre's orthodoxy resulted in influential 

theorizations of an open and expansive theatre based on the notions of cruelty and intensity. 

According to Artaud scholar Kimberly Jannarone, "The force animating Artaud’s oeuvre—what 

gives it its inexhaustible power—is the desire to expose the underlying foundation of le mal and, 

more still, to call for the material annihilation, liquidation, or erasure of all those debased 

concrete and discrete objects that constitute our world" (x). This destructive vision sought a 

transformative engagement in which the realities of the world might be, for the first time, 

perceived and felt. Indeed, Artaud conceptualized this approach as that of wielding a knife "to 

make theatre a believable reality inflicting this kind of tangible laceration, contained in all true 

feeling, on the heart and senses" (Theater and Its Double 61). As one harmfully and continually 

psychiatrized and incarcerated for his mental states, and as one who felt the disruptive effects of 

his periods of mental distress, Artaud drew on vivid intensity to convey a shocking aesthetic. In 

his fragmentary text "Electroshock," Artaud uses poetry, autobiographical reflection, and violent 

imagery to convey the horror of the psychiatric torture, and its exposure of the deep pain at the 

centre of all existence: 
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Thus wrung out and twisted, fiber on fiber, I felt myself to be the 

hideous corridor of an impossible revulsion. And I know not what 

suspension of the void invaded me with its groping blind spots, 

but I was that void, 

and in suspension, 

and as for my soul, I was nothing more than a spasm among several 

chokings. (Artaud Anthology 185) 

This poetry of direct experience of psychiatric incarceration and harm vividly describes the 

undoing of the self-involved in the electroshock process, as the speaker is "wrung out and 

twisted, fiber on fiber" to the degree that they become "invaded" by the void, and come to 

identify with the void as they cannot imagine existence outside of the painful muscular reactions 

that fitfully try to maintain life. Stark in its psychological torment, "Electroshock" delivers a 

cruelty of imagery and experience that shocks a reader out of a complacent and intellectual 

engagement with the subject. This brutal and brilliant poetics of "tangible laceration" informs a 

very different relationship to literary madness than that of the Surrealists. Artaud's vision of 

madness, in his writing, centres on violent masochistic control, both as a self-seeking to maintain 

the order and logic of words, and also as the medical and juridical structures seeking to 

destructively eliminate those deemed mad. Yet, despite Artaud's clear vision of psychiatric harm 

based on lived experience,1 subsequent scholars and writers have used Artaud's biography as an 

exceptional example of the inspirational trope of the mad artist martyred by their divergence 

from their contemporary moment.  

 
1 I employ the term "lived experience" to denote directly experienced and navigated disablement based on bodymind 

difference. This contrasts with theoretical, second hand, and metaphorical understandings of disablement.  
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Jannarone attributes Artaud's reputation as a symbol of literary madness largely to 

description by theorists working in the 1960s, who saw in the writer an example of a "prophet, 

madman, genius," whose "significance lay in his status as an inspirational figure manifesting a 

largely ahistorical impulse; his denunciation of civilization’s discontents implied a progressive 

critique” (ix). For post-structuralists including Maurice Blanchot, Jacques Derrida, Gilles 

Deleuze and Félix Guattari, and Michel Foucault, Artaud's status as an individual destructively at 

odds with both himself and the dominant ideologies of his present served as an example by 

which to critique the supposed stability of identity and language (ibid.). Yet, like the Surrealists, 

such theorists inevitably focussed largely on a metaphorization of madness, rather than the 

experience and words of one who underwent psychiatric harm and mental distress. Artaud's 

exceptional example serves this theorization well, since he railed against the confining logic of 

the world, which he saw as condemning geniuses to psychiatric wards and asylums (Beveridge 

n.p.). This fits into Surrealist ideas of madness as an avenue by which to pursue an alternative to 

dominant ideologies of reality and possibility. From Artaud's writing and his incorporation in 

later theory arose a dominant narrative of the relation between avant-garde aesthetics and 

psychiatrized mental distress and difference. 

 This dissertation describes the very intersection between mental disability and avant-

gardism that Artaud has long occupied in discussion of madness and the avant-garde. For writers 

and artists deemed mentally ill, but which this dissertation will consider through the theoretical 

framework of disability studies as mentally disabled, the avant-garde serves as both an aesthetics 

more flexible to novel ways of approaching reality and language, but also as a space in which 

appropriation by non-disabled writers of experiences and art based in mental difference often 

serves aesthetic ends, but not social ones. This approach seeks to orient discussion of avant-
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gardism and madness in analysis of lived experience rather than appropriation and 

metaphorization. In considering the tension between the avant-garde's historic metaphorization 

and appropriation of mental disability as an aesthetics, theory's valorization of Artaud as a 

creative martyr symbolic of modern and post-modern identity, and the use of avant-garde 

aesthetics by mentally disabled writers and artists, this dissertation looks for new ways to 

theorize this interaction that leads to mapping the overlapping theoretic and aesthetic projects. In 

putting disability and mad theory into conversation with avant-garde theory, I propose an 

alternative way to figure the relationship between mental disability and avant-gardism.  

 Studies on the relationship between mental disability and the avant-garde have generally 

followed two modes of treating this relationship. The first critical method for theorizing this 

intersection is to take the historical avant-garde's theory of madness and mental disability 

onboard, and to think about the relationship in similar terms to the way that Breton and others 

discuss it: as a largely metaphorical and generalizable state (see, for example, the scholarship of 

J.H. Matthews, and Jacqueline Rattray). This approach, as discussed above, involves an implicit 

appropriative view of mental disability whereby lived experience of psychiatrization and social 

disablement become obscured by aestheticized metaphors for the alterity of the avant-garde 

socially and aesthetically. Then, the second, less common modality of criticism employs a 

diagnostic reading based in contemporary psychiatric or psychoanalytic theory to aid in 

explicating work by supposedly mentally ill authors, or authors appropriating the work of the 

mentally ill (see the scholarship of Bogousslavsky, Haan, and Koehler; Sass; Mason, Mort, and 

Woo).2 Common among these two approaches is an absence of lived experience and voices of 

 
2 Indicative of this vein of research, Mason, Mort, and Woo's study of psychotic traits in poets concludes that "it 

seems that poets, and ‘avant-garde' ones in particular, are characterized by the marked presence of psychotic traits 

(for both schizophrenia and bipolar disorder)." (n.p.) 
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those socially disabled and harmfully psychiatrized, and instead a reliance on theorizations from 

aesthetic or medical authorities that view these experiences from the outside. Further, this 

external theorization implies a power dynamic whereby social and medical power asserts truth of 

experience onto those mentally disabled individuals who aren't allowed to speak to their own 

experience.  

 Recent historical publications, including Roy Porter's Madness: A Brief History and Dale 

Peterson's A Mad People's History of Madness move to correct historical accounts of madness 

and mental illness by reading accounts by mad folks themselves. This turn toward the immanent 

history of madness in the words of mad individuals seeks to move the conversation to centre 

lived accounts. Peterson writes that experts, doctors, and theorists have asked questions about the 

meaning of madness, its relationship to creativity, its insights into truth, and other aspects of 

being mad, but mad people themselves have almost entirely been excluded from speaking for 

themselves (xiv). Even Michel Foucault, in his seminal book Histoire de la folie à l'âge 

classique (translated into English as History of Madness), discusses what he describes as the 

progressive silencing of madness through enlightenment reason. Nevertheless, Foucault also to 

some degree silences madness as his study ends with an analysis of the madness of art that might 

be viewed in Artaud, whose madness is still silenced by dominant reason, but in art "experiences 

in madness its own absence" (536). While valuable theoretically, Foucault's study claims it can 

only comment on the societal silencing of madness by psychiatric reason, but cannot speak for 

the mad themselves. While Foucault had reported experiences of suicidality and mental distress 

requiring psychiatric intervention, he positions his authorial perspective exterior to madness in 
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Histoire de la folie à l'âge classique.3 Thus, the turn in Porter and Peterson's works develops a 

history based on immanent accounts of madness by the mad themselves. This centers lived-

experience writings as a valuable and cohesive oeuvre of mad and mentally disabled knowledge 

and history. This dissertation, in a literary critical mode, conducts a similar operation, whereby 

the words, poetry, and voices of those individuals at the overlap of socially stigmatized mental 

disability and avant-garde aesthetics theorize their own relationship between these two 

positionalities. I read in their accounts a navigation of both the oppression of the lived reality of 

mentally disabled life, as well as the utility of avant-garde theory and aesthetics to communicate 

non-normative states of mind and experience. Further, as a researcher and critic, I attend to the 

relationship between mental disability and avant-gardism as one with lived experience of mental 

disability and psychiatrization myself.  

In contrast to theoretical programs that use mad, mentally disabled, and mentally ill 

authors' experiences to create a generalizable metaphor for avant-garde positioning, or as a 

diagnostic category, my approach seeks the immanent theorization of mentally disabled avant-

gardism at play in their work. I look to the way these authors used the flexibility and resistant 

positioning of avant-garde theory and aesthetics to adapt a poetics based in their experiences of 

non-normative mental states, and their socially disabled positioning. In analyzing these authors, I 

seek to theorize an avant-gardism based in mental disability, which informs both avant-garde 

studies and disability studies through a reading of each through the other. Disability theory adds 

a focus on direct experience and practical social critique to avant-gardism, and avant-gardism 

adds a more flexible and nuanced notion of aesthetics than is most common in disability studies, 

 
3 In David Macey's biography The Lives of Michel Foucault, he writes that it was "well known that [Foucault] 

suffered serious bouts of depression" (163) and that "there are stories, persistent but unconfirmed, of a suicide 

attempt in 1948" which led to Foucault spending his third year as a student of École Normale Supérieure in the 

schools sanatorium (168). 
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which often looks to art as an autobiographical statements. To these ends, this interdisciplinary 

dissertation analyzes the avant-garde poetics of Claude Gauvreau (1925-1971), Hannah Weiner 

(1928-1977), and bill bissett (b. 1939) and how they form a nexus of avant-garde influenced 

poetry that employs linguistic innovation and performance to resist mental ableism, and which 

creates new social relations from socially disabled subject positions. Reading their work within 

the avant-garde from positions of mental disability also resists the romantic notion of madness 

promoted and attributed to Surrealists, as well as the post-structuralist metaphorization of 

Artaud's work and mental experience.  

In considering the lived-experience theorizations of mental disability and avant-gardism in 

the years after Artaud's life, I look in Chapter Two at the way that Québécois poet Claude 

Gauvreau situated himself in direct relation to Artaud and the Surrealists, including their notions 

of madness. Gauvreau experienced significant psychiatric incarceration and social disablement, 

and his writings show a conflict between his lived experience of incarceration based on his 

mental distress and difference, and the Surrealist valorization of madness as freedom from 

societal constraint. This leads to Gauvreau's 1961 collection, Poèmes de détention, in which the 

author most explicitly deals with this conflict, and uses avant-garde poetics and discussion of 

incarceration to blend an understanding of aesthetic and lived madness.  

In Chapter Three, I consider Hannah Weiner, whose work in the 1970s and 1980s 

centralized her experiences of "clairvoyance," with which she heard voices and saw words in the 

world that others could not, follows Gauvreau's insofar as it seeks an aesthetics of mental 

difference, but with far less attachment to the descriptions of the historical avant-garde. Freed 

from trying to relate her work to Surrealist theory, Weiner develops a clairvoyant understanding 

of her writing process and aesthetics as an avant-garde of one based in her own specific 
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perceptual experience. Weiner involves multivocality in her poetics and performance as a 

recreation of her lived experience. 

The last author this dissertation considers is Anglo-Canadian poet bill bissett. bissett, like 

Gauvreau and Weiner, develops a specific poetics that I read in relation to experiences of social 

disablement based on mental difference. Although he has been publishing since the 1960s, this 

dissertation considers bissett's more recent work since the late 1990s, and attend to descriptions 

of his planetary home world of Lunaria in his author statements, interviews, and poems. These 

Lunarian stories form a utopianism without reference to historical avant-garde theories or 

programs, but operating within an avant-garde social and aesthetic paradigm. bissett's 

extraterrestrial Lunaria theorizes a poetics that exceeds the present ableisms and inequalities, but 

which speaks to the terrestrial present through innovative poetics.  

 By putting the theories of avant-gardism into conversation with recent theories of mental 

disability arising from critical disability studies and madness studies, I develop an alternative 

approach to romanticization, medicalization, and metaphorization of the intersection of avant-

garde and mental disability. This approach allows for an acknowledgement and consideration of 

the lived experiences of mentally disabled writers stigmatized, marginalized, and even 

incarcerated due to their mental distress and difference. In contrast to appropriative art that draws 

from assumptions and representations of mental disability, especially in an institutionalized 

context, writers and artists who experience mental disablement figure its relation to their 

aesthetics in more nuanced terms, and to different ends. Further, rather than using this reading of 

lived experience to fully reject the avant-garde's historical appropriation and metaphorization of 

mental non-normativity, this dissertation's blended approach seeks to find the ways mentally 

disabled writers and artists working within the avant-garde used these aesthetics to both resist 
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social designations of mental difference, as well as present themselves and their reality in a more 

flexible form. Indicative of this, Claude Gauvreau, Hannah Weiner, and bill bissett each develop 

avant-garde poetics that both describes and creates works in which the representation of their 

personal experiences and perceptions resists the language of mental ableism, and gestures to the 

ways that linguistic innovation in poetry may centre traditionally stigmatized subject positions. 

In collecting these three writers from different geographic aesthetic, poetic, and linguistic 

contexts whose writing lives roughly overlapped during the 1960s and ‘70s, but which, in the 

case of bissett, this dissertation considers up to the present, I borrow Rachel Blau DuPlessis’ 

notion of a literary “nexus” (DuPlessis and Quartermain qtd. in DuPlessis 66). DuPlessis writes 

that this term “describes a relationship among writers based on their shared meditations, but not 

necessarily their shared conclusions or even practices, about the particulars of their writing life 

and their historical position,” and “allows one to appreciate difference and disparity” and to 

“attend to rupture as well as continuity” (ibid.). This dissertation will argue that Gauvreau, 

Weiner, and bissett form a nexus through their shared experiences of mental disability created 

through personal and critical speculation and stigmatization, as well as their poetics of linguistic 

rupture and creation of a sense of more equitable futurity in poetry that resists, speaks back to, 

and reframes mental ableism. This immanent theorization of an avant-garde dishumanism that I 

read in the work of these three poets informs an approach to reframing both disability aesthetic 

analysis and the avant-garde's relation to oppressed identities.  

 

Note on terminology  

Throughout this dissertation I draw upon language used to describe experiences socially coded as 

outside the normative limits of sanity. Often, these experiences become medicalized and 
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psychiatrized through pathologization, medication, and psychiatric incarceration. Both medically 

and socially, these experiences are largely codified as mental illness within a contemporary 

contexts. The term "mental illness," and its inverse, "mental health," draws upon a broadly 

dispersed medical model notion of mental distress and difference as an illness that must be 

corrected or cured. Within disability studies, the medical model describes a dominant ideology 

whereby bodily or mental differences in ability and function become individualized through 

medicalization. According to disability theorist Tobin Siebers, "The medical model lodges defect 

in the individual body and calls for individualized treatment" (Disability Theory 72). As a 

broadly medical categorization of experience locates the supposed defect in the individual, it 

isolates this individual from larger networks of support and political organization (ibid.). The 

spectrum of illness and cure sets the individual up to fit with social and medical expectations, but 

if this is not possible they are written off as chronic or permanently uncurable. In relation to 

mental illness, the medical model tends to seek out individualized treatment options such as 

psychiatric, medical, talk therapy, or other behaviour modification paradigms. While these 

treatments may prove helpful to some, the medicalized approach focusses on the individual and 

their need to match a societal norm instead of larger socio-political factors that increase risk for 

mental distress, or other community forms of affirmation or support that might acknowledge and 

integrate differences rather than enforce a normative ideal. As such, many within both disability 

and Mad activism have contested the efficacy of the medical model, and weighed its benefits 

against its significant harms (Clare 12-13, Kafer 5, LeFrançois et al. 1, McRuer 92-93, Siebers 

Disability Theory 72). In writing about mental distress and difference, the medical model, 

dominant in most writings on the subject, prioritizes the words of doctors and other medical 

personnel, rather that the voices of those subjected to medical authority or who experience 
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supposed mental illness (Reaume 170). This power imbalance is inherent within the medical 

model, which creates a hierarchy with doctors and psychologist at the top, and those with first-

hand experience below. Theorist Geoffrey Reaume writes that many who experience mental 

difference, distress, or psychiatrization reject the term "mental illness" because "It negates wider 

social dimensions of madness and individualizes mental anguish and suffering as being 

biologically based" (182). In rejecting the term, such individuals and activists reject the medical 

model and its dominance within social understandings of mental life. 

In response to dominant medical model ideologies of mental difference, activist and 

oppositional designators of social positioning have been utilized as ways to organize against 

psychiatry both in a medical setting and as psychiatric language and ideas have dispersed 

throughout society. The two dominant descriptive categories utilized within this dissertation are 

that of disability, and specifically mental disability, as well as madness. Beyond these two, there 

are others that enter the critical discourse, most notably "C/S/X" (psychiatric consumer, survivor, 

or ex-patient), and "neurodiverse." Reaume writes that "No term in the history of madness is 

neutral ... not mental illness, madness, or any other term” (182). Such terms always arise in 

response to diverse socio-political contexts and their utility or harm resides in how they are 

wielded and what ideologies they are used to prop up. Theorist Bradley Lewis writes that 

“Models of madness frame and select certain aspects of a perceived human reality and make 

them more salient than others. . . . the choice of model or frame depends not on science but on 

the perspectives and values of the person and persons involved” (qtd. in Schalk 107-108). Each 

model and set of language used to describe supposed mental non-normativity arises from specific 

contexts and political contingencies and none may be considered as static or permanent 

designators, but rather as possible identity labels that reorient a sense of self or social 
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positioning, and serve as counter-ideologies to describe mental experience typically 

marginalized.  

 Disability and, more specifically, mental disability, terminology and critique derive from 

traditions of advocacy and activism focussed on gaining rights for disabled individuals and 

critiquing the social structures that disallow and disable certain bodies from social consideration. 

Disability theory offers a critique of present dominant ideologies from the embodied and located 

positions of those bodyminds4 stigmatized, excluded, and marked by ableist norms. This 

dissertation draws upon a subsection of disability theory which discusses mental disability and 

its particular social construction and function. The term “mental disability” describes stigmatized 

bodyminds oppressed by the language of mental difference (Prendergast 202). Mental disability 

theorists broadly group this diversity of nonnormative conditions of bodymind as “mental 

disability” to highlight not the inherent truth of the mind as necessarily the location of 

impairment, but that such groups experience social disabling based on perceived mental state and 

social diagnosis of mental difference.  

 Relatedly, but with a distinct history, madness theory and the reclamation of the term 

"mad" to describe non-normative mental experience produce strong critiques of the medical 

model of mental illness and the psychiatrization of everyday life in contemporary society. The 

 
4 In employing the term “bodymind,” I follow many disability scholars in their work to create connections between 

supposed bodily differences and supposed mental differences that the medical model and liberal humanist dualism 

often segregate. Mental disability theorist Margaret Price argues that the use of the term “bodymind” “emphasize[s] 

that although ‘body’ and ‘mind’ usually occupy separate conceptual and linguistic territories, they are deeply 

intertwined” (“Defining”, 306). Price further contends that “because mental and physical processes not only affect 

each other but also give rise to each other—that is, because they tend to act as one, even though they are 

conventionally understood as two—it makes more sense to refer to them together, in a single term” (“The Bodymind 

Problem” 268). In addition, writer and disability theorist Eli Clare argues for the term “body-mind” to focus on “the 

inextricable relationships between our bodies and our minds and the ways in which the ideology of cure [for 

disability under the medical model] operates as if the two are distinct” (xvi). I choose to follow Price in utilizing the 

single word “bodymind.” Nevertheless, this dissertation will at times refer to either “mind” or “body” when 

referring to constructions of such ideas to represent the normative separation between the two in an ableist society. 
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term "mad" derives from a reclamation of a negative descriptor and a celebration of marginalized 

and stigmatized existence and an oppositional attitude towards medical models. As theorist Therí 

Alyce Pickens writes, “I choose to rest in the vagueness and insult mad brings. I mobilize this 

word as part of my critical armature because this discussion requires direct engagement with 

slippery and insulting language” (4). The term derived from insult originates in activism against 

harmful psychiatric treatments and incarceration by activists of the 1960s and 1970s in order to 

fight oppression and advocate for human dignity of mad individuals (LeFrançois et al. 9-10). 

Madness as an identity and political category removes the psychiatric labels from identifications, 

and brings together diverse experiences of mental difference with the goal of advocacy and 

political organization against mistreatment.  

 Similar to madness, the terms of C/S/X identification, which stands for psychiatric 

consumer, survivor, and/or ex-patient, groups together individuals based on the experiences 

they've undergone due to psychiatrization (Price Mad 11). Rather than rallying around a 

coalitional category like madness, these terms focus specifically on relations to psychiatric 

power. 

 Neurodiversity serves as another, alternative label and model for understanding the 

construction of normative mental performance as a requirement in contemporary life, and the 

status of those who do not meet this ideal. Theorists Hanna Bertilsdotter-Rosqvist, Anna 

Stenning, and Nick Chown write that "the concept of neurodiversity usually refers to perceived 

variations seen in cognitive, affectual, and sensory functioning differing from the majority of the 

general population or ‘predominant neurotype’, more usually known as the ‘neurotypical’ 

population" (1). This framework derives from autism activism and theory, and is typically 

associated with bodymind experiences codified as autistic, but the term neurodiversity implies a 
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broad range of mental differences from a perceived ideal and norm, of which those labelled as 

autistic is but one neurotype (ibid.). Bertilsdotter-Rosqvist, Stenning, and Chown write that, "The 

ontological assumption of neurodiversity is often contrasted with the ideological position that 

there is a recurrent ‘normal’ cognitive, affective, and sensory type, otherwise known as the 

normal human being" (ibid.). Like the language of mental disability and madness, neurodiversity 

language focusses on the constructions of norms, as well as the social treatment of those 

perceived to fail to meet those norms.  

 For the present study, I focus on the framework derived from disability studies and, 

specifically, mental disability studies. I choose this framework as a way to discuss the social 

categorization of difference and the way that social stigmatizations, exclusions, and forced 

precarity disable individuals deemed to be mentally different. Further, theorists working within 

mental disability studies develop a rhetoric-based approach that focusses on the 

"disempowerment as rhetors" (Price, "Defining" 304) that mentally disabled individuals 

experience as their words are questioned, bracketed, or dismissed as coming from an unhealthy 

or unfit mind. In literary study, the status of rhetoricity and the value of one's words about one's 

experience are particularly relevant as I analyze the works of writers who centre their experience 

with mental non-normativity. I also draw upon the insights of madness studies at times to 

supplement discussions of psychiatric conditions and critiques of psychiatric and medical 

enforcement of mental normalcy. The language of disability and madness are useful in 

describing one's social positioning rather than one's inherent identity. As the writers of this 

dissertation largely did not embrace, or have access to, the language of emergent activist causes 

that promoted the terminology detailed above, I do not wish to label them or give terms to their 

experience that they have not chosen for themselves. Rather, this dissertation focusses on 
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instances of critical positioning and social interaction that disabled these writers based on 

perceived mental differences.  

 My methodology in this dissertation is informed by an intention to avoid common 

methods for describing mental disability in aesthetics that harmfully metaphorize, depersonalize, 

or decontextualize the aesthetics based in experiences of mental difference and distress from the 

lived experiences of these ways of being. As discussed above, since the Surrealists, avant-garde 

writers and artists have explicitly compared aesthetic transgression of socio-political ideology to 

experiences of madness and mental disability. In this comparison, the experience of being 

socially disabled, psychiatrically harmed, and incarcerated, are further silenced by aesthetics that 

seek only the ideological otherness of those experiencing such states. Writers and artists without 

the lived experience of the harm that comes along with such othering often state the positive and 

universal aspects that they themselves might use based on their perception of the experience of 

madness. As Hal Foster writes, this impulse manifests as celebration that only further silences 

and alienates those deemed mentally ill or mad (10). This dissertation draws on personal lived 

experience, writings from authors who also have lived experience, and theorizations from 

disability and madness studies. With this approach, I seek to avoid the negation of the real 

experience of mental ableism while discussing its relation to literary avant-gardism. Through 

consistent contextualization of the authors considered herein, their relation to experiences of 

mental ableism, and their own reflections on this, I seek not a methodology for describing 

transgressive otherness, but a lived and embodied relation to power and language that all 

mentally disabled individuals both must live and navigate within, while also fighting and 

rebelling against through an articulation of mental experience typically silenced and negated.  
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In the First Person 

In a framing of madness studies that has stuck with me as a scholar, theorist Shayda Kafai writes 

"If I am going to explore and theorize madness, I must do so in the first person" (n.p.). She 

writes that this is no neutral act within academia, since "There is fear in the telling and in the 

owning of madness. It lies ... in the constructed threat of the word, in the stigma of the disability" 

(n.p.). In her work on mental disability in higher education, Margaret Price too notes that 

"academics ... with mental disabilities are largely excluded from academic discourse" through 

being silently filtered out via lack of accommodations, not receiving jobs, or becoming too 

frustrated with institutional barriers (Mad 6-7). Thus, the stakes for claiming mad or mentally 

disabled status within the academy make the act of centring oneself within the research a 

political and consequential act.  

My own path to madness and disability theory involved coming to terms with finishing my 

Master's degree in a wave of intense mental distress. The end of a long- term project and sudden 

lack of the type of medical and employment support offered by being a graduate student was 

enough to trigger a breakdown. In my months-long recovery and reflection, I read Price's book 

Mad at School and was introduced to a framework to describe the way mental ableism functions 

within the university, and how this fits into wider societal individualization of mental difference 

and distress. Though I had been medicated and psychiatrically monitored consistently since the 

age of fourteen, I nevertheless lacked the language for thinking about my experience and 

difficulties navigating the normative world. Through learning about madness and disability 

studies, and alternatives to the medical model of mental illness, I found a theoretical perspective 

that oriented my experience within other forms of ableism and marginalization of mental and 
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physical difference. This change ultimately led me to pursuing a Ph.D., and to the course of 

study represented by this dissertation.  

My experiences with mental distress and disabling barriers has led me to think of self-

identifying labels as pragmatically shifting reference points depending on circumstance, support, 

and the amount it is necessary to blend in and pass due to professional or social consideration. In 

thinking of my shifting associations with terminology, I follow Margaret Price, who writes of 

identifying labels: "my overall argument is for deployment of language in a way that operates as 

inclusively as possible, inviting coalition, while also attending to specific texture of individual 

experience“ ("Defining" 298). These pragmatic identifiers explain ourselves and our bodyminds 

based on specific contexts and in relation to individual needs. For myself, I find mad to be a 

helpful political identifier to describe a resistant alternative to spectrums of unwellness and 

wellness, sickness and cure, and I find within mad scholarship and community a kinship of 

shared and informative experience. I experience intermittent disablement based on shifts in my 

ability to perform normatively and to think coherently, and thus I find mental disability to be a 

helpful category to describe structural barriers and to acknowledge community with other forms 

of bodymind experiences also disabled. Finally, I find in the term psychiatric survivor a 

description of my experience of being harmfully medicated, needing to navigate systems that 

often felt more alienating than helpful, and the experience of undergoing a temporary loss of 

personal rights and autonomy due to psychiatric institutionalization. As I conduct this research 

on mental disability and the avant-garde, I navigate the everyday mental ableisms for myself, and 

see in the writers I discuss an important nexus of avant-garde thinking previously disconnected 

and underdiscussed that I closely identify with.  
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Chapter Summaries 

The first chapter of this dissertation discusses the theoretical histories of both avant-gardism and 

disability, the two disciplines I bring together in my research, in order to ask how each body of 

theory might inform the other. I develop a description of both avant-garde and disability theory 

to find commonalities, divergences, and useful contact points in order to describe a new 

understanding of each. In order to do so, I develop a history of the way each has changed and 

adapted. Avant-gardism develops a theory and aesthetic that figure the engagement with an 

aesthetic work as a political moment in and of itself through formal aspects that dissociate from 

norms of dominant ideologies. This creates a sense of immanent futurity within the aesthetic 

experience. To develop these ideas I trace their lineage from the historical avant-garde of the 

early twentieth century, through important theorizations of the avant-garde by Peter Bürger and 

Renato Poggioli, and into contemporary critiques and expansions of avant-gardism's historical 

exclusions and appropriations. In order to consider the particular engagement with avant-gardist 

aesthetics and theory by authors socially positioned as mentally disabled, I trace disability theory 

to describe the particular social and linguistic situation of oppression based on ableist 

stigmatization of bodymind difference. Without considering disability theory, reading these 

authors’ works as avant-garde risks decontextualizing their engagement with normative 

language, relationality, and expressions of self. I trace models of disability that propose 

alternatives to the dominant medical model supported by contemporary liberal humanism. I also 

develop a particular description of mental disability theory through a consideration of Michel 

Foucault's foundational work on madness, as well as contemporary scholars' description of 

mental disability theory. In bringing these two disciplinary and theoretical frameworks into 

conversation, I theorize a place of overlap between the two. Avant-garde theory and disability 
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theory both level a critique of present realities and ideologies for the purpose of creating 

emancipatory possibilities. Further, through putting them into conversation, I theorize what I 

describe as avant-garde dishumanism, based on dishumanism as theorized by disability scholars 

Daniel Goodley and Catharine Runswick-Cole ("Becoming Dishuman" 5-8). Avant-garde 

dishumanism describes a mode of non-normative and socially disabled self-representation in 

aesthetic experience that operates to create emancipatory moments of alternative futures that 

defamiliarize the reader from their contemporary ideological context. This model proves useful 

in reading the work of the authors considered in this dissertation.  

In the second chapter, I draw upon my theorization of both avant-garde theory and mental 

disability to consider the work of poet Claude Gauvreau's collection Poèmes de détention, 

written in 1961. After considering avant-garde theory in relation to disability theory, this chapter 

looks to a writer who was very much influenced by Surrealist avant-garde notions of madness, 

but who also sought to work with this in relation to his lived experiences of mental distress and 

psychiatric harm. Claude Gauvreau was a Québécois poet and dramatist associated with the 

Automatiste avant-garde art and literary movement in Québec between the 1940s and 1970s 

aligned with the French Surrealists. Gauvreau created a poetic language that he called 

“exploréen,” which undermines traditional meaning-creation through a blending of non-

figurative and non-representational language with French. The bulk of his literary production 

overlapped with periods in which he was institutionalized for psychiatric disorders, and was 

given biochemical treatments that left him despondent and suicidal (Ellenwood “Translator’s” 

155). His work during and after institutionalization bears the mark of this experience. 

Gauvreau’s repeated psychiatric incarcerations between 1955 and the end of his life in 1971 

greatly impact the conceptual components of his writing through his frequent returns to themes 
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of madness, liberty, detention, and sadism. Nevertheless, critical writings on Gauvreau have 

largely overlooked the significant contextual link Gauvreau had to incarceration and 

psychiatrization through many of his productive years. In consideration of Gauvreau's 

experiences of psychiatrization, the relationship between the aesthetic metaphors and the lived 

realities of madness become central to understanding his poetics and his relationship to the 

avant-garde. Drawing on Surrealist and historical avant-garde inheritances, Gauvreau utilizes the 

notion of metaphorical madness to understand his work and its emancipatory function, while also 

pushing away medicalized labels associated with lived madness. Unlike later writers in this 

dissertation, Gauvreau had far less access to an expanded form of avant-gardism that 

increasingly made space for a diversity of positionalities, as well as more affirmative 

understandings of mental difference and socially oppressed identity. Ultimately, I argue that 

Gauvreau's Poèmes de détention establishes an avant-garde dishumanist voice that proposes a 

language of self outside of and beyond dominant ableist ideologies through blended exploréen 

and French.  

Next, I analyze the poetry of American poet Hannah Weiner, and focus on her Clairvoyant 

Journal, a poetic project that derives from her experience of seeing and hearing voices others did 

not from April to June of 1974, and which was originally published in 1978. Weiner's poetics 

incorporates multi-vocality as the voices she hears and reads in the air mixes and interrupt her 

own thoughts in life and writing. These poems convey the particular and socially stigmatized 

experience of hearing voices as a poetic technique that foregrounds community, both within the 

self that hears voices, and within a larger community needed to perform a multi-vocal poetics. 

As a self that contains the particular experience of voices and relies on community to perform 

these, Weiner’s work resists ableist and medicalized interpretations of hearing- and seeing-voices 
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experience. It instead articulates the centrality of community in constituting interdependent 

relations, while also maintaining the particularity of her lived reality and refusing to allow it to 

become a generalized metaphor that erases her lived experience. Weiner’s subject position in 

Clairvoyant Journal text and performance operates as a dishumanist avant-garde practice of 

maintaining specificity of her experience, as well as critiquing ideologies of the self that fail to 

represent this hearing- and seeing-voices experience. I read her poetics of perceived words as a 

mediated and poeticized community that articulates a self-consciously non-normative 

consciousness outside of liberal humanist individualism. 

Finally, I look to Anglo-Canadian poet bill bissett, and in particular the emergence of the 

planet of Lunaria as part of his personal and poetic story since the late 1990s. bissett began citing 

Lunaria as his planet of origin in poems, artist statements, interviews, and author blurbs during 

this period and continues to do so in the present. In presenting his biography in both poetic and 

extra-poetic forms as originating in the distant past on a faraway planet, bissett's Lunarian 

narratives refuse the expectations of the normative gaze, with its judgements for how to tell the 

story of one's life, as well as generic distinctions between autobiographical truth and creative 

work. This chapter focusses on bissett's longest poetic elaboration of the planet, the book 

lunaria, published in 2001. lunaria consists of a single book-length poem that describes a 

speaker looking back on their origin in Lunaria, their desire to return, as well as an account of the 

Lunarian ways of life, geographies, relationships, and lifecycles. The New York publisher 

Granary Books produced the elaborate book object that includes hand-painted art by bissett on 

the page of each printed copy. Due to this design, lunaria was only published in one edition of 

forty-two copies. bissett's Lunarian autobiographies, and the book lunaria in particular, enact a 

refusal of normative temporality and mental experience, but they also further enact this refusal in 
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a way that creates an avant-garde futurity in the work itself. In the interaction between bissett 

and his readers in his extra-poetic texts, and in the poetic avant-garde biography that is lunaria, a 

critical ambiguity opens up the space to criticize contemporary violences and inequalities while 

also imagining a utopic and loving future in continuity with a galactic past. They recuperate a 

typically non-normative and stigmatized mode of accounting for the self to enact a maddened 

and queered reality and personal temporality in order to imagine a futurity of different relations 

outside of mentally normative and straight accounts of rationality and relationality
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Chapter 1: Theorizing Avant-garde Dishumanism 

 

1.1 Aesthetic Future Relations 

In his book Aesthetic Nervousness, Ato Quayson lays out a typology of disability representation 

in literary texts that includes “disability as … moral test,” “disability as the interface with 

otherness,” “disability as epiphany,” and “disability as normality,” among others (52). The final 

item on this list – “disability as normality” – occurs, according to Quayson, largely in life writing 

by folks who experience disability and portray their experience as normal, in contrast to the ways 

it is portrayed as different in the majority of cultural texts (52). In seeking to create productive 

links between avant-garde theory and disability theory, I propose an additional category, related 

to, but distinct from, “disability as normality.” The writers considered in this dissertation express 

their experience of bodymind difference as an aesthetic concern that, through avant-garde textual 

practices, propose not a normality of their experience within the current socio-political order but 

an entirely new socio-political order from the located perspective of their socially disabled 

bodyminds. Rather than simply expanding current liberal humanist representations but 

maintaining the fundamental structure of its ideology, their avant-garde writing both portrays 

their experience in the present and, in a critical distance from the norms of writing and life 

experience typically expressed, creates a future order of dishumanist relations within this present. 

Dishumanism, as described by disability theorists Daniel Goodley and Catherine Runswick-Cole, 

refers to the critical and embodied positioning of disabled identity in ambivalent relation to 

traditional notions of the liberal humanist individual (3). Although individual rights advocacy 

based on normative notions of the human proves useful for purposes of securing much needed 
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representation in the contemporary moment, dishumanism describes a socially disabled 

experience that by its nature questions the foundational notions of individuality, self-sufficiency, 

self-singularity, and normative self-representation often used to divide the human from the non-

human for the purposes of rights (Goodley and Runswick-Cole 11). Dishumanism finds its roots 

in the critical lineages of both anti-humanist critiques of the autonomous and individualist human 

universalized as the basis for rights and consideration, as well as emergent posthumanist 

theorizations of alternative formations of subjectivity and experience. Dishumanism engages 

with these theoretical positions from the embodied and located perspective of socially disabled 

bodymind experience. Further, dishumanism argues for a focus on the critical potential in 

positions of disablement to “trouble” and “dis” notions of normative subjectivity, while also 

acknowledging that advocating for the right to occupy such normative subjectivity provides an 

important and pragmatic move to gain voice in the contemporary socio-political moment 

(Goodley and Runswick-Cole 5). Neither the negation of anti-humanist critique, nor 

posthumanist descriptions of new forms of subjectivity fully take into account this critical edge, 

this future beyond ableist norms, and these concessions for survival in an oppressive present. 

Such twin dishumanist focus may be put into conversation with avant-garde articulations of a 

present critique and a creation of an experience of the future from within the aesthetic 

experience.  

Developed in consideration of the writers discussed in this dissertation, avant-garde 

dishumanism describes a mode of non-normative and socially disabled self-representation in 

aesthetic experience that operates to create emancipatory moments of alternative futures that 

defamiliarize the reader from their contemporary ideological context. Of particular interest, 

based on my own subject position as a mentally disabled and mad writer and scholar, are the 
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ways in which writing by those psychiatrically and socially stigmatized as mentally disabled 

offers an immanent futurity outside of the silencing ideologies of ability and mental illness. The 

very expression of such mental difference, disallowed by ableist society, creates of future-

oriented aesthetics based not on the terms of liberal humanist capitalist relations, but on aesthetic 

communication and relationality.  

Both avant-garde theory and disability theory propose a critique of the socio-political 

present and its underlying ideologies for the purposes of emancipation. Avant-gardism highlights 

the aesthetic experience as itself a political moment of engagement whereby formal aspects of a 

work either conform with or dissociate from norms of dominant ideologies. The dominant 

ideologies of contemporary society opposed by both disability studies and avant-garde theory 

may be described as liberal humanism, involving as it does current orientations of selves, 

community, capital, and aesthetics. Posthumanist scholar Rosi Braidotti describes humanism “as 

a doctrine that combines the biological, discursive and moral expansion of human capabilities 

into an idea of teleologically ordained, rational progress” (12). More specific than this, disability 

theorist Nirmala Erevelles writes that liberal humanism “presumes the free, rational, sovereign, 

autonomous, human subject” (522).  As a model for rights, consideration, and a voice in 

contemporary society, the liberal human subject excludes those deemed to have failed to meet 

this ideal. The human then forms the basis for oppressions which both theoretical frameworks 

broadly oppose. Nevertheless, each theory proposes different and complex methods for 

critiquing this state of affairs. Rather than a retort or response, avant-garde works create the 

experience of a future order from within the present aesthetic experience. New forms of 

relationality open up in avant-gardism as it critiques the present by exceeding it. As poet Bruce 

Andrews writes, the purpose is to “Define comprehension as something other than consumption 
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… to go beyond these norms & limits” (54). By expanding the relation between creator, receiver, 

meaning, and communication, the avant-garde work theorizes futurity in the present beyond 

current “norms & limits”. Similarly, disability theory offers a critique of present dominant 

ideologies from the embodied and located positions of those bodyminds stigmatized, excluded, 

and marked by ableist norms. Of specific interest in the present theorization of avant-garde 

dishumanism is avant-garde writing based in states of bodymind deemed to be mentally ill, mad, 

different, brain damaged, or crazy, but which we may broadly categorize as mentally disabled by 

social stigmatization. Rather than advancing any validity in either the medical or social realm of 

any of these terms, or the validity of the state of difference even deriving from the individual 

mind, the term “mental disability” describes stigmatized and oppressed bodyminds silenced by 

the language of mental difference. As such, aesthetic works that communicate non-normative 

realities and communicative experiences fundamentally critique the ways in which ideologies of 

rationality and mental ableism infuse aesthetic judgement. Further, such works resist the 

silencing of mentally disabled experience by speaking lived realities from these positions. In the 

poetic works covered in this dissertation, avant-garde tactics offer ways to analyze the resistant 

and emancipatory defamiliarization of speaking a supposedly non-rational futurity into being 

within aesthetics. This project critiques present ableisms based in liberal humanist ideologies of 

the able-bodied, rational, sane, autonomous, self-sufficient, and self-governing individual, while 

also describing a relational disability theory of poetic representation. Poetic works that speak to 

other futurities of communicative relationality from bodyminds deemed mentally non-normative 

articulate rhetorical resistance and perform language as a future-oriented medium for 

emancipatory relation and understanding. Avant-garde dishumanism provides a theoretical 

grounding to develop the poetics performed by these poetic texts. 
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 In order to consider new forms of avant-garde dishumanism that prove useful in 

describing poetry by authors socially-positioned as mentally disabled, the fields of avant-garde 

theory and disability theory must be considered historically. Each have undergone significant 

revision and self-critique to come to current their forms. Further, each field describes a plurality 

of theories and practices that do not necessarily cohere to a common and central narrative. The 

attempt to create a cohesive account of necessarily diverse fields is, in this chapter, a pragmatic 

choice to historicize present critique, rather than an attempt to silence difference and 

institutionalize normative disciplinary structures. In order to bring the fields of avant-garde 

theory and disability theory into conversation, we must consider the revisions each require of the 

other. In the spirit of the two fields, this critical project refuses a hierarchical ordering of reading 

one through the other. Rather, we find each changed in this interaction to situate the terms of 

avant-garde dishumanism as one strategic position derived from this encounter. As avant-garde 

theorist Peter Bürger writes, “criticism can produce new knowledge only when it involves itself 

with what it criticizes” (Theory of the Avant-Garde xlix). The critical project of avant-garde 

dishumanism derives from the located and communicative practices of writers and theorists, and 

proposes new constellations of ideas adequate to imagining present futurities beyond dominant 

ableist ideologies.   

 

1.2 Avant-gardism: From the Historical to the Post-Avant 

Theorist Sianne Ngai comments that despite the many prognoses of the death of the avant-garde 

in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, its theories and aesthetics continue on 

“zombie-like” (2). Ngai situates this comment within a critique of the defanged and 

institutionalized avant-garde. Rather than a fault in avant-garde efficacy, I would argue that this 
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state of continuity despite supposed failures describes a fundamental element of avant-garde 

aesthetics and their socio-political function: a complex relation to time in past formations, 

present ambiguities of purpose, and imagined aesthetic and political futurities. Out of time and 

constantly revised based upon past failures and losses of momentum, the avant-garde might be a 

zombie of aesthetic revolutions passed, but it is one that remains utterly optimistic about the 

renewable potential of the aesthetic experience and the utopian futures that might be imagined 

from within present aesthetic relations. Although the praxis of the avant-garde develops in 

relation to the contemporary moments of its articulation, it stands, by definition, at a distance 

from these presents, and orients toward a future order of communication and expression. Rather 

than mere utopian description, the works characterized as avant-garde disorient the recipient 

from a familiar context and convey an experience of alternative futures of meaning, language, 

and relation. Further, they advocate for the integration of socio-political critique and aesthetic 

form that operate to bring about the experience of imagined futures. The many descriptions of 

the avant-garde utilized in this chapter coalesce around such fraught temporalities. Theorizing 

the avant-garde offers a useful model for articulating critical and emancipatory positions of 

literature and art that stands in distinction from a contemporary moment.  

Foundational avant-garde theorist Renato Poggioli describes how the aesthetic term 

“avant-garde” borrows a military metaphor of the advanced forces in a combat setting from 

revolutionary movements of the late nineteenth century which employed this metaphor as a 

descriptor of progressive political orientation (9). Yet Poggioli submits that “it is impossible to 

trace the image back to its original source” (9). Nevertheless, we may identify the metaphorical 

utility and complexity of the term, as it implies a place within the immediate present context of 

its articulation while also projecting itself as a future, or advanced ideology. This twin focus of 
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the avant-garde to the present and the future marks both its utility in organizing an aesthetic and 

political critique, as well as its inevitable failing to effect the utopian futures it projects. As the 

aesthetic avant-gardes of the early twentieth century becomes the post-avants of the late-

twentieth and early-twenty-first, the “zombie-like” continuity of the avant-garde marks its 

particular temporality which must reckon with past articulations and failures. Partially, these 

failures are bound in the very terms of the avant-garde, which imply a problematic relation to 

histories of nationalist militarism, ideologies of progress, and a capitalistic focus on newness and 

novelty (Betts Avant-Garde Canadian Literature 27; Butling and Rudy 18). Further, as 

practiced, the avant-garde has centred and valorized cis white male leaders and practitioners 

whose dominance limited access for other, less socially empowered groups, and thereby 

silencing them (Butling and Rudy 18-19, Hong n.p) . These troubling ways in which the avant-

garde is linguistically and socially bound up in dominant ideologies of the present, despite its 

own disavowals, becomes the subject of revision and reworkings of later avant-garde aesthetics 

and their socio-political positioning. Yet, since the avant-garde functions as a critical and trans-

temporal relation between aesthetics and life, its theorization remains flexible to self-critique of 

past formations. A necessarily renewed practice, the avant-garde then becomes a position to 

rearticulate and repurpose past revolutionary aesthetics in a current socio-political milieu, with a 

focus on creating the experience of a better future from within this present aesthetic encounter.  

The theorists surveyed below form the foundational theories of what becomes known as 

the historical avant-garde, as well as later re-articulations that theorize avant-gardism as an 

ongoing practice of critique and future-oriented aesthetic and communicative relations. Gregory 

Betts’ demarcation of the avant-garde into “the radical”, “the aesthetic”, and “the post-avant”, 

provides a helpful typology for thinking through the different approaches to avant-gardism (17-
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22). Theorists and practitioners that fall into the radical camp argue for an avant-garde aesthetics 

that serves an already extant revolutionary political end-goal (Betts 18). This political function 

utilizes the aesthetic experience of art as a tool for propagandistic communication and effecting a 

revolution outside of the aesthetic realm (Betts 18, 33). Following this, the aesthetic avant-garde 

sees the aesthetic experience and the relations created within this experience as a political 

function in and of itself (Betts 19). Rather than seeking to articulate an extrinsic political goal, 

the aesthetic avant-garde sees the experience of avant-garde work as intrinsically political, and 

able to create change from this experience as a “perfect synthesis of art and life” (Betts 30). 

Finally, as the failures of the revolutionary projects of previous avant-gardes, both revolutionary 

and aesthetic, accumulate and works become institutionalized, the post-avant theorists of the late 

twentieth and early twenty-first century reconcile these pasts and articulate a more nuanced 

expression of the potential for avant-garde aesthetics to effect their declared socio-political 

changes (Betts 20). Such theorists critique the unacknowledged conservativisms of past avant-

garde formations, while maintaining the utility of avant-gardism for describing the relation 

between aesthetics and politics that gestures towards futures outside of the present ideological 

trajectory (Betts 20; Yu 6). This post-avant grouping may be characterized by a diversity of 

avant-garde practices located in various socio-political positions and working toward different 

ends, but which all advocate for a future-oriented relationality from within the aesthetic 

experience. Despite such differences, the avant-garde theorizations below share a common 

description of being out-of-step with a contemporary moment, and thereby building a space for 

critical perspective. On the idea of the contemporary, Giorgio Agamben writes that “Those who 

are truly contemporary … neither perfectly coincide with it nor adjust themselves to its demands. 

They are thus in this sense irrelevant” (What is an Apparatus 40). We might describe the avant-
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garde as occupying such contemporary irrelevance in articulating a sense of futurity from a 

present position. The distance avant-gardism creates to produce an aesthetics that brings about 

the experience of a future order becomes necessary to critique the present order. The supposedly  

Zombie-like irrelevance of the avant-garde's anachronistic continuity may not seem to speak to 

an aesthetic and political practice worthy of serious consideration, or of utility in projects of 

resistance to oppressions, but the avant-garde proves useful in showing the very notions of 

relevance and liveliness in the current moment of oppressive ideology as inherently vacuous and 

incompatible with emancipatory aesthetic experience. Zombie-like irrelevance thereby becomes 

the critical distance necessary for the avant-garde’s emancipatory aesthetic experience.  

Two theorists who form foundational, though markedly different, accounts of the avant-

garde are Renato Poggioli and Peter Bürger. Both seek to articulate the theoretical underpinnings 

of the historical avant-gardes of the early twentieth-century within a sociological and historical 

context. Further, their definitions of the avant-garde reverberate through all later theories and 

articulations in and beyond the historical moment of the early twentieth-century.  

Poggioli treats the avant-garde as a historical concept and socio-political moment in the 

world of art. He describes the avant-garde as a past “center of tendencies and ideas” (3). As 

Poggioli utilizes a sociological and psychological approach, he refrains from providing a hard 

definition of what does and does not constitute the avant-garde, and instead takes as a given the 

group who are conventionally described as such, and then seeks to articulate the meaning of this 

social formation. Poggioli describes the avant-garde as defined by “group psychology insofar as 

it functions as a social movement within a specific context” (4). Nevertheless, he points to a 

number of common elements in avant-garde art that typify its practice: dynamism (25), action 

(25), antagonism (25-26), youthfulness (35), game-like aesthetics (36), humour (36), and 
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disorder (56). He notes that flippant and reflexive oppositionality can lead, and have lead, to 

responses as predictable as that which the avant-garde opposes (26). Poggioli diagnoses the 

stultification of avant-garde aesthetics as resulting from such uniform oppositionality (26). Most 

useful for continuing to theorize avant-garde aesthetics, Poggioli provides an important 

distinction between the radical avant-garde and the aesthetic avant-garde, which Betts, as 

described above, modifies. In Poggioli’s description, the radical, or revolutionary avant-garde, 

“even while they extended the phrase in some measure to the sphere of art, considered it first as 

bound up with the vague idea of an inclusive and generalized avant-gardism” (9). The aesthetic 

avant-garde, for Poggioli, seeks to create analogous revolutionary change within aesthetics, but 

its politics gradually loses potency as movements commit to solely aesthetic change (12). In this 

description, Poggioli makes a clear distinction between the cultural and political arms of the 

avant-garde (9). Although some avant-garde work later associates itself with political concerns, 

Poggioli describes these as often “equivocal” and “contradictory” to the aesthetics of the work 

(12). Nevertheless, central to both phases of the avant-garde, in Poggioli’s account, is a future-

orientation that aims to question the contemporary moment and enact a future one. He writes that 

the avant-garde aims to “educate” the future “through the process of educating the spectators of 

today” (135). In all, Poggioli’s theorization of the avant-garde describes future-oriented 

aesthetics with an antagonistic relation to the present. Later theorists, though, will take issue with 

Poggioli’s claim of the a-political nature of the aesthetic avant-garde.  

As with Poggioli, Peter Bürger situates the political and aesthetic concerns of the avant-

garde within a set of historical and sociological relations. Bürger argues that the avant-garde 

emerges as a stage of bourgeois art whereby art becomes self-critical of its own institutionality 

(Theory of the Avant-Garde 19, 23). As such, the avant-garde questions notions of the reception 
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of art, the artistic genius, and the very notion of what constitutes the work of art, all of which 

become bound up in art’s institutional status (23). Bürger writes that avant-garde critique comes 

from a dissatisfaction with the divide between life and art under bourgeois capitalism (49). To 

combat this, the central tactic of the avant-garde, for Bürger, is the process of defamiliarization 

within the aesthetic experience (18). Indeed, “in the historical avant-garde movements, shocking 

the recipient becomes the dominant principle of artistic intent” (18). Only such shock produces 

the defamiliarization necessary for critique and extrication from current modes of aesthetic 

relation subsumed by capitalist functionality. Unlike Poggioli, Bürger argues that as aesthetics 

act within socio-political relations, aesthetic critiques are necessarily political critiques (90). 

Even without a gesture to a political program outside the work of art, the defamiliarization and 

the “shock” of avant-garde work “is aimed for as a stimulus to change  [the recipient’s] conduct 

of life; it is the means to break through aesthetic immanence and to usher in … a change in the 

recipient’s life praxis” (80). Nevertheless, Bürger argues that in the historical avant-garde this 

process was a “failure” due to its recuperation by the forces of capitalist institutionality (57). 

After the original avant-gardes of the early twentieth century, the cultural utilization of art to 

support current capitalist ideology continues apace. As, for Bürger, avant-garde art emerges in a 

historical dialectic, it is thereby determined by and located in one specific moment. This 

description limits the future of avant-garde practice to mere empty reflection upon this failure, or 

a restaging of doomed and archaic aesthetic practices (Theory 53; “Avant-Garde and Neo-Avant-

Garde” 701). Bürger does not foreclose the possibility of the avant-garde affecting later stages of 

critical art practice, but these, to him, would not constitute new avant-gardes (713-714). 

Obviously, this last point comes under critique from theorists and practitioners interested in 
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describing later avant-gardes, or concepts of the avant-garde extricated from historically located 

determinism. 

   Both Bürger and Poggioli describe the aesthetic avant-garde as solely focussed upon the 

experience of the work of art as the basis for its transformational potential. Both further focus 

upon the historical avant-garde of the early twentieth century and preclude the possibility of a 

continuing tradition. Indeed, even the name “avant-garde” – meaning ahead of or beyond the 

present position – appears to foreclose the possibility of a continuous lineage, as do the aesthetics 

of the shocking and the new. Nevertheless, later critics take up the notion of the aesthetic avant-

garde to describe an aesthetic positionality that stands in opposition to the present and creates an 

experience of future potential orders of representation and meaning. Gregory Betts describes the 

central idea of the aesthetic avant-garde as “the belief that art has the power to change and shape 

society” from within the experience of art itself (19). To enact this change, theorist Richard 

Kostelanetz argues, the avant-garde necessarily “transcends current artistic conventions” by 

“establishing a discernible distance between itself and the mass of current practice” (3). In 

Bürger’s terms, this is the shock of the new that establishes dissociation from the present. 

Similarly, theorist Krzysztof Ziarek argues that “the avant-garde rupture dislocates the present 

and discloses it as an event whose historicity marks a structural incompletion, opening the now 

to the future” (19). This theory of the avant-garde allows for descriptions of aesthetic 

engagement after the historical avant-garde that occupy similar socio-political and aesthetic 

positions without necessarily implying a direct involvement in lineage or tradition. Nevertheless, 

theorists and practitioners of the aesthetic avant-garde who seek to establish a description of 

avant-garde practices after the historical avant-garde have had to reconcile its past dissipations 

with their ongoing practices. In this, the post-avant theorists argue for a more nuanced 
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description of avant-gardism that takes into account its socio-political entanglements, its 

complex temporality, and its unacknowledged conservativisms, as well as the critics who argue 

for its obsolescence on such terms. Based upon these considerations, post-avant theorization 

broadly argues for a plurality of avant-garde practices and a critique of any monolithic account 

of its praxis. Theorist Hal Foster describes this as the avant-garde’s shift from “grand 

oppositions” to “subtle displacements” (25). 

Under later stages of twentieth-century capitalism, including neoliberalism, and after the 

much described failures of the historical avant-garde to enact the proposed program of the 

synthesis of art and life, post-avant theorists and practitioners engage with the avant-garde’s 

entanglements in dominant socio-political systems. Unlike earlier waves of the avant-garde that 

propose a broad and revolutionary rupture with a contemporary moment, post-avant theories 

argue for embedded and nuanced accounts of aesthetic relation to other aspects of society. Poet 

and theorist Jeff Derksen writes that “historically, theories of the avant-garde have emphasized 

the completeness of the split from the past, building a trope of originality” (130). After such 

theories dissipate and are recuperated into institutional life of galleries, art markets, literary 

canons, and academia, this cult of originality rings hollow. Derksen argues that theorists must 

acknowledge global capitalism’s constant “annexation of speculative sites” and seek to articulate 

this as part of avant-garde theorizations (145). In ignoring this fact, theories fail to account for 

the context in which oppositional movements exist in relation to dominant cultures. Similarly, 

Betts writes that post-avant artists and writers “have grown increasingly resistant to the 

revolutionary and violent language of avant-gardism” (13). As with “originality,” the notion of 

“revolution” fails to account for the ways in which dominant ideologies envelop critical 

positions. As Betts writes, “this phase of art making can be labelled ‘post’ avant precisely 
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because art already acknowledges the limitations of its own project” (81). Nevertheless, both 

critics argue for a post-avant practice that, while self-critical of its own integration within 

capitalist institutionality, utilizes avant-garde tactics and positions for the purposes of a located 

project of critique (Betts 20; Derksen 81). Learning from the failures of the revolutionary 

rhetoric of the past avant-gardes, which obscured their complicity in ideologies, the post-avant 

theories proceed apprehensively.  

Some critics go further in their critique of the avant-garde’s relation to dominant ideology, 

arguing that at its core avant-garde aesthetics and theory is complicit with capitalist, colonialist, 

and heterosexist ideologies. Positions of supposed revolutionary oppositionality, to these critics, 

only cover up the structural privilege and exclusion of already oppressed populations. Critics 

Pauline Butling and Susan Rudy argue that “privileged subject formations and grand narratives 

of progress… lie at the heart of avant-gardism” (26). As historical avant-gardes were dominated 

by largely white male voices describing a quasi-evolutionary notion of linear progress, Butling 

and Rudy argue that the terms of avant-gardism are irrecoverable (21-23). Rather, they argue for 

new language outside of that of avant-garde discursive habits to describe activist and aesthetic 

community formations that privilege difference and critique of dominant ideologies and 

positions (19). Similarly, critic and poet Cathy Park Hong argues that the avant-garde’s 

“specious belief that renouncing subject and voice is anti-authoritarian” merely further 

disenfranchises oppressed voices and obscures positions of privilege (n.p.). In Hong’s view, 

avant-garde work does away with the contemporary context, and, with it, identity categories, 

only as a result of its practitioners’ socially privileged positions which do not need to fight for 

recognition in the present. As with Butling and Rudy, Hong argues that the avant-garde is too 

caught in its own history of oppression to function usefully for disenfranchised authors and 
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artists who require acknowledgements in the present for continuing survival. Similar to Butling 

and Rudy’s assessment, Hong argues that “we must hew our own path” (n.p.). The avant-garde, 

in these critics’ opinions, develops and is maintained by dominant ideologies and subject 

positions despite its apparent oppositionality.  

Despite such critiques that call for new theories to theorize oppositional aesthetic practices, 

other critics argue that the avant-garde theorization of the politics of aesthetic form, and its 

description of a future-oriented project, may be refigured and revived by subjects traditionally 

left out of avant-gardist conversations. Critic Timothy Yu argues that oppositional practices of 

avant-gardism must be extended to include writings from racialized and otherwise oppressed 

subject positions that were traditionally excluded from the avant-garde (161). Despite the 

valorization of white voices and the silencing of racialized voices in past avant-garde groupings, 

Yu argues that avant-garde theorization may be refigured to account for its own occlusions. He 

writes “The analytic power of the concept of the avant-garde is that it reminds us that the 

aesthetic and the social are inseparable. An avant-garde is an aesthetic and a social grouping” 

(2). Yu argues for theorizing plural and diverse publics who engage in and create aesthetic work 

from avant-garde positions, yet who have traditionally been excluded from avant-garde 

theorization. Yu writes that theorists must “argue for the continuing plurality of poetic avant-

gardes” (163). Similarly, feminist theorist and poet Rachel Blau DuPlessis argues for a practice 

of “selective appropriation” of avant-garde theory, positioning, and aesthetics, which she 

identifies as already practiced by women in avant-garde movements (169). Post-avant theories 

that advocate for a plurality of avant-gardes better account for avant-garde positions beyond 

those held by those in socially privileged positions, and attend to the “selective appropriation” of 

the aspects of avant-gardism useful to disenfranchised groups. In effect, such a theoretical 
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program offers to take avant-garde positioning at its revolutionary word, and make it work for 

emancipatory purposes of those groups most in need of a socio-aesthetic, future-oriented project 

of critique.  

In attending to pasts of dissipation and failed revolutionary ideals, some post-avant 

theorists argue for the complex temporality of avant-gardism as an aesthetic positionality: its 

disarrayed attachments to its pasts, its present context, and its vision of the future. The 

transtemporal nature of avant-gardism offers these critics a mode of thinking about the avant-

garde’s own history as a temporally self-conscious negotiation with dominant ideologies. In 

articulating contemporary avant-garde praxis, theorist and art critic John Roberts describes the 

avant-garde as bound to and defined by “the revolutionary time of art (its strategies of negation 

and non-compliance)” (26). These, for Roberts, position avant-gardism perpetually “in advance 

of capital” (26). Since capital enfolds oppositional critique, the avant-garde moves to an even 

more advanced position, ceding ground to capital to maintain a critical position beyond capital 

(Roberts 26). For Roberts, “the avant-garde is the recurring name we give to the conflict between 

free artistic labour and capital” (26). While admitting the institutionalization of avant-garde 

positions of the past, Roberts argues that avant-garde temporality, existing as it does outside of 

capitalist time, allows work to connect to “revolutionary futures past” to reconfigure itself in 

new, advanced positions (48). Aesthetic theorist Hal Foster similarly argues that the avant-garde 

highlights an already extant nature of temporality as “every present is nonsynchronous, a mix of 

different times” (207). In highlighting this, avant-gardism is “constituted … as a continual 

process of pretension and retention, a complex relay of anticipated futures and reconstructed 

pasts” (29). The back-and-forth movement of avant-garde temporality and practice describes a 

flexible positioning in relation to dominant politics and aesthetics that negotiates resistant 
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futurities. Rather than a failure or dissipated momentum, avant-gardism is figured thus as a 

transtemporal positionality in relation to dominant ideologies of capitalist time that opens a 

critical distance and disorientation. 

In figuring avant-gardism as a plural, transtemporal aesthetic position that creates 

experiences of novel futurities from within a present aesthetic experience, we may articulate its 

utility to positionalities often excluded by contemporary ideological formations. Avant-garde 

theory benefits from articulating the positioning of oppositional aesthetics of underrepresented 

and silenced groups through a broadening of socio-cultural location that may help to resist its 

own institutionalization. This theoretical body of work focusses on critical engagement with 

ideological presents, oppositional forms of communication, and articulations of emancipatory 

futurity that define the aesthetic as necessarily political. In orienting the aesthetic works by 

authors whose very articulation of experience is frequently silenced by ableist language and 

society, avant-garde theory usefully describes the positioning of such aesthetics as oppositional 

to contemporary ideologies and opens up avenues for theorizing the ways in which such aesthetic 

works that speak future relationalities into being in the present aesthetic encounter. For the 

authors considered in this dissertation, avant-garde aesthetic practices and positioning provide a 

critical distinction from normative language and ideologies, as well as a space in which new 

relationality and futurity emerge from new linguistic forms. Each author employs avant-garde 

defamiliarization and critical distance to figure their experiences of mental non-normativity 

beyond the ideological present. For bissett, the Lunarian perspective functions as a disorienting 

language and narrative of self’s origin that proposes a recuperated past as a potentially generative 

future of relationality. Gauvreau, in turn, utilizes what he calls “exploréen”, an avant-garde 

language of experience that undermines traditional meaning-creation through a blending of non-
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figurative and non-representational language with French (Betts, “Just Playing” 12), and 

proposes new relationality on this communicative basis. Similarly, Weiner utilizes disjunctive, 

avant-garde textual practices in a poetic performance that defamiliarizes the reader from 

normative expressions of self-singularity, and proposes a future of pluralized selfhood based in 

hearing-voices experience. Each of these author’s avant-garde poetics of defamiliarized and 

defamiliarizing language employ avant-garde engagements with the politics of form in creating 

critical futurities.  

 

1.3 Disability Theory, Madness, Dishumanism 

While avant-garde theory and positioning describe the critical formal aspects of Gauvreau, 

Weiner, and bissett, their utilization of this aesthetics must be read in conversation with and 

consideration of their experiences of relational mental disability and social stigmatization. In 

order to consider the particular engagement with avant-gardist aesthetics and theory by authors 

thus socially positioned, disability theory describes the particular social and linguistic situation 

of oppression based on ableist stigmatization of bodymind difference. Without considering 

disability theory, reading these authors’ works as avant-garde risks decontextualizing their 

engagement with normative language, relationality, and expressions of self. 

In Disability Theory, Tobin Siebers writes that “disability studies does not treat disease or 

disability, hoping to cure or avoid them; it studies the social meanings, symbols, and stigmas 

attached to disability identity and asks how they relate to enforced systems of exclusion and 

oppression.” (3). As such, disability theory, as a field, responds to and critiques the dominant 

ideologies of ableism, which pathologize bodymind difference as an individual defect to be 

medically remedied to return the individual to normative and supposedly complete function. The 
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individualized medical model of disability focusses on cure and, when this is not a possible, on a 

pity centred on reduced functionality (Goodley 5-6). In response to the medical model’s 

stigmatization of bodyminds deemed to be different, disability theory critiques the language, 

meaning, and cultural products that undergird the ableist norm. Further, disability theory 

operates to make the cultural production of the meanings of disability and ability visible as 

contingent and historically determined constructions oppressively mapped onto lived bodymind 

experience through social interpretation (Siebers Disability Theory 30). This is not to suggest the 

negation of the embodied and material effects of disability experience, but rather to acknowledge 

that such differences of bodymind exist within dominant ideologies that determine meaning 

(Fraser 7). In describing the many varied theories of disability studies, theorist Dan Goodley 

provides a useful categorization of disability theories according to the model they employ to 

describe disability’s socio-political genesis (11-17). These models provide a focus and 

methodology for critique. One must remain attentive, though, to moments when such static 

categories might not describe the complete complexity of a given critical position. Central 

among the categories of critical disability theories are the “social model”, the “relational model,” 

and the “cultural model” (11). The social model is the backbone of much disability theory work, 

and it critiques the medical model by arguing that disabling is a social practice that segregates 

and disallows access based on normative expectations (11). As such, in the social model, the 

experience of disability derives form a social interaction with a world built with ableist 

expectations of engagement, rather than as an intrinsic trait of some individuals (11). Next, the 

relational model developed as a critique of the limitations of the social model, and its proponents 

develop a more nuanced and less static language to describe the relational disempowerment 

based on ability created through complex interactions between self, other, and environment (17). 
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Relational model theorists argue that such disempowerments are a constantly rearticulated and 

renegotiated part of life in an ableist society. This serves as a critique of the static models that 

both the medical and social models implicitly put forward (17). Finally, the cultural model 

derives from those methodologies and approaches that focus on representations of disability, and 

critique its ubiquitous metaphorization and misrepresentation (14). Through this, cultural 

disability critics argue that lived experience of disability is drastically and catastrophically 

affected by cultural representations that promote ideologies of ability and misconstrue and 

instrumentalize disabled bodyminds (14). Each of these theories of disability, in different ways, 

provides a program of critique of the oppressive function of ableism inherent to the 

individualized medical model and offers a methodology for moving forward and theorizing new 

futures and more equitable social relations. 

In approaching the three models outlined above, a critique of the normative function of the 

medical model’s ideological function is necessary to understand the resistant functions of 

disability theory models.  Michel Foucault provides an important theoretical grounding for 

disability positions on the repressive operations of the medical model in his critique of the 

ideologies of enlightenment humanism that serve to justify the governmentality of all 

contemporary life. Further, Foucault provides important insight in the function of ideas of 

normality and abnormality as central organizing principles for bodyminds under contemporary 

medico-juridical logic, of which ableism is one part.  Both in his early work in Madness and 

Civilization and his later lectures published in English as Abnormal, Foucault describes the 

methods by which abnormality is marked, segregated, silenced, and criminalized to constitute a 

socio-political order. Although Foucault focusses on the repression and silencing of madness 

specifically, his writing on this subject provides a framework for other forms of stigmatized 
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bodymind difference. In Madness and Civilization, Foucault traces the separation of reason and 

madness that find their modern form in the division between mental illness and mental health. As 

Foucault writes,  

The institutional practice through which one sees the question of truth taking 

shape in relation to madness is internment or hospitalization. The question of the 

history of madness is the relation between exclusion and truth. (93) 

The institutionalization of abnormality in the form of exclusionary practices of hospitalization 

and incarceration – equally seen in nineteenth century asylums and contemporary psychiatric 

wards and prisons – for Foucault results from the need to shore up ideologies of truth. In 

European Medieval and Renaissance society, he argues, madness was afforded a voice and social 

position, and thereby a truth (22). Although a marked position, the voice of madness was part of 

the polis (25). The truth in the voice of madness may be seen in Shakespeare’s fools who speak a 

truth to power and articulate a critique of their contemporary reason (31). Foucault describes 

how as power shifted from a sovereign to the control of the individual with the rise of liberal 

humanism and capitalism, madness presented a threat to the reason of power, and was thus 

excluded from the city, put in a hospital, and finally completely silenced by psychiatry and the 

language of mental illness, which makes it a symptom of a pathology (262). In this, the victim of 

what would now be considered “mental illness” is an “alienated” figure: alienated from themself, 

from the language and truth of madness, and from their humanity in the doctor-patient 

relationship (277). In this alienation, madness, as an other to the repressive and dominant “truth,” 

is silenced. 

 In his later work, Foucault further develops and adjusts his notions of the function of 

madness and mental illness in the contemporary moment through his lectures, published in 
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English as Abnormal. These lectures describe the biopolitics of “abnormality” that encompasses 

mental illness, madness, and other forms of stigmatized bodymind difference. Foucault views 

divisions between normality and abnormality, which include reason and unreason, within larger 

interactions of liberal humanist ideology which he describes as “the power of normalization” 

(27). A regulatory mechanism and dominant cultural logic, “the power of normalization” 

operates through, and in conjunction with, medical power and juridical power to form a regime 

of truth that solidifies power through an individualization of socially intolerable difference (160-

163). Foucault explores these notions in close readings of legal proceedings that detail 

professional psychiatric opinion. He argues that 

since psychiatry has functioned as knowledge and power within the general 

domain of public hygiene or protection of the social body, it has always sought to 

discover the secret of the crimes that all madness is in danger of harboring, or the 

kernel of madness that must haunt all individuals who may be dangerous for 

society. (120) 

In the guise of protection for society, psychiatric logic works in tandem with the law to execute a 

system of designated differences that internalize this abnormality in the subject found to be at 

fault. In this ideological system, madness and other forms of abnormal difference become a 

personal trait rather than an action or set of actions, or a language of truth. The power of 

normalization deems the individual intrinsically at fault and brings medicalization in to 

pathologize this difference and either treat this to return the individual to normative society, or 

exclude that individual as inherently unsafe.  

Together, Foucault’s work in Madness and Civilization and Abnormal provides a 

comprehensive account for the ways in which bodymind difference is excluded, individualized, 
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and pathologized. Although Foucault largely speaks of a psychiatric milieu, his critique of the 

power of normalization serves as an instructive methodology for critiquing the operations of 

social control and exclusion that locate bodymind difference as a fault in the individual. Rather 

than contextualizing subjects within a socio-political environment, the power of normalization 

operates to medicalize difference and individualize fault for failure to meet a norm. Philosopher 

Giorgio Agamben follows Foucault’s biopolitical critique and argues that the separation of 

human and non-human – the ultimate endpoint of any distinction between normal and abnormal 

– remains the core of, and stakes for, any political conflict (Homo Sacer 37). In this, both 

Agamben and Foucault describe all power as the power to kill through exclusion from 

protection. Although Foucault and Agamben treat the bio-political dictation of normality, 

subjectivity, and humanity in more general terms than disability studies, this work describes the 

way that norms delimit possibilities for life and relation, and put those outside of these norms at 

great risk. Further, as Foucauldian disability scholar Shelley Tremain writes, “the concealment of 

these practices, these limits of possible conduct, allows the discursive formation in which they 

circulate to be naturalized and legitimized” (8). Not merely abstract, the stakes for this discursive 

formation of normality and abnormality create uneven experiences of risk, violence, and death, 

and normalize this as a logical language of experience that obscures the origin of this risk and 

violence. The medical model for disability follows this distinction between normal and 

abnormal, human and non-human, into the specific language of well and sick, abled and 

disabled. Following this critique of the organizing ideologies of normalcy at work in ableism, 

Tobin Siebers argues that “the ideology of ability simultaneously banishes disability and turns it 

into a principle of exclusion” (10). Siebers identifies this ideology as “the liberal tradition 

[which] represents citizens as autonomous, rational beings” (182). In Foucauldian terms, 
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disability operates as a regulatory mechanism that is individualized, stigmatized, and 

medicalized through co-informing logics of medicine, psychiatry, and the law, under the power 

of normalization. It is this system of stigmatization and social control that disability theories 

critique for the purposes of exposing ideologies of exclusion. 

 In response to the individualization and medicalization of disability prevalent in 

mainstream ableist culture, many disability scholars argue for a socially embedded notion of 

disability in opposition to the logics of cure, rehabilitation, and pity. The social model argues that 

disability is produced by a relationship between an individual and variously social and concrete 

environments that disempower and disallow access (Siebers 25; Goodley 11). This approach 

looks to the ways that social barriers limit engagement by certain types of bodyminds, thereby 

simultaneously stigmatizing them and putting them at risk. Rather than an intrinsic aspect of a 

state of being seen to be disabled, reduced access, increased daily difficulty in communication or 

mobility, and social stigmatization occur as a result of normative social constructions that 

actively exclude bodyminds deemed to be non-normative. The social model sees disability as a 

rights and access issue and follows the path of activist lobbying for inclusion similar to 

mainstream forms of LGBTQ2IA+ activism, black civil rights movements, and feminism 

(Siebers 11). This model argues that by removing social barriers to access many of the negative 

effects of disability are removed, thus showing that these negative lived experiences were largely 

social rather than individual.  

 Despite the utility of the social model for arguing against medicalization and 

individualization of disability, many critics have since called for revisions of the social model in 

order to more fully account for the embodied lived experience of non-normative bodyminds. 

Many of these critiques and alternatives to the social model may be grouped in what is known as 
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the relational model due to their focus on ongoing relational interaction between bodyminds and 

social context. Such theories often critique the language of inclusion of disabled bodyminds as a 

response to ableism since this only expands current forms of oppressive liberal humanism rather 

than eliminating it. Theorist Benjamin Fraser writes that 

It is crucial to understand that the discourse of inclusion can be limiting in the 

following sense: it can function as a way for power structures to superficially 

integrate one or more specific constructions of difference without substantially 

changing wider patterns of exploitation or disempowerment, which persist largely 

unchanged (8) 

Relational models critics describe the lived experiences of ableism to critique further and 

ongoing constitutive exclusions that appear to broaden the terms of the human subject and 

proffer contingent rights, but which ultimately serve the same ideology of segregation and 

exclusion. Central among the theorists of the relational model are Lennard Davis, Allison Kafer, 

and Daniel Goodley and Catharine Runswick-Cole. Despite significant differences in their 

theorizations, each argues for a complex description of embodied disability experience that 

accounts for ongoing relational negotiations between self and social environment. Further, these 

theorists often propose wider critiques of liberal humanist ideologies that underpin ableism from 

a disability-based perspective and argue for more than mere inclusion within a present socio-

political order.  

Lennard Davis articulates a relational model with the aim of generalizing the state of 

disability in order to critique stigmatization and exclusion as the ideological foundation of liberal 

humanism. Davis’s model derives from his identification of the inherent “instability” of 

disability as an identity category, since its social meanings, interpretations, and lack of clear in- 
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and out-groups make it an ambiguous category (23). Davis argues that rather than a problem, the 

instability of identity highlighted by disability is an opportunity for more widespread critique of 

dominant ideologies of access and ability: 

Disability studies can provide a critique of and a politics to discuss how all 

groups, based on physical traits or markings, are selected for disablement by a 

larger system of regulation and signification. (29) 

In other words, for Davis, disability is always already an intersectional category that operates to 

regulate access and select certain types of bodyminds for risk, violence, exclusion, and 

stigmatization. Davis describes this broader relational approach as “dismodernism” as it critiques 

the interrelated power structures in modernity’s liberal humanist approach to the individual.  

 Theorist Allison Kafer argues for what she calls the “political/relational” model of 

disability, which places disability directly within a political context through the assertion that 

disability “does not occur in isolation,” rather it occurs through “relationships,” but that these 

relationships are predicated on embodied experiences (8-9). Kafer’s work responds to the 

disembodiment identified within the social model, which does not, in her analysis, allow for 

recognition of the embodied effects of conditions that may or may not be normatively identified 

as disability, and thereby excludes those who cannot deny or socially locate feelings of pain and 

fatigue (7-8). Through an engagement with queer theory, feminist theory, and environmental 

theory, Kafer’s political/relational model articulates the need for coalitional assemblages among 

intersectional oppressions in order to describe ableist oppression (169).  Doing so, Kafer argues 

that to “dream of accessible futures” requires recognition of the broader socio-political critique 

of liberal humanist and capitalist ideologies (169). As with the other relational theorists 

identified in this section, Kafer’s work usefully articulates the need for disability theory to 
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engage with other forms of oppression and to address how these co-inform ableism (182). 

Further, a political/relational approach argues for contemporary expressions of futures of 

accessibility and flourishing for disabled bodyminds that extends beyond access within the 

current framework of liberal humanist subjectivity. 

 As with Kafer’s model, Daniel Goodley and Katherine Runswick-Cole advocate for a 

relational model that seeks futures beyond current liberal humanist ideologies. They describe 

“dishumanism” as a form of posthumanism from the perspective of disability (8). Goodley and 

Runswick-Cole utilize Rosi Braidotti’s notion of the posthuman to argue that “becoming 

dis/human allows us to interrogate the kinds of human currently valued by society: humankinds 

that are contested and directly contravened by the presence of disability” (8). They posit that 

dishumanism “acknowledges the possibilities offered by disability to trouble, reshape and re-

fashion traditional conceptions of the human … while simultaneously asserting disabled people’s 

humanity (to assert normative, often traditional, understandings of personhood)” (2). The dual 

ambition at work in this theory offers a holistic ideological critique while allowing pragmatic 

advocacy from within current forms of rights and individuality. They contend that this approach 

“recognize[s] the ambivalent relationship that disabled people … have towards traditional 

notions of the human” (3). Their theory argues for the critical and disruptive potential of 

disability perspectives to unseat ableist notions of the human as political subject, but also the 

need for protections necessary for ongoing life and safety under current terms of human rights 

(5). Goodley and Runswick-Cole describe this approach not as “oppositional,” but rather 

“frictional” (5). Their posthumanist project of dishumanism derives from emergent posthumanist 

theorizations, in particular Rosi Braidotti's, which sees the "posthuman subject ... as a relational 

subject constituted in and by multiplicity, that is to say a subject that works accross differences 
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and is also internally differentiated, but still grounded and accountable" (Braidotti 49). For 

Goodley and Runswick-Cole, the dishumanist subject foregrounds interdependence and 

contextual embeddedness as fundamental to subjectivity, in contrast to the humanist idea of the 

individual as independent and self-sustaining (Goodley and Runswick-Cole 11). Goodley and 

Runswick-Cole follow Braidotti in theorizing this embeddedness and interdependance of subject 

through Deleuze and Guattari's notion of the assemblage, which is "composed of multiple and 

variously embodied parts that interchange and create new relationships, alliances, and 

communities" (Ramlow 181 qtd in Goodley and Runswick-Cole 11). As a relational model, 

dishumanism offers a theory to question the status of the liberal humanist individual as universal, 

normal, and natural, while making pragmatic choices necessary for survival within an ableist 

society. This theory implies a complex relationality between ableism and other forms of 

oppression based on the normative notion of the human, and an approach to imagining 

alternative futurities while addressing present oppression. 

In distinction to the social model and the relational model, the cultural model of disability 

forms through shared methodology of critical engagement with representations of disability. As 

such, the cultural model critics align with elements of the social and relational models in their 

perspective on the aims of disability theory. What distinguishes the cultural model is the focus 

upon the cultural production of disability. As such, these critics read the metaphorizations, 

stigmatization, and utilization of disability as a social trope within a largely ableist culture. David 

Mitchell and Sharon Snyder propose the notion of “narrative prosthesis” to identify the way that 

disability becomes a trope within cultural objects in ways that excludes the lived experiences of 

those bodyminds deemed to be disabled (6). They argue that, “For all populations physical and 

cognitive limitations constitute a baseline of cultural undesirability” and, further, that “One 
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might think of disability as the master trope of human disqualification” (3). Disabled bodyminds, 

then, become erased by such cultural production through a rhetorical move whereby disability 

becomes a way to communicate undesirability. This strengthens ableist notions of the disabled 

bodymind’s failure to meet a normative level of autonomy and presentation. Such rhetorical 

oppression, according to Mitchell and Snyder, accomplishes the ableist goal of “return[ing] the 

incomplete body to the invisible status of a normative essence” (8). Through a cultural critique of 

rhetorical prosthesis, Mitchell and Snyder seek “to make the prosthesis show, to flaunt its 

imperfect supplementation as an illusion” in cultural works, as well as in the lived experience of 

all (8).  

Similar to the notion of narrative prosthesis, G. Thomas Couser works with the cultural 

model in the identification of the ways in which cultural products narrate the lives of disabled 

bodyminds. Couser argues that disabled people are already inscribed with meaning and 

narratives by ableist readings of disability based on the medical gaze and social pathologization 

(603). As such, disabled bodyminds are hyperrepresented, both through what Mitchell and 

Snyder describe as narrative prosthesis, as well as the ways in which failure to meet the norms of 

bodymind exists everywhere in cultural products, yet such bodyminds must also constantly 

justify their existence within an ableist culture that negates lived experience (603). In response to 

this, Couser proposes attending to life narratives by disabled writers as a way of implicitly 

critiquing and speaking back to this form of exploitative representation as “a political as well as 

mimetic act” (605). With mentally located disabilities, the existence of self-written life narrative 

by its very nature critiques implicit cultural ideas that such subjects cannot speak for themselves 

(605). The cultural model, in both Mitchell and Snyder’s narrative prosthesis critique as well as 

in Couser’s readings of disability life narrative, presents the politics of authorship, form, and 
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cultural representation as a determining element in the social readings of disability and the 

ongoing cultural production of ableist ideology.  

Along with the above models of disability, this dissertation utilizes a specific domain of 

disability theory work grouped under the heading of mental disability and madness theory. 

Mental disability theorists Margaret Price, Catherine Prendergast and Cynthia Lewieki-Wilson, 

draw upon the insights of the social, relational, and cultural models of disability as well as 

rhetorical analysis to theorize the specific construction of disabilities conventionally deemed to 

be of the mind. Under the dominant medical model, such disabilities might normatively be 

grouped as mental illnesses, cognitive impairments, or developmental disabilities (Price Mad at 

School 9). In response, these mental disability theorists broadly group this diversity of 

nonnormative conditions of bodymind as “mental disability” to highlight not the inherent truth of 

the mind as a location of impairment, but that such groups experience social disabling based on 

perceived mental state and social diagnosis of mental difference. In her critique of mental 

ableism, Prendergast argues that “to be disabled mentally is to be disabled rhetorically” (202). 

Similarly, Price contends that “disempowerment as rhetors” occurs to groups deemed to be 

mentally non-normative (304). This rhetorical disabling functions to bracket the words, 

articulations of experience, and self-representation of these subjects in social diagnosis that 

discredits and undermines lived experience. This theory has obvious connections to narrative 

prosthesis and disability life narrative as ableism’s cultural production of social meanings about 

disabled identity and language silence disabled rhetoricity based on perceptions of mind.  

As the mind is commonly conceptualized location of individuality and self-singularity, 

mental disability theory provides an especially productive perspective from which to interrogate 

and resist the normative category of liberal humanist construction of the human. This links to 
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focus of mental disability to dishumanism insofar as it critiques the silencing language of 

ableism and argues for ways of critically engaging with self-representations of stigmatized 

bodyminds to regain rhetoricity. Dishumanism and mental disability theory, informed by cultural 

critique of disability representation, articulate important ways of engaging with the temporalities 

of disability-based critique and the language of those stigmatized by supposedly mental 

difference. These theories will provide the foundation for engaging disability theory with avant-

gardism for the purposes of engaging with future-oriented works by authors socially located as 

mentally disabled. bissett’s Lunarian autobiographical poetics, Gauvreau’s “exploréen” the 

desire for freedom from the harms of a repressive society, and Weiner’s poetics of pluralized 

subjectivity and interdependency highlight critical engagements with ableist norms for 

communicating experience. Each quite literally resist the language of ableism through avant-

garde poetic tactics based in lived experience of relational disablement. This makes such 

practices not only an aesthetic form, but a future-oriented language and relationality that exists 

both within and beyond the contemporary ableist moment. Further, the cultural production of 

those deemed to be mentally disabled provides a political response to such silencing that speaks 

to present circumstances and imagined futurities of relation and rhetoricity. Such responses in 

turn articulate new theoretical possibilities and ways of rhetorically and relationally engaging 

with liberal humanist presents.  

  

1.4 Theorising Avant-Garde Dishumanism 

In reading avant-garde theory and disability theory – specifically dishumanism and mental 

disability theory – in conversation, we may identify a number of key and productive overlapping 

concerns between the two theoretical frameworks. Both critique the normative function of 
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language in creating socio-political realities. Further, both work to critique contemporary socio-

political ideology and gesture towards new relationality. Finally, both propose complex 

temporalities outside of those offered within dominant ideologies of liberal humanism. Although 

avant-garde theory and disability theory have many differences and each enfold a diversity of 

positions and goals, such areas of identified overlap provide potentially illuminating avenues for 

critical consideration. As a relational encounter, the bringing-together of avant-garde theory and 

disability theory implies that each are changed in this encounter. As such, the moments of 

misalignment between these critical lineages provides opportunities for revision and critique in 

order to clarify a useful critical position. As described above, one product of this discussion is 

avant-garde dishumanism: a critical perspective originating in the encounter of these two 

disciplines for the purposes of reading aesthetic works by socially disabled bodyminds that 

function as avant-gardist relational experiences of more equitable and emancipatory futures. 

While not all writers and artists socially positioned as disabled create work that might be thus 

described as avant-garde, those that do offer ways of theorizing avant-garde dishumanism that 

broaden the scope of each of the two constitutive critical projects.  

 Avant-garde theorists argue for a concept of political practice based within the aesthetic 

experience of meaning and relation. Similarly, disability theorists critique the current norms and 

ideologies as historically constructed and culturally reinforced. As Timothy Yu writes, for the 

avant-garde “the aesthetic and the social are inseparable” (2). Rachel Blau DuPlessis describes 

this process as a “sociopoesis” within avant-garde poetics that creates social realities, rather than 

just describing them (2). This formal preoccupation highlights the nature of language in creating 

socio-political opportunities for resistance, as well as the possibility for language to delimit and 

confine in its normative operation. The avant-garde process of sociopoesis extends beyond 
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aesthetics, though. Foucault argues that critical projects show the historical contingency of 

oppressive and naturalized categories (“What Our Present Is” 412). He describes this process in 

relation to the historical construction of madness: “Our relationship to madness is an historically 

established relationship, and from the second that it is historically constituted, it can be 

politically destroyed” (412). As a critical project, the avant-garde aesthetically creates 

experiences of future orders both beyond those of the present and within the present, and in 

doing so critiques the present’s historical and discursive constitution of experience which 

appears inevitable and intractable. Similarly, disability theorists argue that cultural products 

create notions of bodymind difference as disqualified, diminished, and disabled through a 

reinforcement of limiting social significations (Couser 605; Mitchell and Snyder 8). Through the 

utilization of disability as a cultural trope, its socio-political reality is made to seem natural, 

rather than historically constructed. In response to oppressive silencing of bodymind difference 

by cultural products, Couser argues for attending to writing and aesthetic works that expresses 

the disabled bodymind difference as a “political as well as mimetic act” (605). Such works 

written from positions of disability speak back to the naturalization of normative cultural 

meanings of disability (605). We might relate this resistant cultural production to avant-garde 

creations of futurities that illuminate the construction of current forms of life, meaning, and 

relation. Couser describes life writing by socio-politically disabled writers as a form of “agency” 

that contradicts the normative practice of silencing narratives of disability (605). As with avant-

garde aesthetics, Couser’s notion of disability production performatively highlights the 

construction of cultural meanings by offering alternatives to the norm. Although marginal and 

often silenced, attending to such cultural products offers critical positions in relation to 

normative language and meanings.    
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As aesthetic projects based in disability experience and avant-gardism share theoretical 

roots in critiquing the contingency of the historically-produced present ideologies, they open up 

room for imagining alternative futures from within the present. Yet, when we look to mental 

disability specifically, we may go further in a critique of clear distinctions and boundaries that 

support the material, relational, and linguistic conditions that make such positions possible. 

PhebeAnn Wolframe coins the term “maddening” to describe the process by which “mad 

communities highlight and redefine ways in which bodies deemed mad are used discursively and 

materially” (35-36). She argues that “maddening” occurs not through a solidifying of identity 

category or consensus on either present experience or imagined future, but “offers instead 

messier models of understanding” (47). This process of maddening speaks to the ways in which 

experiences of disabling based on speculation of mental states might be reconfigured as resistant 

positions from which to critique the messiness underlying any normative description of 

experience. Maddening relates, in its treatment of identity, to Lennard Davis’ description of 

disability as “unstable category” that shows the “instability” of all identity (23, 25). For Davis, 

critique located in experiences of socially-produced disability shows “how all groups, based on 

physical traits or markings, are selected for disablement by a larger system of regulation and 

signification” (29). Beyond mere critique, disability theorist Robert McRuer argues that 

disability also highlights the necessity in locating “traces of agency, resistance, and hope that are 

as legible where identity disintegrates as where it comes together,” thereby undermining the 

normative desire for coherence and consistency of selves (145). To this, the notion of the 

maddening of rhetorical experience and bodymind difference stigmatized as mentally disabled 

blurs the boundaries of category while respecting lived experiences of uneven oppression and 

difference. We may relate the process of maddening categories of experience to avant-garde 
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tactics of opening up room for critique of current cultural constructs and ideologies through 

shock and defamiliarization. John Roberts writes that avant-gardist work offers new “ways of 

doing and making, of refunctioning and denaturalizing that involve producer and spectator in a 

transformative encounter” (37). This “transformative encounter” offers possibilities and 

alternative futures to those imagined by current modes of relating. Together in the form of avant-

garde dishumanism, avant-garde and disability theory locate the historical production of current 

meanings and modes of relation while also performatively critiquing this present by creating 

alternative experiences of imagined futurities.   

The present critique and imagined futurities theorized in both avant-garde theory and 

disability theory further trouble normative understandings of temporality. In the twin focus on 

the present material and rhetorical conditions, as well as resistant, aesthetically-based ways of 

relating and experiencing communication, these theories describe a complex transtemporal 

critical position focussed on a more desirable future. Gregory Betts argues that “avant-gardism is 

most distinctly an art of the future” based on its “attempts to provoke an experience of the 

consciousness of a future, potential social order within an audience of the present” (14-15). A 

future order smuggled into the aesthetics of the present, in this description, offers a provocation 

for change. Further, as post-avant theorists describe the return to tactics and positions of past 

avant-gardes in current moments of critique to create experiences of future orders, they offer 

what John Roberts refers to as “the release of other times – of revolutionary futures past” (48; 

italics in original). In this description, Roberts points not to a restaging of dusty aesthetic 

strategies, but a transtemporal “revolutionary time” created through avant-garde positioning 

outside of dominant “capitalist time” (15). Hal Foster similarly offers the notion that “historical 

and neo-avant-gardes are constituted … as a continual process of pretension an retention, a 
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complex relay of anticipated futures and reconstructed pasts” (29). We might relate this to 

philosopher Jean-Françios Lyotard’s notion of “future anteriority,” which refers to a critical 

return to ideas of the past in order to discover alternatives theorizations and effect a different 

future (Gunew 10). Dishumanism offers a future anterior approach to temporality that splits 

focus between the past, present, and the future for the purposes of pragmatism and theoretical 

flexibility necessitated by disabled experience. This position, Goodley and Runswick-Cole 

argue,  

simultaneously acknowledges the possibilities offered by disability to trouble, 

reshape and re-fashion traditional conceptions of the human … while 

simultaneously asserting disabled people’s humanity (to assert normative, often 

traditional, understandings of personhood). (2)  

Dishumanism asserts what might be described as the messiness in theoretical focus derived from 

lived disabled experience and the need for ongoing survival under the current social contract. 

Oriented toward the present conditions of life, the historical constitution of these conditions, and 

futurities that imagine relation and communication otherwise, dishumanism might be said to 

operate in an avant-garde revolutionary transtemporality both inside and outside dominant modes 

of understanding experience. Much like revolutionary time and future anteriority, disability, 

according to Allison Kafer, presents narratives of “incompleteness” and in “their incompleteness 

they provide examples of how to imagine disability differently: finding it in unexpected places” 

to create “potentially, more accessible futures” (154). Through critical attention to silenced 

narratives, a combined avant-garde dishumanism presents a complex temporality that 

acknowledges incompleteness, messiness, and the shifting critical positions of communicative 

relation in audiences of the present. Doing so, it troubles normative and dominant ideologies for 
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the purposes of creating experiences of future modes of relation and communication from 

located and embodied positions of disability.  

 In proposing avant-garde dishumanism as a critical and aesthetic strategy, the ways in 

which the two theoretical bodies of work fail to cohere must be addressed. Each theoretical 

position, when put into conversation with the other, necessitates revision. Rather than failures of 

a critical project, such areas of potential critique offer ways to refine these theories to better 

address modes of operation in relation to aesthetic works from positions of disability that may be 

read as opening up new experiences of future relationality. When read alongside disability 

theory, avant-gardist advocacy for theoretical purity and generic clarity, as well as its operational 

complicity with dominant socio-political ideologies become clear areas for critique and revision. 

Through attention to the maddening messiness of ideas derived from disability theory, avant-

garde theory benefits from a consideration of the ways in which it itself operates as an 

exclusionary socio-political category. Also, though, when read alongside avant-garde theory, 

disability theory shows its failure to fully account for the formal politics of aesthetic works, 

which avant-garde theory proposes as essential to art’s socio-political operation. Without 

extending to consider the work of writers socially-positioned as disabled beyond mimetic 

statements of life, disability theory fails to fully consider its own discursive critique of the 

production of ideology through language. Avant-garde theory highlights the need for disability 

theory to develop more rigorous critical reading strategies to show the relational operations of 

the formal operation of aesthetic works. As a form of conversational self-critique, such revisions 

offer ways to conduct criticism otherwise than the institutionalized designations of disciplinary 

and theoretical boundary. These moments of friction show that reading the two theoretical 
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frameworks together offers previously under-considered questions as essential to rigorous 

critique and revision.  

 Disability theory, and in particular mental disability theory, when put into conversation 

with avant-garde theory, offers the consideration of the relation between the avant-garde’s 

politics of formal invention and the notions of embodied identity within current forms of liberal 

humanist society. Although, as described above, the avant-garde often seeks to critique the 

current state of affairs with the shock of difference and the creation of a future-oriented 

experience, its own relation to normative and dominant political subjectivity has often gone 

unacknowledged (Butling and Rudy 18, Frost xi-xii; Hong). Too often the critique of formal 

stability and legibility as a marker for dominant ideologies in the present leads to the exclusion 

of the construct of identity in total, in disregard of those for whom legible and recognized 

identity is disallowed in an oppressive present. Gregory Betts describes this line of thought, 

writing that “Avant-gardism … is a different phenomenon from identity writing to the extent that 

the ambition of much of identity writing is to secure recognition and participation within the 

existing social contract” (23). In this formulation, writing based in identity, depending on its 

execution, may function as a kind of radicalism invested in forwarding a political mandate, 

though it falls outside of avant-gardism in its commitment to the contemporary socio-political 

order. Nevertheless, in theorizing the avant-garde we must consider the ways in which the 

pragmatic securing of those recognitions for oppressed groups in the present offers the ability to 

continue to survive long enough to critique dominant ideological structures and imagine 

differently-oriented futurities. Avant-gardism, in disallowing identity into its definitional 

parameters becomes a way to exclude those disempowered groups for whom identity is a 

necessary tool for recognition and survival. This move to define avant-gardism becomes 
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interpreted as a critique of racialized, disabled, or otherwise oppressed identities, rather than the 

near-invisible and unspoken identity of white, cis, abled, male experience. In her critique of 

avant-garde whiteness, Cathy Park Hong writes that the avant-garde represents “the luxurious 

opinion that anyone can be ‘post-identity’ and can casually slip in and out of identities like a 

video game avatar, when there are those who are consistently harassed, surveilled, profiled, or 

deported for who they are” (n.p.). Theorist of the avant-garde in both its historical and 

contemporary moments, Marjorie Perloff, demonstrates the position Hong critiques when she 

says that she “questioned the values of a poetics based on identity” in an age when technologies 

of communication, such as email, to some degree remove markers of identity from the 

communicated message (qtd. in Yau n.p.). Further, Perloff orients critique of aesthetics based in 

cultural identity as obscuring or eliminating consideration of media, formal experimentation, and 

writers from dominant identity categories (Yang n.p.). Avant-garde definitions that excludes 

representations of identity, as Hong points out, definitionally eliminate those works by oppressed 

groups who must fight to represent the validity of their identity in an ideological present that 

seeks to eliminate or make it invisible. 

  Although Perloff’s concern and Hong’s critique derive from a specific disciplinary 

context of American literary and academic categorization, this conflict speaks to broader 

tensions at work in the definitional limits of avant-gardism. Betts clarifies the relation between 

identity and avant-gardism in more recent work with Christian Bök, in which the two theorists 

write that “’identity writing’ often politicize[s] the values of the expressible self, disrupting the 

norms of subjective lyricism so as to interrogate the normative protocols of telling” (11). This 

description of works that utilize identity as a critically unstable category fits with disability-

based critiques of the normative subject of contemporary capitalism. Dishumanism may aid this 
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line of avant-garde thought by offering a model for theorizing works that contain twin focusses 

on the pragmatic contemporary moment for purposes of survival in addition to broader projects 

of ideological destabilization and creation of experiences of futurity. If avant-gardist positions 

only admit those privileged enough to ignore presents of violent repression and uneven risk, then 

only normative and socially protected voices will have access to its aesthetic innovations and 

ideological critique.  

Where non-dominant identities have historically appeared in avant-garde movements is in 

the form of fetishization, inspiration, and metaphorization. Hong argues that the avant-garde only 

admitted racialized others in the form of inspiration or tokenism, and that it critiques subjectivity 

as a mask for its practitioners’ dominant social position (n.p.). John Yu also argues that “racial 

others offered an escape from Western aesthetics, serving as a source for the revolutionary 

breakthroughs that have characterized the twentieth-century avant-garde” (i). Further, we might 

add that the avant-garde has developed similarly in relation to mental disability, which has 

proven useful as inspiration to break with rationality and present realities, and that, as such, 

mental disability has been fetishized as a state existing beyond societal norms (Betts “Just 

Playing” 14). Indeed a central Surrealist figure, André Breton, developed the surrationality of his 

aesthetics after being influenced by observing psychiatric hospital patients, which he himself 

describes as “the beginning at the heart of surrealism” (Bogousslavsky, Haan and Koehler). Not 

only an aspect of Breton’s inspiration, “madness,” Betts contends “was a common trope of 

avant-garde modernists” (14). As metaphorized and performed within the relative safety of 

aesthetics and not psychiatric wards, this use of madness excludes lived expressions of the 

oppressed experience of living under mental ableism which do not match up with such 

metaphorization. Avant-garde metaphorization of madness falls under what Mitchell and Snyder 
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describe as “narrative prosthesis.” In much of the avant-garde, mental disability and serves the 

purpose of metaphorizing an avant-garde critical distance and difference from societal norms. As 

with all forms of narrative prosthesis, metaphorizations of mental disability to describe and 

perform avant-garde difference, when done by dominant and abled groups, serve to make the 

lived experiences of mental disability invisible. Couser writes that “historically, the cultural 

representation of disability has functioned at the expense of disabled people in part because they 

have not controlled their own images” (603). As Couser suggests, the only way to combat such 

metaphorizations of lived experience is to attend to first-hand accounts and expressions based in 

this lived experience (605). By putting avant-garde theory into conversation with disability 

theory, we find a more nuanced conversation about the lived experience of stigmatized 

bodymind difference and the art of imagined futures that may emerge from such experiences, 

rather than from metaphorization and fetishization. Such art, when located in lived experience 

rather than romanticized tropes, might even provide a stronger resistance to contemporary 

ideology. As Couser argues of disability life writing, but which might be expanded to include 

avant-garde works from those who experience mental ableism, these aesthetic works function as 

“a political as well as mimetic act” (605). The political act of speaking from positions often 

silenced itself functions as an avant-gardist act of creating new futurities, ones in which the 

socially disabled speak their reality as normative. 

Just as disability theory offers ways to continue to critique the normative socio-political 

function of avant-garde theory, so too does avant-garde theory offer an opportunity to revise and 

strengthen the cultural criticism of disability theory. Cultural criticism in disability studies has 

tended to focus on the identification of instrumentalizations of disability as a metaphor (Berger 

149). This follows Mitchel and Snyder’s influential notion of “narrative prosthesis” which 
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describes the way disability serves as an “opportunistic metaphorical device” in cultural products 

(47). In this, representations of physical and mental abnormality serve as a metaphor for other, 

more normative and less stigmatized ways of being in misalignment with a norm, such as moral 

lack, personal struggles to be overcome through strength of will, lack of insight, or cultural 

otherness (Quayson 52; Mitchell and Snyder 59). In this formulation, disability, when written 

without lived experience of disability, functions as an easy metaphor on which to rest other 

meanings. The response to this, then, is the self-representation by socially disabled bodyminds, 

as described above (Couser 6). This response rightfully corrects the harmful instrumentalization 

of disability as a cultural trope, yet avant-gardist critiques of the politics of form offer a way to 

critique and, thereby strengthen, this account of metaphorization, and to theorize a politics of 

self-representational form that extends beyond a simple retort to a dominant cultural narrative.  

Theorist James Berger offers a compelling critique of the dominant reading of metaphor in 

disability theory based in the unsteady ground of non-metaphorical language upon which 

disability theories of metaphor implicitly rest. Berger writes that the cultural disability theory 

“position assumes that one can unequivocally know what is the true term—the term that would 

portray the lived experience or material conditions of disability” (149). As any language might 

be said to be to some degree metaphorical, the dividing line between what metaphors are harmful 

to disability might not be easily distinguished.5 Berger insightfully asks  

 
5 According to Jacques Derrida, “Before being a rhetorical procedure within language, metaphor would be the 

emergence of language itself” (Writing and Difference 140).  Derrida elaborates on this state in his famous 

description of the coin with worn away markings in his essay “White Mythology.” Through the coin analogy, 

Derrida describes how usage wears away comparative and figurative connections until language is “effaced” of 

metaphor and appears purely representative of a concept, rather than in a metaphorical relation (25). As such, 

metaphor forms the foundation of language that in our current context appears devoid metaphor, and it is an error to 

conclude that our inability to recognize its roots means language portrays a pure descriptive idea.   
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How can language be used … to permit something to symbolize only itself, 

without remainder? How can there possibly be signification with no residue of 

meaning—no connotation, ambiguity, no unconscious or ideological upswellings, 

no imperatives of genre? (149) 

Although cultural disability theories argue for an approach based in attending to self-

representation as a response to harmful gazes of cultural tropes, medicalization, and political 

disenfranchisement, the recourse to a natural, non-metaphorical language of experience fails to 

account for the ongoing and negotiated relational experience of disability. The maintenance of 

critical positions that question and disrupt the harmful uses of disability as an instrumentalized 

cultural trope provides a necessary and important element of ongoing work on cultural 

representations of disability; yet, avant-garde theory offers a critique of the normative logic of 

language and form that might push this form of disability critique to account for relational 

encounters between disability experience and dominant ideologies in language. As poet and 

literary theorist Rachel Blau DuPlessis writes of avant-garde poetry: “without attention to the 

interdependent helix of a text’s social and aesthetic aspects, a poetic text has to be viewed 

reductively as a bizarre choice of message-delivery system for ideas and themes” (122). This 

latter, limited methodology may be said to be at work in the cultural disability reading of harmful 

metaphors and truthful accounts of experience. Readings of cultural texts based in avant-garde 

theory offer ways to read works by socially stigmatized and disabled authors without reducing 

their words and representations to mere “message-delivery systems.” Following DuPlessis, “we 

need reading strategies to help mediate between what is said in poetry and what is said as 

poetry” (122; italics in original). Without such reading strategies in cultural disability theory, we 

risk silencing the formal politics of works that speak from positions of disability. 
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In considering the rhetorical function of the avant-garde, Hal Foster argues that the avant-

garde works in “rhetorical relation” to contemporary moments and that this is where “rupture and 

revolution are located” (25). In this, Foster advances not a metaphorical critique, as we see in 

Mitchell and Snyder, and Couser, but a theory of “performative” resistance to ideologies of 

present “languages, institutions, and structures of meaning, expectation, and reception” (25). 

Disability criticism might refine the notion of narrative prosthesis and metaphor based on 

Berger’s critique, but not abandon their utility in critiquing current institutions of meaning 

through this form of performative resistance. Betts too argues for a notion of avant-gardism as a 

critical project and even, we might say, a reading strategy for engaging with the present, that 

utilizes “language or the other tools of art to realize some perfect synthesis of art and life in the 

world” (30). This synthesis may perform a sense of different futurities, or an orientation towards 

normative strategies of language and meaning that resist socio-political oppressions. 

Dishumanist positioning and relational theories of disability fit with such resistant performative 

and formal ideological engagement. In the performative formal aspects of aesthetic work, we 

might read not a simple retort to normative ideologies, but a complex positioning of the aesthetic 

work itself that performs as a cultural text in its own right. 

Cultural disability might, to reconstrue DuPlessis’ words, consider what is said as 

disability art, rather than what is said in disability art. By extending our reading strategy to 

consider the performative use of language and form in relation to present ideologies of language 

and meaning, we might also do better justice to works by writers socially positioned as disabled. 

By reading the politics of structure, form, and language, otherwise than as a natural and clear 

reportage of experience, we, as critics, too resist instrumentalization of their work to speak only 

to a reduced context. Berger’s critique of disability theory’s description of metaphor still 
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contends that “the question of whether a given portrayal is good for, or fair to, the disabled is not 

unreasonable” (151). Yet, such critiques of the linguistic disempowerment and 

instrumentalization of disability must not disqualify all metaphorical or performative function, or 

respond by proposing natural, unmetaphorical language. In order to consider dishumanist avant-

gardist work specifically, and any works from socio-politically located positions of disability 

generally, we must utilize a relational approach to disability-based critique that takes into 

account, to borrow DuPlessis’ phrasing, “the interdependent helix of a text’s social and aesthetic 

aspects” (122), and the performative responses that extend beyond clear mimeticism. 

Dishumanism offers a way to theorize works with ambivalent and seemingly contradictory 

aims in relation to present ideologies of the human subject. Yet such dishumanist works might 

also include avant-gardism as a way to think both the present and the future simultaneously as a 

kind of critical negative capability. Similarly critical of the status of constructions of normative 

thought and modes of relation, avant-garde theory and disability theory may function together to 

imagine alternatives to the liberal humanist able-minded subject that serves as the requirement 

for contemporary socio-political consideration. Further, dishumanism describes a relation to the 

present and future that might force avant-gardism to consider its own ideological function of 

silencing voices who find it necessary to engage with the present for the purposes of securing 

ongoing survival. Definitional limits of avant-gardism function politically in similar ways to 

other socio-political categories, and as such the politics of the inclusions and disinclusions must 

bear critique. Avant-garde dishumanism might admit pragmatic identity positions in the present 

so as to focus on broader ideological goals and the creation of imagined futurities outside of the 

contemporary liberal humanist paradigm of relation and communication. In turn, avant-garde 

theory’s consideration of the politics of formal structure and the aesthetic work’s positioning in 
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relation to temporalities and ideologies of the present allow disability theory to more rigorously 

account for the complex ways in which socially disabled writers and artists engage with formal 

constructs to create experiences of the future. Through this, avant-garde dishumanism might 

consider the messy and ambivalent relations between identity, present socio-political realities, 

the figurative use of all linguistic constructs, and the politics of formal invention.  

 

1.5 Hope in Failure 

In a 2002 interview, affect theorist Brian Massumi makes a useful distinction between the 

difference between hope and optimism. He argues that  

the way that a concept like hope can be made useful is when it is not connected to 

an expected success — when it starts to be something different from optimism — 

because when you start trying to think ahead into the future from the present 

point, rationally there really isn’t much room for hope … if hope is separated 

from concepts of optimism and pessimism, from a wishful projection of success 

or even some kind of a rational calculation of outcomes, then I think it starts to be 

interesting — because it places it in the present. (n. p.) 

In placing hope in the present, without tying success to realization in the future, Massumi 

articulates a notion of hope much like the critical aims described in post-avant theories, and 

which I’ve described in considering avant-garde dishumanism. Like the aesthetic work in the 

present instantiating an experience of future relations and experience, hope instigates 

interactional potential. The avant-garde interactional potential, though, is a vision of a future 

order disconcertingly and shockingly produced in the present. A transtemporal paradox, to be 

sure, this situation helps to clarify the avant-garde’s relationship with emancipatory projects. 
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Utilizing Massumi’s distinction, we might clarify those theories that see avant-garde as a failure. 

Such theories confuse avant-garde hope with avant-garde optimism. In the view of avant-garde 

projects based in optimism, which Massumi locates in the future, the failures of the avant-garde 

make sense, and, as Peter Bürger argues, were, from the beginning, “unrealizabl[e]” (”Avant-

Garde and Neo-Avant-Garde” 701). The dominant ideological and cultural forces at work make 

the utopian aesthetics of avant-gardism an impossible project. Gregory Betts, following Julia 

Kristeva, writes that in the contemporary moment “Avant-garde art cannot fulfil its own ethical 

and revolutionary function within society, and society will not allow itself to be pulled into a 

self-destroying revolution” (257). Yet if we bring Massumi’s reading of hope in the present into 

avant-garde aesthetics, we find an emancipatory aesthetic project in the present that creates 

experiences of potential future relationality in a way that isn’t a teleological project in which 

success rests upon effecting such futures. Creation of aesthetic experiences of the future may be 

figured outside of the zero-sum game of success and failure, and instead be read as creating 

moments of engagement with transtemporal difference in the present.  

 Within disability theory, as with any theoretical project tied to critiquing and changing 

oppressions of socio-political presents, Massumi’s notion of hope provides an important guard 

against pessimism. Seen as a creation of relational potential in the present, disability-based 

critique offers an ongoing practice of engaging with socio-political oppressions, violence, 

silencing, and stigmatizing without engaging in a win-lose scenario. Further, this notion of hope 

in the present operates much like dishumanist temporality insofar as it engages with projects of 

future emancipatory promise while attending to the present context. Kafer describes the 

disability theory critical project as engaging with “imagined futures” insofar as it critiques the 

imagined futures of ableism and the medical model which see a future without disability (3). In 
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critiquing these normative imagined futures, Kafer argues that we, doing disability theory 

criticism, must insist “on thinking these imagined futures—and hence, these lived presents—

differently” (3). In conceptualizing the future as an aspect of the present, Kafer locates the 

project of futurity as an ongoing negotiation with the present. Such futurity has drastic 

consequences for socially and medically disabled bodyminds whose very existences are at stake. 

Kafer writes that, “In imagining more accessible futures, I am yearning for an elsewhere — and, 

perhaps, an ‘elsewhen’ — in which disability is understood otherwise: as political, as valuable, 

as integral” (3). This “elsewhen” of accessible and politically integral futurity focusses a critical 

hope in the present and operates in both an avant-garde and dishumanist way, insofar as it makes 

the future an aspect of the present. As ideologies of liberal humanism and the medical model 

present such deep opposition, there may be little optimism in such statements, but they articulate 

a hope and relational potential in a present that matters to futurity. Similarly, Robert McRuer 

argues that “The disability to come … perhaps, will and should always belong to the time of the 

promise … that we will always comprehend disability otherwise 

and that we will, collectively, somehow access other worlds and futures” (208). McRuer’s 

“time of the promise” and Kafer’s “elsewhen” articulate a resistant hope within presents of 

disability-based critique. As with avant-gardism, this rejects a zero-sum game approach to 

resistant political and aesthetic investments, and instead conceptualizes the present as relational 

engagement of creation and critique that exists under dominant and oppressive socio-political 

ideologies.  

 Such avant-garde and disability theory hope inevitably raises the question of failure. 

Although hope resists the optimism that seeks victory in the future, instead engaging with 

potentials and imaginings in the present, Massumi also admits that there is every reason to be 
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pessimistic about the actual presents and futures within which such hope operates. Both avant-

garde theory and disability engage with failure as an inevitable aspect of their projects of 

critique. From the supposed failures of the avant-garde to effect a revolution, to socially disabled 

bodyminds’ failure to meet the norms and ideals necessary for socio-political consideration, 

failure haunts these theoretical projects. Further, though, failure in both theoretical projects 

operates as a hope-generating potential. Avant-garde failure to cohere to the aesthetic norms of 

the present and disability-based expressions of experience that fail those ideological norms of the 

present are precisely the pessimism that generates a hope in the potential of the present to 

articulate difference. In terms of disability, Tobin Siebers writes that difference and failure to 

meet norms serve to justify “disqualification” and, ultimately, uneven harm, violence, and death 

(Disability Aesthetics 23). The stakes for conceptualizations of failure are thus high, though they 

are based in meaning and communication of difference. Margaret Price writes of mental 

disability that it is a “failure to make sense” under the normative conditions of capitalist life (26). 

This description might also be applied to avant-garde art which fails the capitalist project of 

artistic institutionality. Avant-garde theorist John Roberts describes this failure to make sense 

under norms of capitalism as avant-garde art’s “asociality” under “historical and self-

normalizing conditions” (57). Conceptualized as a productive location of hope, the asocial avant-

garde dishumanist failure to make sense articulates alternative futurities to those imagined by 

ableist disqualification. The focus of both avant-gardism and dishumanism on a futurity 

articulated within the present relational experience of communication offers a methodology for 

thinking through resistance to dominant socio-political meanings and creating ongoing critical 

intervention.  
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 As Hal Foster writes of the post-avant phase, no longer do theorists and artists engage in 

“grand oppositions” of revolutionary bombastic proclamations, but instead articulate moments of 

“subtle displacements” and “collaborations with different groups” (25). The hope in avant-garde 

dishumanism resides in such subtle displacements from embodied and located positions outside 

of those most normative. Foster argues that we need “new genealogies of the avant-garde that 

complicate its past and support its future” (5). Thinking the avant-garde in conversation with 

dishumanism based in mental disability and madness provides methodologies for creating 

moments of hope within stultifying and oppressive presents. Further, such an engagement 

articulates a necessary critique of the avant-garde’s relationship with mental ableism, while 

offering disability-based cultural criticism a theoretical lineage for thinking through the politics 

of form. These two theoretical fields offer ways to add to the plurality of avant-gardes and avant-

garde genealogies. Robert McRuer’s articulation that disability theory too must seek “unlikely 

identifications” and “yet to be imagined … disabled … cultures of downward redistribution” 

(76) matches with Foster’s notion of necessary avant-garde practice. As a constantly negotiated 

present of critique and production of resistant futurities outside of those offered by dominant 

ideology, avant-garde dishumanism creates a critical encounter necessary for articulating hope. 

Further, it engages with the potential in bodymind positions and aesthetic works to create 

experiences of futurities other than those dictated by dominant ideological presents. 
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Chapter 2: "Là où il y a œuvre":  Aesthetic and Institutionalized Madness in Claude Gauvreau's 

Poèmes de détention  

 

2.1 Shadow On the Brain 

A political cartoon, drawn by Robert La Palme and published in Montréal on September 13, 

1948 (Fig. 1), shows two men standing together in the foreground watching a person being 

carried to an ambulance by two uniformed guards. The ambulance carries the name “Hopital St. 

Jean de Dieu,” a real Montréal psychiatric institution first opened in 1873 ("L’Hôpital"). This 

scene displays a fairly typical rendering of the trope of the so-called crazy person being carted 

off to the insane asylum by force. In this case, the figure being carried away has a swirl adorned 

with stars above his head, crossed eyes, and a manic smile, all of which serve as a visual 

shorthand for insanity.6 Further, he is being carried, unable or unwilling to move himself or 

consent to his trip to the psychiatric ambulance. The associated caption references the 

inflammatory Montréal avant-garde group known as the Automatistes, and their manifesto, Refus 

global [Total Refusal]. The two men who watch the scene comment of the man being carried: “Il 

a essayé de comprendre ‘Refus Global’, le manifet des automatistes!”78 Published on August 9 of 

the same year, Refus Global sought to challenge what the Automatistes saw as the 

conservativism of the social and aesthetic milieu of Montréal at the time (Ellenwood Total 

Refusal 7). In contact with and inspired by the Surrealists, the Automatistes brought the political 

 
6 This illustration shows some features common among popular cultural depictions of what might be described as 

madness, insanity, mental illness, but which this dissertation discusses under the terms of mental disability. Analyses 

of common tropes of mental disability in cartoons describe features such as wild, rolling, or crossed eyes, unkempt 

hair, an open mouth or broken smile (Wahl 38, Wilson et al. n.p.). Such findings suggest a visual language of 

madness for the purposes of humour, fear, or derision, all of which influence audiences' understandings of mental 

disability and stigmatize those labelled as mentally ill, which contributes to mental disablement in the social realm. 

Through a visual language for psychiatric difference, such depictions "communicate that people with mental 

illnesses are different in many fundamental ways" (Wahl 42). 
7 Translations in footnotes are my own unless otherwise noted.  
8 "He tried to understand Refus Global", the Automatistes' manifesto." 
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and aesthetic critique of avant-gardism to Québec, and their manifesto served to announce their 

presence, their aesthetics, and their displeasure with their present socio-political, as well as 

artistic, moment (Ellenwood Egregore x). As La Palme’s cartoon illustrates, the Automatistes 

gained widespread notoriety within Montréal and Québec society, and Refus Global generated 

significant pushback from the mainstream press and art institutions (Ellenwood Total Refusal 8). 

Paul-Emile Borduas, its primary writer, lost his teaching position as a result of the manifesto due 

to a government petition to his school, the Ecole du Meuble (ibid.). This petition critiqued not 

only his writing, but argued that his “state of mind” made him unfit to teach (ibid.). Thus, both 

the government petition and the cartoon make reference to a threat established by the 

revolutionary manifesto, writings, and art of the Automatistes through implication of mental 

instability.  

Michel Foucault writes in his lecture series published in English as Abnormal, psychiatric 

logic functions as “knowledge and power within the general domain of public hygiene or 

protection of the social body” and always seeks to “discover the secret of the crimes that all 

madness is in danger of harboring” (120). Further, Foucault describes how, since the mid-1800s, 

“deviation from the norm of conduct and the degree to which this deviation is automatic are two 

variables that enable conduct to be inscribed either on the register of mental health or on the 

register of mental illness” (159). Thus, the cartoon critical of the social threat posed by the 

Automatistes and their ideas figures their words and actions as an infectious threat to public 

hygiene through discourses of mental illness and mental health illustrated by tropes of 

involuntary psychiatric incarceration. Not merely vague references to a cartoonish idea of the 

madhouse or asylum as repository for the mad, the insane, and the socially unfit, La Palme's 

cartoon makes specific reference to a real hospital operating within the city at the time, the 
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purpose of which was very literally to house and incarcerate those deemed mentally unstable and 

thus deemed to be threatening to the normative public. This cartoon, then, establishes a link 

between the madness of aesthetic avant-gardism and the lived realities and institutionalization of 

madness as a social imperative.  

 

 

(Fig. 1: Cartoon by Robert La Palme, published in Montréal's Le Canada newspaper on 

September 13, 1948) 

 The title of La Palme’s cartoon makes specific reference to one of poet and dramatist 

Claude Gauvreau’s mini-dramas published within Refus global. The cartoon’s title, “L’ombre sur 

la cerveau” ["Shadow on the brain"] references mental illness through the idea of a shadow on 

the brain. This phrasing plays on the title of Gauvreau’s mini-drama titled “L’ombre sur la 

cerceau,” ["Shadow on the hoop"] which describes the drama of an acrobat falling toward a hoop 
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in typically surrealist fashion (Oeuvres Créatrices Complètes 138). Gauvreau’s piece utilizes 

altered spellings of words, surreal juxtapositions, and novel words that function as gestural 

sounds and non-representational images. The style of the avant-garde text establishes a 

disorienting relationship between reader and text as the reader must rapidly adjust to shifting 

textual techniques. This combination of poetic modes within a single text runs throughout much 

of Gauvreau's writings, and marks his signature style. La Palme's choice to centre Gauvreau's 

writing in a critique of the socially deleterious function of avant-garde ideas draws an implicit 

and specific connection between aesthetic disruption and the social reality of psychiatric 

difference that involves incarceration, involuntary treatment, and reduction of liberty. This link 

to Gauvreau’s text is all the more striking since Gauvreau would, six years later, in 1954, endure 

his first of ten involuntary admissions and lengthy periods of incarceration in the very psychiatric 

hospital La Palme references: St.-Jean-de-Dieu (Gauvreau Lettres n.p.). Between his first 

admission and his death in 1971, Gauvreau spent a total of two thousand six hundred and eighty-

three days involuntarily kept behind the walls of St.-Jean-de-Dieu (ibid.). Making up nearly half 

of his life under close psychiatric observation after his first admission, Gauvreau’s imprisonment 

at the hospital constitutes a substantial backdrop for his writing life. As such, the link established 

in the political cartoon critiquing the aberrant and dangerous aesthetic movement utilizes a 

discourse of mental illness and public safety that would be fully realized for Gauvreau, a specific 

target of the cartoon. This link functions much more significantly than mere coincidence. Rather, 

critical discourses of mental difference employed to describe aesthetic difference run throughout 

avant-garde literature, particularly the Surrealists, as well as the reactionary critical responses to 

these movements. What is valorized or critiqued as aesthetic madness contains often-obscured 

links to the lived realities of mental disability, mental ableism, and psychiatrization through 
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social understandings of perceived psychiatric difference. La Palme unveils this link through 

reference to the real institution of St.-Jean-de-Dieu as a mode of critique to highlight the insanity 

and dangerousness of aesthetic madness, and implies social threat of incarceration for those 

deemed mad.  

Born in 1925 in Montréal, Claude Gauvreau began publishing his writing in 1944, and was 

soon an integral member of the avant-garde Automatiste movement (Gauvreau OCC 11-12). 

Gauvreau's work challenged expectations of Québécois literary and theatre audiences, famously 

leading to small audiences for the opening run of his play drama La charge de l'orignal 

épormyable [The Charge of the Epormyable Moose] and half the play's actors refusal to perform 

after intermission on the fifth night (Gauvreau, The Charge 155). Of Gauvreau's literary legacy, 

fellow Réfus global signee, Bruno Cormier, wrote: "Claude Gauvreau reflects the alienation of 

his times" (158). Throughout much of his major work, Gauvreau employs neologisms that he 

describes as "images exploréen."9 In this terminology, Gauvreau associates these linguistic 

objects more as images than as words per se. Nevertheless, exploréen functions as a language 

juxtaposed and blended with French. Gauvreau argues that “An explorational image is involved 

whenever the constituent elements of the new, singular elements are no longer discernable by 

any analytic operation" (Ellenwood 197). He continues, noting that “the constant juxtaposition 

and interlacing of everyday words and explorational words is one of the most frequent causes of 

stupefaction among my readers" (200). Gauvreau claims that this is due to these words' function 

of  “sav[ing] the poet from the mania of analysis that reduces works of art to the level of 

puzzles” (200). Exploréen pushes back against the critical impulse to reduce language and 

thought to solvable and knowable "puzzles." Significantly, Gauvreau turns psychiatric 

 
9 "exploréen images" 
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pathologization of "mania" against such critical logic – a critical logic inherent also in the 

psychiatric diagnosis itself insofar as it turns diverse experiences of bodymind into pathologized 

and knowable categories deemed non-normative and thus solvable. Cormier writes that this 

language "is the vocabulary of a poet turning to face his times and suddenly crossing the barrier 

of known words which were no longer enough for him to express the anguish he felt invading 

him as he faced the world he loved, but in which he felt himself becoming more and more a 

stranger" (Gauvreau, The Charge 158). In exploréen defamiliarization, Gauvreau created an 

avant-garde language that resisted dominant, rational logic, and instead instituted an experience 

of other liberatory modes of thinking from within the internal logic of the aesthetic encounter. 

 Gauvreau’s repeated psychiatric incarcerations between 1955 and the end of his life in 

1971 greatly impact the conceptual components of his writing through his frequent returns to 

themes of madness, liberty, detention, and sadism. Nevertheless, scholarly criticism on Gauvreau 

has largely ignored the significant contextual link Gauvreau had to incarceration and 

psychiatrization through many of his productive years. Further, the work most directly 

referencing this period of his life, Poèmes de détention [Detention Poems], has never received 

more than passing critical attention in either French or English criticism, which instead largely 

focus on his last work Jappements a la lune [Barking at the moon] and the notorious drama La 

charge de l'orignal épormyable. Although limited, Gauvreau scholarship in both English and 

French contributes significant insight into Gauvreau's intellectual and aesthetic contributions in 

relation to both Québecois and European contexts. André-G. Bourassa provides invaluable early 

Gauvreau scholarship and brought Gauvreau's work and life to greater attention in the years after 

his death. Critic Jacques Marchand too provides summary criticism of Gauvreau's entire oeuvre 

and life, but his analysis significantly builds a thesis on what he sees as Gauvreau's creation of a 
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mythic persona through his writing. In English, critic Ray Ellenwood's work to translate 

Gauvreau's writings and to provide an English history of the Automatistes represents a vital 

contribution and constellates Gauvreau with other writers and artists in his milieu. Gregory Betts' 

work on "Canadian Surrealism" focusses on how the Automatistes, and Gauvreau specifically, 

operate within an avant-garde aesthetics and movement, and bring this into conversation with 

other strains of Canadian avant-gardism (Avant-Garde Canadian Literature). Nevertheless, the 

above criticism makes very little, if any, mention of Poèmes de détention. This oversight is 

understandable based on the marginality of Gauvreau scholarship as a whole, and the marginality 

of this text within his writings. Gauvreau's Poèmes de détention remained unpublished during his 

lifetime, only being included by the author in his collection of his work for the posthumously 

published Oeuvres Creatrice Completes [Collected Creative Work]. Nevertheless, Poèmes de 

détention, written in 1961, occupies a specific and important place within Gauvreau's then-

ongoing negotiation of the incarceratory psychiatric system of his day, as well as the shifting 

themes and formal preoccupations in his writing. According to Gauvreau, he wrote the collection 

of thirty-one poems during a period between his fourth and fifth hospitalizations at St.-Jean-de-

Dieu in 1961 (Gauvreau Lettres n.p.). In the preface to his Oeuvres Creatrice Completes 

[Collected Creative Work], he states that he wrote the collection after “l’une de mes plus 

détestables hospitalisations,”10 which was followed by “la période la plus noire de ma vie,”11 in 

turn followed by another long hospitalization (14). This period of repeated psychiatric 

incarceration and bleak suffering comes through in the poems, which polemically meditate on 

themes of imprisonment under authoritarian control, while also utilizing avant-garde textual 

strategies as a form of resistance.  

 
10 "One of my most detestable hospitalizations" 
11 "the darkest period of my life" 
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Gauvreau's commitment to use formal linguistic experimentation to critically engage with 

themes of authoritarianism and psychiatry in Poèmes de détenetion resonates with themes of his 

earlier work. His 1956 play, La charge de l'orignal épormyable, detaiuls the descent of the poet 

Mycroft Maxeudeim through social stigmatization, psychiatrization, and, finally, death. Other 

characters specifically label Maxeudeim in psychiatric language for the purpose of segregation 

and demoralization.12 As with Poèmes de détenetion, Gauvreau describes the theme of 

psychiatric harm and social violence, disablement, and stigmatization through a description of 

confinement and loss of liberty. The stylistic elements of Poemes de detention too connect the 

collection to Gauvreau's earlier poetry, including the above-mentioned "L'ombre sur la cerceau," 

in the blending and twisting of words of exploréen with standard French.  Finally, Gauvreau's 

exploréen comes to full force in his final work, Jappements a la lune, written entirely in such 

images that function as evocative sound poetry. 

 The blended thematic and stylistic elements in Poèmes de détention, though, indicate an 

important mid-period Gauvreau negotiating his present circumstances and his aesthetics after the 

initial uproar of the Automatiste movement. Beyond even their situation among a creative 

trajectory of his writing life, though, these poems also indicate the clearest example of the writer 

thinking about his immediate situation of repeatedly lost freedom due to social, legal, and 

medical speculation on his state of mind. Gauvreau himself identifies such a difference in a letter 

to his publisher: 

  comme leur titre l’indique, ces courts poèmes ont été écrits dans les conditions  

  les plus défavorables qui soient. Impossible d’y retrouver l’euphorie gaillarde de  

 
12 Characters confer about how to label Maxeudeim throughout the play, and variously describe him as having 

megalomania, paranoid delusions (OCC 665), being schizoid or schizophrenic (657), and being a polymorphous 

madman (687), among other pejorative descriptors to describe sanity. 
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  mes poèmes précédents et suivants. Cependant, ils baignent dans une   

  atmosphère à la fois pénible et insolite sans exemple où que ce soit dans le  

  monde. (Gauvreau Lettres n.p.)13 

This context of pain and strangeness in Gauvreau's world during his composition of Poèmes 

détention, as well as the title's specific reference to the theme of incarceration and confinement, 

indicate their importance in establishing Gauvreau's relationship between his positioning as a 

frequent psychiatric victim of ableist incarceratory practices and his ongoing critiques of 

dominant logics of reason through avant-garde aesthetics and poetics.  

 Beyond even the context of Gauvreau's oeuvre and life, 1961's Poèmes de détention offer 

a vital, though unrecognized text in a time of international critique of the role of psychiatry, 

psychiatric institutions, and the society that governs them. Most significantly, the year Gauvreau 

wrote these poems Michel Foucault published his first major work, Histoire de la folie à l'âge 

classique (translated into English as History of Madness), which, as described in the previous 

chapter, charts the historical shifts in attitudes towards madness that led, in the mid-nineteenth 

century, to the establishment of psychiatry and psychiatric institutions. In addition, 1961 saw 

Erving Goffman's ground-breaking critical exposé Asylums published, along with important anti-

institutional works of psychologists R.D. Laing and Thomas Szasz (Ben Moshe 72, 87). In the 

literary world, critiques of the psychiatric hospital proliferated in the late 1950s to 1970s. Allen 

Ginsberg's beat generation classic Howl, published in 1953, addresses and mythologizes a 

psychiatric patient, Carl Solomon, whom Ginsberg met while also a psychiatric detainee.14 Ken 

 
13 "as their title indicates, these short poems were written in the worst conditions. The light euphoria of both my 

earlier and later poems are entirely absent in it. They are saturated with an unparalleled atmosphere of both pain and 

strangeness." 
14 The real Carl Solomon strongly objected to Ginsberg's “unlicensed poetic version" of him that misconstrued the 

facts of Solomon's biography and his psychiatric diagnoses and treatments (Raskin 155). Solomon complained to 

Ginsberg, saying the poem "garbles history completely,” while also subtly concealing the fact that Ginsberg too was 

a patient (155-156). 
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Kesey's 1963 One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest critiques the structure of authority in psychiatric 

hospitals. Sylvia Plath's semi-autobiographical novel The Bell Jar, also published in 1963, details 

the protagonist's eventual psychiatric hospitalization and invasive treatments. In Canada, Sheila 

Watson – most known for her novel The Double Hook – published a series of stories in the 1950s 

that drew upon the story of Oedipus and Antigone to dramatize the story of her own life growing 

up as the daughter of a psychiatrist in charge of running a psychiatric facility (Watson 64-65). In 

Montréal, Hubert Aquin published a semi-autobiographical novel Prochain épisode [Next 

Episode] in 1963 about an unnamed narrator's authoring of a political spy story to pass his time 

while under psychiatric detainment. Within this international confluence of critique of 

psychiatric institutions, Gauvreau's Poèmes de détention must be read as a vital avant-garde 

reckoning with the role of psychiatry and detainment from one undergoing the harm of these 

aspects of social control during a pivotal historical moment.  

 Throughout his writing, Gauvreau displays a conflicting relationship to ideas of madness 

and mental illness. He frequently invokes an idea of aesthetic madness that disrupts the current 

order of society as central to his project. Nevertheless, Gauvreau's position as a victim of the 

oppressions levelled against those deemed mentally ill make him, understandably, seek to 

distance himself from such a stigmatized positioning. In a 1960 letter to Guy Borremans, 

Gauvreau writes that that which is revolutionary "est jugée comme un 'danger'"15 by society 

(125). Further, he argues that this is why mental difference becomes pathologized: "On applique 

défensivement l’étiquette 'maladif' sur ce qui est explosif” (ibid.).16  The explosiveness of 

aesthetic and political madness harbours a danger to society, one which La Palme, albeit to 

different ends, implicitly argues in the comic "L'ombre sur le cerveau." Certainly the idea of 

 
15 "is judged to be a 'danger'" 
16 "The label "illness" is defensively applied to that which is explosive" 
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revolutionary madness indicates an important thematic and aesthetic within Gauvreau's oeuvre; 

yet, Gauvreau also experienced the lived realities of being deemed mentally ill and mad, and the 

grave repercussions of such social positioning. His repeated incarcerations at St.-Jean-de-Dieu 

and his lengthy periods without liberty speak to the violence and oppression of the social 

management of madness. Gauvreau refers to the social logic of this type of imprisonment as "la 

vie concentrationnaire" (Unpublished interview with Robert Myre n.p.),17 and, in his appraisal 

near the end of his life, makes attempts to distance himself from madness through recourse to his 

literary productivity. He argues, "tous ceux qui produisent ne sont pas fous" (ibid.).18 The notion 

of normative functionality inherent within productivity as a determiner for sanity is a frequent 

trope of mental ableism insofar as it equates socially-recognized labour as the benchmark for 

social acceptability (McRuer 8). Gauvreau takes this notion on as one who has endured 

significant and violent periods of psychiatric harm and incarceration. He, quite reasonably, in 

this quotation wishes to distance himself from such harm and the label of mental illness that 

precipitated it. This attempt to implement a firm distinction between productive literary madness 

and the type of madness that leads to St.-Jean-de-Dieu displays an important tension in 

Gauvreau's poetry between two related, though distinct, concepts of madness. 

 In consideration of Gauvreau's experiences of psychiatrization, the relationship between 

the aesthetic metaphors and the lived realities madness become central to understanding his 

poetics and his relationship to the avant-garde. This conflict mirrors that of Antonin Artaud, 

who, as discussed in the introduction, argued for the revelatory and revolutionary power of 

language, while also decrying social and medical treatment of disabled bodyminds. Drawing on 

Surrealist and historical avant-garde inheritances, including Artaud, Gauvreau utilizes the notion 

 
17 "concentration camp life"  
18 "None who are productive are mad" 
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of metaphorical madness to understand his work and its emancipatory function, while also 

pushing away medicalized labels. In addition, Gauvreau's period of psychiatric incarceration 

took place on the cusp of a large international movement that significantly critiqued psychiatric 

harms, and reformed psychiatric institutions in Canada and beyond. I contextualize Gauvreau's 

engagement with social positionings that disabled him through psychiatric incarceration, as well 

as his mobilization of Surrealist-inspired notions of formal and thematic avant-garde madness 

from a position of one directly negotiating the lived-realities and harms of being deemed 

mentally ill. Unlike later writers in this dissertation, Gauvreau had far less access to an expanded 

form of avant-gardism that increasingly made space for a diversity of positionalities, as well as 

more affirmative understandings of mental difference and socially oppressed identity. As with La 

Palme's cartoon, Gauvreau's Poèmes de détention involve a tension between aesthetic and 

institutionalized madness. Whereas La Palme collapses mental and aesthetic non-normativity to 

divide them from normative life, Gauvreau speaks from the opposite side of mental ableism, and 

takes up aesthetic madness as resistant to stigmatization and incarceration. These poems 

represent the tense and impassioned negotiation of Gauvreau's lived and aesthetic relationship to 

madness in a way that centres liberatory avant-garde poetics as central to registering a voice to 

the victim of psychiatrization, and speaking back against a system governed by what he called 

"la vie concentrationnaire." In Gauvreau's struggle to speak a non-normative bodymind in fierce 

opposition to mental ableism there arises a language of disruptive and explosive madness based 

firmly in lived experience. With this, Gauvreau establishes an avant-garde dishumanist voice that 

proposes a language of self outside of and beyond dominant ableist ideologies.   
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2.2 Surrealism, Automatism, and Madness 

Gauvreau served as a vehement and founding member of the Automatiste movement, which 

argued for social change within Québec society through consciousness-expanding art. The 

Automatistes developed their revolutionary mode of creation and critique from the Surrealists, 

who were inspired by processes of creating art that freed mental experience without the 

regulatory mechanisms of conventional logic or social palatability. Promoted most notoriously 

by writer and artist André Breton, Surrealism sought to use art as a method by which to "present 

interior reality and exterior reality as two elements in the process of unification" ("What is 

surrealism?" 156). First formally theorized by Breton in 1924, and most active until the mid-

century, the Surrealists provided a model of avant-garde aesthetics that based revolution in the 

aesthetic experience. As an avant-garde movement, the Surrealists attempted to break the 

boundaries between the unconscious and conscious, mental and material, rational and irrational, 

through the aesthetic experience of art borne of processes that weaken this boundary. With 

significant medical training and psychiatric experience, Breton and his coterie of artists and 

writers drew upon psychiatric writings and research to create a revolutionary aesthetics "to ruin 

once and for all other psychic mechanisms and to substitute [Surrealism] for them in solving all 

the principal problems of life" (Bauduin 1). In order to do this, early Surrealist writings and 

experiments drew upon the psychiatric concept of "automatism," used at the time to describe 

involuntary sensory experiences (ibid.) They did so in order to work towards creating art 

"dictated by thought, in the absence of any control exercised by reason, exempt from any 

aesthetic or moral concern" (ibid.). Through free association and other experiments in automatic 

writing, painting, and creation, the Surrealists tried to bring about a unification of materiality and 

psychic experience as a liberatory aesthetic experience. 
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In developing their methodology, Surrealists also gained the inspiration for these processes 

directly from psychiatric patients. As discussed in Chapter 1, Breton observed patients in the 

course of his work in psychiatric hospitals, an experience he described as “the beginning at the 

heart of surrealism” (Bogousslavsky, Haan and Koehler). Further, Surrealists appropriated 

medical photographs of young female hysteria patients, using them to recontextualize socially 

stigmatized abnormality as an artistic gesture and performance of psychic freedom (Steer 4-5). 

Theorist Linda Steer writes that in such photographs, Surrealists position photographs of hysteria 

as "poetry rather than pathology" (10). Steer continues, in their original psychiatric context such 

photographs were used as visible "evidence of a disease," and in Surrealist appropriation they 

become "evidence of the marvelous" (11). Despite Surrealist intervention, both their 

aestheticized images and the psychiatric originals show the images' "evidentiary value [to be] 

significant" (11). In this, they similarly grant the women in the images – mentally disabled, 

incarcerated, and photographed – little agency (Steer 20). According to Hal Foster, Surrealists 

also drew directly upon art and writings by those deemed mentally ill as a form of valorized 

inspiration that they saw as existing outside of conventional European rationalism (10). 

According to Foster, their approach to this work created by the institutionalized mentally 

disabled displays “a rhetoric of celebration that moves between appropriation and abnegation” 

(10). The appropriative impulse of the Surrealists to use this work for their own purposes and to 

read into it complimentary aims, displays a lack of consideration for the origin of the work, and 

its function within the psychiatrically incarcerated experience. Valorizing madness in this way, 

Surrealists instrumentalize it towards the aesthetic revolution, therefore doubly silencing the 

individuals silenced by psychiatry and incarceratory social practices. Nevertheless, their push to 

valorize otherwise socially stigmatized experience and base an aesthetics in such non-normative 
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ways of being as containing revolutionary potential provided much inspiration to subsequent 

avant-garde movements wishing to resist the normative strictures of their socio-political 

situation. 

In contrast to the predominant Surrealist appropriation of psychiatrized people's images 

and writings, writer, dramatist, and theorist Antonin Artaud provides a first-hand account of a 

blended impulse to engage in Surrealist revolution, but also to theorize and write from the lived 

experience of psychiatric incarceration. Artaud spent two years, beginning in 1924, associated 

with the Surrealists, even editing an issue of their journal, la Révolution surréaliste [The 

Surrealist Revolution] (Morfee 2). In a 1924 letter to Jacques Rivière, Artaud describes himself 

as “a mental case, an actual psychic anomaly” (10). Throughout his life Artaud endured repeated 

psychiatric incarcerations and underwent traumatic and damaging electroshock (Jannarone 6). Of 

electroshock, Artaud wrote that after enduring this so-called treatment, "It is the body that will 

remain / without the mind, / the mind, i.e., the patient” (Anthology 185). For Artaud, the loss of 

language equates to a loss of self, and such is the violence of psychiatry. Thus, although briefly, 

Artaud speaks from a different relationship with mental disability, psychiatry, and madness than 

do other dominant Surrealist proponents. A letter to "the medical directors of lunatic asylums" 

that post-dates his alignment with Surrealists, displays Artaud's perspective on socially 

stigmatized mental difference and its social policing (Collected Works 182). He writes that 

"Madmen, above all, are individual victims of social dictatorship" (183). As we shall see in 

Gauvreau's writing, artists and writers with lived experience of psychiatric incarceration and 

mental disablement focus both on the aesthetic revolution, but remain firmly committed to 

speaking out against the realities endured by those deemed mentally ill and mad. Nevertheless, 

such perspective on the relationship between the aesthetics and lived experience of supposed 
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madness are minor in the history of Surrealism compared with the appropriative and 

metaphorizing practices that were dominant.  

For the Montréal's Automatistes, the psychological aspect of the Surrealist revolution was 

central to its revolutionary potential, as is signalled in the Automatistes' choice of name. 

Beginning around 1941 and mostly dissolving by 1952 (Ellenwood Egregore 9, 233), the 

Automatistes collected as a revolutionary Québécois aesthetic grouping inspired by Surrealism, 

but not entirely synonymous with it in either aesthetics or philosophy. Collected around painter 

and professor Paul-Émile Borduas, the Automatistes positioned their Surrealist-inspired practice 

as a challenge to what they deemed a restrictive society and aesthetics in Québec (22). The group 

included painters, poets, playwrights, and musicians who theorized the revolutionary potential of 

the aesthetic experience. The major public theorization and flashpoint for public scrutiny of the 

Automatistes was the above-mentioned publication of Réfus Global, which paired manifesto 

statements alongside avant-garde texts produced by automatistic practices.  

Drawing upon Surrealism's theorization of aesthetic "psychic automatism," Paul-Emile 

Borduas writes in Refus global that the process of automatism allows one to "study thought 

processes" (Ellenwood Total Refusal 46). Automatism, for Borduas, encompasses three distinct 

forms: mechanical, psychic, and surrational automatism (46). Mechanical automatism involves 

physically manipulating objects and artworks to illustrate their plasticity, though this "reveal[s] 

little about the personality of the author" (46). Psychic automatism involves writing or creating 

with "no control of the thought processes" (46). Finally, surrational automatism involves 

"unpremeditated writing" with "no attention paid to content" in order to achieve a "sharpened 

awareness of the psychological content of any form" (46). The focus on the psychological, for 

the Automatistes, comes from a desire to unchain oneself from structures of logic and rather to 
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allow the form of the work to express a psychology in relation to the author's manipulation. 

Bourduas' focus on the term "surrational" rather than "surreal" speaks to this focus. As Gregory 

Betts writes, “Automatism offered a subversion of rationalism by proposing a realm within and 

beyond the consciousness of each individual outside of reason” (162). Collective liberation in 

society, for the Automatistes, relies on a psychological liberation from rationalism in order for 

political change to succeed (Betts 11). Betts writes that their focus on undoing rationalism leads 

them to a valorization of madness:  

  these French Canadians were interested in using madness, a madness found  

  within, to instigate change in their particular conservative and ultra rational  

  society. This paradox of intentional irrationalism speaks at once to the fiction of  

  aesthetic madness but also to its function. (15) 

As rationalism dictates madness as the outside of the logical and the rational, the Automatistes 

play out madness in aesthetic form to open the psychological space of the surrational for their 

audience. Though as Betts notes, "intentional irrationalism" invokes an oxymoron, and 

aestheticized madness functions as a provocative "fiction," rather than a true performance of 

madness. For Betts, this amounts to an avant-garde practice of "playing mad" (169). We might 

relate this insight to Foucault's description in the final paragraphs of Histoire de la folie à l'âge 

classique of the complete silencing of madness by reason (537). Foucault argues that madness 

only ever appears, now, as an absence or gap, only gestured at and never spoken. Thus the 

surrationalist impulse of the Automatistes' speaking of aestheticized madness into being betrays 

the reality of madness, and makes of it only a fiction or metaphor for that which is not the 

language of rationalism. Using Foucault's formulation, this inversion of rationalism does not 

equate to madness, though it uses madness as a trope to understand rationalism's opposite: 
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surrationalism. Thus, the bounds of Automatiste surrationalism become clear in stretching to 

claim to speak madness through art and writing. Nevertheless, their insight into the relationship 

between personal psychology and social structures and relations develops an invaluable avant-

garde critique of the current logic and institutes surrationalism as a future-oriented liberatory 

space from within aesthetics.  

 The Automatistes' "fiction of aesthetic madness," that Betts describes, develops from this 

Surrealist metaphorization of the art of the detainees of psychiatric facilities to stand for a 

liberatory escape from rational logic. Foster writes that Surrealist appraisals of this body of work 

“obscure more than they reveal the import of the art of the mentally ill” (3). Thus, the avant-

garde appropriation of madness serves the ends of avant-garde practitioners, and detaches the 

meaning of experiences of being socially designated as mad or mentally ill from the art work 

created in this context. As Steer writes, "it was a notion of madness that was attractive to the 

surrealists not the everyday reality of mental illnesses" (38). According to Foster, if we consider 

the actual work of the art by those deemed mentally ill, rather than those who appropriated it as 

an aesthetic, we find a resistance not to dominant logic and rationalism, but a deep desire to find 

meaning and grounding within a chaotic and uncontrollable experience: 

  more than attack artistic convention and symbolic order, the art of the   

  mentally ill seems concerned to find such law again, perhaps to found it   

  again, at the very least to 'recompose its empty form, its absence.' For to   

  their horror this is what these artists often see—not a symbolic order that is  

  too stable, that they wish to contest as such (again as posited by avant-gardist  

  logic), but rather a symbolic order that is not stable at all, that is in crisis,   

  even corruption. (16) 
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The Surrealist avant-garde mis-reading of perceived madness in aesthetics comes from a 

difference in their relation to order and meaning. Whereas the Surrealists, and those who 

followed, including the Automatistes, wished to unseat rationalism and explode dominant social 

order, the actual works by those deemed mentally ill or mad generally seek safety and stability 

from within crisis, mental distress, and often violent incarceration. Thus, in reading literary 

works from practitioners invested in avant-garde aesthetics, but who also experienced social 

disablement based on diagnoses of madness and mental illness, we find a blended urge in 

relation to madness: both to see its aesthetic form as a liberation from oppressive forces that 

diagnose and categorize, but also a dangerous social positioning.  

 As mental disability theorists articulate, in an ableist society the status of normative 

thought and language links to autonomous self-hood and rights. When one is deemed mentally 

ill, mad, or otherwise mentally abnormal, ones words and thoughts fail to carry truth value. 

Catherine Prendergast writes that “to be disabled mentally is to be disabled rhetorically,” since 

"if people think you’re crazy, they don’t listen to you” (202-203). Margaret Price writes that 

rhetoricity marks "the ability to be received as a valid human" (Mad 26). Through their 

appropriative and metaphorical uses of madness and psychiatric patient images and writings, the 

Surrealists might be construed as providing rhetoricity to individuals and states-of-being disabled 

by psychiatric and medical discourses. They valorize such states and individuals and deem them 

worthy of serious aesthetic consideration. Nevertheless, the appropriative and metaphorizing 

gesture denies rhetoricity to those mentally disabled as their works and images stand in for 

something else: rather than standing in for pathologies, they stand in for Surrealism itself. To 

return to Foster's discussion of the art of those psychiatrically incarcerated, we might reframe 

their words as reacting to a lost space of social legibility and rhetoricity, and seeking to gain this 
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again through recourse to the stability of a conventional symbolic order. The Surrealist gesture, 

then, reframes the disabling signification without undoing the disablement. Under the lived 

experience of denied rights based on lack of rhetoricity, one might understandably seek legibility 

and stability.  

 In considering the work of those both mentally disabled as well as invested in avant-

garde Surrealism, we find an expected contradictory focus both on gaining rhetoricity, and 

exploding the logic and order of rationality. Gauvreau's relationship to madness displays this 

very contradiction, and his understanding, as expressed in letters and interviews through his 

writing life, testifies to an ongoing negotiation of the meaning of madness and mental illness 

based on changing social and aesthetic contexts. Gauvreau praises the explosive and 

revolutionary nature of madness within his aesthetics, but also distances himself socially from 

any such designation since this led to incarceration and harm. Though Gauvreau plays with and 

cites the trope of madness, his personal letters and descriptions of himself always push back 

against adopting this descriptor, along with that of mental illness. Thus, although a thematic 

reading of Gauvreau's tropic madness provides an insight into the themes of his work, his 

personal relationship to this term gives further insight into. A contradiction arises in the 

theoretical collapse of these two understandings of madness: whereas Surrealist appropriation 

and metaphorization of madness makes of it a liberatory practice, the social designation of 

madness, with its subsequent involuntary hospitalizations and incarcerations, involves a distinct 

loss of liberty, autonomy, and rhetoricity. In a 1962 letter to Jean Gascon, Gauvreau presents this 

tension in a striking manner: "Je ne suis malade mental et ne passerai pour tel qu’auprès des 

Zifoull meunngazupps Zillos imbéciles." (Lettres n.p.).19 Gauvreau, from his incarcerated 

 
19 "I'm not mentally ill and no one would called me this except Zifoull meunngazupps Zillos imbeciles." Note that 

provided translations will leave the original exploréen and indicate these words with italics. 
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location within St.-Jean-de-Dieu, disputes the very term of mental illness so as to establish 

rhetoricity while using a deeply surrationalist linguistic madness in his exploréen outburst. The 

fact that Gauvreau uses exploréen in this letter speaks to his personal distinction between 

aesthetic and social madness. Nevertheless, a tension remains between seeking a legibility and 

order as not mentally ill and seeking to serve as a surrationalist revolutionary figure inverting 

logic and order with an aim of liberation. Thus, Gauvreau constantly negotiates the tense 

boundary between the two understandings of madness. Like Artaud, he seeks both normative 

legibility to avoid oppression and harm, while also valorizing madness as an aesthetic that might 

destroy the logic of this very system. Unlike most other Surrealists and Automatistes, Gauvreau 

does not merely "play mad," to use Betts' term, since in a real sense he faces the severe social 

and physical consequences of this attribution, while he also creates an aesthetic assault on the 

dominant order through surrationalism. As a frequent psychiatric detainee, the stakes for 

resisting designations of madness were surely high, and necessary for survival. 

 

2.3 St.-Jean-de-Dieu 

Gauvreau's experiences of incarceration, or "détention," occurred almost exclusively in St.-Jean-

de-Dieu, the large Montréal psychiatric facility referenced in the La Palme cartoon. Throughout 

his ten periods of detainment, Gauvreau would see the facility and its staff as an oppressive force 

in his life, describing it as "la forteresse de St-Jean-de-Dieu" (Lettres n.p.).20 His long-term 

periods inside the facility meant that a significant portion of his writing life occurred behind its 

walls. Opened as a large, religious-run psychiatric asylum in 1875, St.-Jean-de-Dieu housed well 

over a thousand detainees at any given period until it was reformed in the mid-1970s (Pagé 170-

 
20 "St-Jean-de-Dieu fortress" 
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172). Previous to Gauvreau, Métis revolutionary figure Louis Riel was briefly incarcerated at St.-

Jean-de-Dieu for "folies des grandeurs" (Riel 113n6).21 In addition, the great Québécois poet 

Émile Nelligan spent his final years between 1925 and his death in 1941 at the same facility 

(Nelligan 396). Thus, St.-Jean-de-Dieu bore a great deal of historical and cultural meaning 

within the consciousness of Montréal society as a large, long-term facility housing those legally 

deemed to be undeserving of freedom on the basis of mental ability.  

 In Gauvreau's correspondence, he consistently writes of St.-Jean-de-Dieu in terms that 

portray it as an oppressive and sadistic place of suffering and exclusion from the normative 

world. He describes the procedures utilized as "sévices médiévaux" including "des menaces 

d’électro-chocs" (Lettres n.p.).22 Electroshock was used by the staff not only as threat with the 

aim of regulating and normalizing behaviour in the institution; Gauvreau underwent regular 

rounds of this procedure (Fisette 17). In addition, he describes the torture of insulin therapy, a 

common treatment at the time, in which large doses of insulin are injected into a subject with the 

aim of inducing coma. This induced coma was often used in tandem with electroshock. Gauvreau 

describes the results of the combined electroshock and insulin as making his brain feel like it was 

turned into putty (Lettres n.p.). In reflecting on this in 1970, Gauvreau describes how the 

procedures themselves felt mortally threatening: "J’avais subi des manipulations, des traitements 

bio-chimiques et j’avais l’impression d’être dévitalisé, à tel point que j’allais mourir 

incessamment" (Unpublished n.p.).23 Due to this, Gauvreau pleaded to the authorities to release 

him from St.-Jean-de-Dieu. In a letter to his supervising doctor, Gauvreau writes, "Il n’existe 

aucune raison pour que je pourrisse sur place. En liberté, mon travail sera meilleur et la vie sera 

 
21 "delusions of grandeur" 
22 "medieval abuses," "threats of electroshock" 
23 "I was subjected to manipulations, bio-chemical treatments, and I felt numb to the point that I was close to death" 
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plus douce à vivre" (Lettres n.p.).24 He continues, citing his stays at the facility as 

“emprisonnement” and the environment as “execrable” (Lettres n.p.).25 Thus, Gauvreau conveys 

St.-Jean-de-Dieu as in an atmosphere of "d’incompréhension et de brutalité,"26 and a place of 

profound and lasting suffering from which he wished to extricate himself (Lettres n.p.). 

 In the same year that Gauvreau wrote Poèmes de détention, 1961, St.-Jean-de-Dieu came 

under public scrutiny due to exposés that described the inhumane treatment of those deemed 

mentally ill, and the neglect they suffered due to a society that wanted them detained out of sight. 

The most extensive of the exposés was a book written by a former St.-Jean-de-Dieu detainee, 

Jean-Charles Pagé, titled Les fous crient au secours! [The Mad Cry for Help!]. Pagé's testimony 

corroborates Gauvreau's experience as Pagé's brief stay at St.-Jean-de-Dieu overlapped with 

Gauvreau's repeated periods of prolonged detainment. Pagé's testimony of the dismal conditions, 

abuses by staff, forced labour, and unnecessarily long-term imprisonments prompted a public 

discussion of the role of the institution in Montréal and Québec. Pagé, as well as subsequent 

reporters, makes a direct comparison between St.-Jean-de-Dieu and a concentration camp. Pagé 

writes that while inside, "Je me crois souvent dans un camp de concentration à attendre une paix 

qui ne vient pas" (57).27 A newspaper exposé by journalist Gérard Pelletier published in La 

Presse in August of 1961 similarly describes the facility as not actually a hospital, but as 

somewhere between "le pénitencier et le camp de concentration" (209).28 In post-war critiques of 

psychiatric facilities, comparisons to concentration camps to describe the dismal conditions of 

neglect and seclusion that those deemed mentally ill experienced were common in calls for their 

 
24 “There’s no reason for me to rot in here. In liberty, my work will be better and life will be better." 
25 "imprisonment," "execrable" 
26 "of incomprehension and brutality" 
27 "I often believe myself to be in a concentration camp, waiting for a peace that never comes." 
28 "the prison and the concentration camp" 
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closure (Ben Moshe 47). For Gauvreau in his 1970 interview with Robert Myre, the logic of "la 

vie concentrationnaire" serves a function of social control in general life, but becomes especially 

clear and violent under conditions of involuntary detention. In elaborating upon this term, 

Gauvreau argues: 

Pour moi, c’est de subir une détention en tant privé de tout droit civil et d’être 

complètement à la merci des bourreau … Évidemment ces droit leur sont octroyés 

sous prétexte de le soigner, de le corriger, de l’améliorer, mais comme la victime 

est complètement à leur mercis, ils peuvent faire n’importe quoi. (n.p)29 

Pagé, Pelletier, and Gauvreau all similarly conclude that St.-Jean-de-Dieu functions much as a 

concentration camp for those deemed worthy of social exclusion, despite its supposed medical 

functioning, and that it produces social harm, rather than social good.  

 As the wave of critical attention on psychiatric facilities coalesced in the early to mid 

1960s both internationally and in Montréal, reforms began to take place to move psychiatry 

towards a community care model with shorter stays in facilities and more of a focus of patient 

rights. Abolitionist theorist Liat Ben-Moshe writes that the emerging documentary technologies 

and media of the time allowed the public to confront those that were "out of sight and out of 

(their) minds" (46). These exposés and critical psychiatric theory, along with popular media 

accounts, such as One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest (also published in 1961), brought 

discussions of reformation of psychiatric care and patients' rights to public attention (87). 

Gauvreau's periods within St.-Jean-de-Dieu overlapped with this wave of public scrutiny and 

calls for reformation, but his experience of the facility likely differed little through the 1960s due 

 
29 "For me it is to suffer detention and to have all civil rights stripped and to be completely at the mercy of 

torturers…  The rights you are granted under the pretext of care, reform, improvement, are completely at their 

mercy. They can do whatever they want to you." 
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to the long review and reformation process that didn't see substantive change come to the 

Montréal hospital until the after his death (172). In 1972 Québec passed the first law 

acknowledging the rights of the mentally ill, which was further reinforced by 1975's Charte des 

droits et libertés de la personne [Charter of Human Rights and Liberties] (Action Autonomie 

171). The period prior to these de-institutionalization efforts was characterized by long-term 

detainment, dangerous and violent procedures, and general neglect (169). This was the only St.-

Jean-de-Dieu that Gauvreau knew, and this was the one that he critiqued.  

 

2.4 Poèmes de détention 

The tensions at work between productive sanity, social stigmatizations and labels, and aesthetic 

techniques that draw upon a metaphorization of madness, for Gauvreau, form a central context 

for his 1961 collection Poèmes de détention. This work centres the notion of incarceration in its 

very title and makes the striving for liberty a central thematic. Although not published in full 

until its inclusion in his posthumous Oeuvres créatrices complètes, the editing of which he 

oversaw himself before his death, Gauvreau dates this collection by the year of its composition. 

In these poems, Gauvreau never addresses his own situation by name, and instead treats the 

struggle for liberty within detention as a generalized condition. Nevertheless, his statements 

related to the collection firmly place its themes and ideas within his own experience of 

psychiatric detention. He describes writing them following “l’une de mes plus détestables 

hospitalisations” (Oeuvres 14).30 Though not reducible to Gauvreau's own biographical context, 

the book's situation within his life and experience of oppressive psychiatrization offers insight 

into its poetics and themes. Situated in conversation with statements regarding Gauvreau's 

 
30 "one of my most detestable hospitalizations" 
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experience of psychiatric detention, Poèmes de détention provides a strong contestation of all 

types of oppression and detainment, and advocates for resistant vigor and freedom of expression. 

Further, the collection articulates a specifically Québécois and avant-garde refutation to 

psychiatric incarceration during a period of rising international critical focus on the harm of post-

war psychiatric facilities and their oppressive role in society. The addition of Gauvreau's Poèmes 

de détention to the wealth of texts that emerged in a confluent moment of international post-war 

critique of the psychiatric institution enriches the critical and historical conversation of this 

period as Gauvreau provides not only a poetic critique from a psychiatric victim, but it uses 

avant-garde formal strategies as an inherently critical tool to this end. 

 Since its publication in the 1977 collected works, Poèmes de détention has garnered little 

critical attention. What little reference is given to the work is often characterized by 

dismissiveness and a reduction of the text to a single theme prevalent in its most normatively 

legible passages. Jacques Marchand, in Claude Gauvreau: poète et mythocrate [Claude 

Gauvreau: Poet and Mythocrat], cautions the uniformed reader to not being taken in by the myth 

of Claude Gauvreau that Marchand sees Gauvreau himself promulgating (344). Marchand reads 

Gauvreau in this work as dramatizing the speaker's situation as that of a political prisoner, the 

victim of a repressive conspiracy (344). Marchand's focus on what he sees as Gauvreau's 

development of a mythic persona as author-as-political-revolutionary effectively erases the very 

real and non-mythical context in Gauvreau's life from which these poems emerge. As discussed 

above, Gauvreau describes that he wrote the poems following a particularly harmful period of 

psychiatric incarceration. While dismissing Gauvreau's non-mythical biographical situation 

which informs the work, Marchand similarly dismisses the collection's avant-garde poetics that 

blend surrealist juxtapositions, Gauvreau's images exploréen, and grand revolutionary 
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pronouncements. Marchand writes that meaning always eludes the reader through the poems, and 

that the language of the work representants an "écran paranoïaque"31 on which the reader can 

only project their own ideas (346).32 Bypassing such sections of the poems, Marchand mainly 

focusses on the theme of liberty, which occurs frequently and in prominent locations throughout 

the collection in its most straightforwardly legible sections. In this, Marchand's summary is 

matched by critic Andre-Gilles Bourassa, who writes: “Ces poèmes ... sont remarquables surtout 

par le leitmotiv de la liberté" (15).33 Deemed notable mainly for the themes of liberty, or as an 

"écran paranoïaque", Poèmes de détention receive little attention in the Gauvreau oeuvre despite 

its clear connection to his extensive experiences of detainment, and its place within the 

outpouring of literature critical of psychiatry's oppressive role in the early 1960s.  

 Such critical oversight obscures the connection of Poèmes de détention to Gauvreau's 

periods of psychiatric incarceration and its poeticization of the tension within his situation as 

simultaneously a surrationalist interested in using poetry to subvert dominant logics of his time, 

and also his position as repeated psychiatric detainee severely harmed by the logic of mental 

ableism and psychiatrization. This situation of tension between aesthetic and socially disabled 

madness, dominant logic and surrationalist disruptiveness, and political polemic and exploréen 

disorientation create the great poetic tension of Poèmes de détention. In exploring this tension 

Gauvreau employs intermixed poetic styles, conveying disorientation and a plurality of desires in 

response to an oppressive force. Although disjunctive and jarring, this combination of formal 

 
31 "paranoid screen" 
32 This critical metaphor of psychiatric terminology blurs with psychiatric diagnosis and dismissal since Gauvreau 

was diagnosed with psychiatric paranoia. Further, Marchand repeats, knowingly or not, a phrase from Borduas' 

contribution to Refus Global, in which he writes that mechanical automatism reveals little about the author, but in its 

random manipulation of physical elements serves as a paranoic screen (46). Thus, Marchand imports an implication 

on Gauvreau's Poèmes de détention insofar as he infers that these poems' meaning are limited to the random form a 

physically manipulated object takes on. 
33 "These poems ... are especially remarkable for the leitmotif of liberty." 
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experimentation and the leaps between strategies proves meaningful in the context of resisting a 

normative incarceratory logic that seeks to segregate and detain the individual for the purposes of 

normalization. The critical identification of liberty as an important facet of the work remains true 

and worthy of serious consideration, but the poems' bold assertions on the nature of liberty that 

emerge triumphant and clear in the text must be read in conjunction with the surrounding tactics 

of linguistic disruption and disorientation, and both the historical and biographical context from 

which these poems emerge.  

 Poèmes de détention opens with the poem "Contre le travail-corvée," ["Against Grunt 

Work"]34 thus foregrounding from the beginning resistance and refutation as central to 

Gauvreau's poetic project in this text. Patient labour was used in St.-Jean-de-Dieu supposedly for 

reasons of treatment and rehabilitation, but as Pagé notes in Les fous crient aux secours! patient 

labour was excessive and exploitative (92). In the move from the title of the collection to the first 

poem, labour tied to detention provides a central point of conflict. Not only does the poem's title 

constitute a refutation of labour, but it focusses on work at someone else's bidding as something 

to refute and resist. The poem begins with the line "Les marins ont étoffé la carène aux étuis 

protecteurs" (865),35 calling to mind defense against the natural, overwhelming, and chaotic 

force of the ocean, not unlike the natural force of madness that Gauvreau describes, in his letter, 

as "explosif,” and thus defensively expelled from normative society (""Lettres de Claude 

Gauvreau à Guy Borremans" 125). The poem continues: "Ils chantent le désastre des 

manquements de l'oëlle."36 The poem's focus significantly remains on the failures of protection 

against outside forces. In this line, Gauvreau inserts his first neologism. The word "oëlle" has no 

 
34 "travail-corvée" can refer to chore-work or drudgery, but the word has historical connection to the labour of 

indentured servitude ("corvée"). 
35 "the sailors have braced the protective hull" 
36 "they sing the disaster of failures of the oëlle."  
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record in French, though it bears some visual and aural resemblances. The word here functions to 

indicate an indefinable idea that has been breached, or has failed. As conventional words fail to 

describe the specificity of meaning, so the poem moves from an identifiable image into markedly 

more avant-garde and surrationalist terrain beyond normative linguistic meaning.  Such skewed 

words with no clear referent recur throughout the collection, and much of Gauvreau's other work, 

in a way that creates ambiguity between states of nonsense and normative linguistic function 

 In "Contre le travail-corvée," as Gauvreau writes of a desperate and failing attempt to 

keep out a force that would destroy the structure and order, he undercuts the poetic imagery with 

an exploréen image that embodies a kind of natural force of meaning that cannot be contained 

within the structure of normative linguistic form. This defies normative impulses to designate 

static mean and solve the poetic image. Gauvreau's exploréen language always eludes the reader 

and the language of rationality inherent in the interpretive impulse. As the poem progresses, it 

shifts toward more surrationalist juxtapositions, such as the line "La vie rit avec ses papillons 

couleur d'escabeaux,"37 and utilizes several more exploréen words that fit within the grammar of 

the poem. The final lines of first short poem stylistically shift again, this time utilizing a 

polemical, propagandistic, and revolutionary diction that stands out from the poetic and 

exploréen images previous in the poem. These lines return to the theme of work, arguing "Le 

travail n'est pas liberté / Le travail est dans la liberté" (865).38 Gauvreau's speaker boldly 

pronounces the value of labouring toward freedom in contrast to the value of labour itself. Here 

again we might compare this statement to the situation of labour in his immediate context, which 

was the supposedly rehabilitative labour mandated by the officials at St.-Jean-de-Dieu. As labour 

serves as an indicator of normalcy in capitalistic society, one must prove oneself able to labour 

 
37 " life laughs with its butterflies the colour of stools"  
38 "work is not liberty / the work is in liberty" 
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productively and under proper authority. Yet, like Pagé, Gauvreau critiques the logic of labour 

and its status as a marker for determining who deserves freedom. In an undated letter to his 

doctor, Gauvreau makes a case for his work as a writer taking precedence over his routine labour 

in St.-Jean-de-Dieu (250-251). He argues: "Je vis en fonction de l’univers extérieur et non pas en 

fonction de l’ordre interne de l’hôpital" (ibid.).39 For Gauvreau, the mandated labour inhibited 

his functioning as a writer, and he uses this point to argue for his status as a writer beyond the 

institution. Both critically negative and optimistic about the revolutionary struggle towards 

freedom, Gauvreau's poem stages tropes of political resistance within the context of "détention" 

and makes language itself the battleground for liberation. Although, as summarized above, critics 

like Marchand and Bourassa have tended to focus on the themes of freedom visible in this final 

section, the poem's, and the collection's, greater contribution occurs in the jarring contrast 

between styles. 

 Throughout the rest of the collection, Gauvreau's uses of exploréen images fall within 

one of two distinct categories. As with the first poem, there are poems that use exploréen words 

that skew from normative and identifiable French, but which nevertheless look vaguely French 

and fit within the grammar of the poem, such as the word "l'oëlle." I will, from here on, call this 

type "skewed exploréen," These words contrast with a second type of exploréen utilized in the 

poem, which I will call "pure exploréen." Pure exploréen shakes off any semblance of linguistic 

or grammatical identifiability, and consists of aurally evocative collections of letters, such as the 

words "Zifoull meunngazupps Zillos," which Gauvreau wrote in his letter to Gascon, quoted 

above. Unlike skewed exploréen, pure exploréen often occur as the predominant, or only, 

language in a given poem. As critic Jacques Marchand writes, there is a relative smoothness to 

 
39 "I live according to the outside universe, and not according to the internal order of the hospital"  
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the poems written generally in French, and this sharply contrasts with the pure exploréen poems 

(345). Marchand describes what I am calling pure exploréen poems as "pur, parfaitement 

inaccessible, sacramental" (354).40 Again, though, we must read the formal shifts between these 

modes as meaningful. Unlike his later collection Jappements a la lune, which consists entirely of 

aurally affecting pure exploréen, Poèmes de détention intersperses this form with others, thus 

creating tension as the poem quickly shifts between wildly different poetic strategies.   

 The first moment of pure exploréen in Poèmes de détention, occurs in the fifth poem, 

titled "Contre les contres" ["Against the Disadvantages"]: 

  Azbiaule ébiolé 

  morfulpléféj tragxi sckolé 

  évergudra osstri pableu 

  gouam glouann trédlé stottleu 

  wi wigm 

  toldli pufta schtraddli 

  égéz unaf Larrroi 

  trandlé émènn les mains 

  La fille au rond visage crispé avait une chaleur en oblique (869)41 

The linguistic impenetrability of these pure exploréen images becomes immediately apparent 

when reading this poem. Unlike the skewed exploréen language of the word "oëlle" in the 

opening poem, the language here cannot be parsed within the grammatical flow of the text. One 

might attempt to find aural resonances that connects to standard words, but such attempts are 

 
40 "pure, perfectly inaccessible, sacramental" 
41 This poem is mostly written in exploréen. I begin my translation on the penultimate line: "trandlé émènn the 

hands / The girl with the tense round face had an oblique heat" 
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quickly frustrated by Gauvreau's pummelling juxtaposition of letters and sounds. Despite the 

disorienting language, Gauvreau maintains his tactic of switching between stylistic modes to 

keep the maintain novelty. By the seventh line, one finds "Larrroi" capitalized, marking it out 

from the surrounding words. In this word, although skewed, we find resonance with the word 

"roi," though with a skewed gender assumption indicated through the feminine article "la" 

appended to it. As if incrementally moving from the obscurity of pure exploréen inaccessibility 

toward more identifiable images, the following line surprises with its ending of normative words: 

"les mains." After the pure exploréen throughout the poem thus far, the insertion of these two 

words appear as disorienting as the insertion of exploréen words in the predominantly French 

poems. The final line ends with a straightforward message, if a bit surreally out of place in this 

context: "La fille au rond visage crispé avait une chaleur en oblique." As with the phrase "les 

mains" in the previous line, this sentence inverts the shock of the unexpected by employing 

legibility, rather than illegibility. Meaning itself becomes that which appears new, different, and 

atypical. As with "Contre le travail-corvée," "Contre les contres" juxtaposes styles in order to 

create tension and meaning in the flux. Both poems pronounce a stand against something – a 

perceived subjugation or attack – and subvert expectations of linguistic normativity even when 

the poems' own counterattack on normative logic itself becomes the stylistic norm.  

 Gauvreau's shifts between skewed exploréen, and pure exploréen in Poèmes de détention 

illustrates a common poetics throughout his writing life of working with the tension between 

meaning and disorienting incomprehensibility. We find similar tactics in his previous collection, 

Étal mixte, but this blended style goes back much further in his writings. Writer and critic Steve 

McCaffery describes this element of Gauvreau's aesthetics, writing that "Gauvreau exploits the 

tension between familiar and unfamiliar linguistic experiences, thrusting the listener into 
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disturbingly volatile states of alternate comprehension and uncomprehension" (qtd. in Betts "Just 

Playing Mad" 12). Despite the commonality of disorienting linguistic shifts that Poèmes de 

détention shares with other works in Gauvreau's oeuvre, these poems utilize this tension in a 

specifically critical and dark way compared to other works. Gauvreau writes of these poems: "ils 

baignent dans une atmosphère à la fois pénible et insolite sans exemple où que ce soit dans le 

monde” without "l’euphorie gaillarde" of his earlier work (Lettres n.p.). Thus Gauvreau himself 

orients these poems as different from his other works due to the context in which he wrote them. 

Further, through significant periods of lost freedom due to psychiatrization, the tensions between 

normative meaning and exploréen take on a new context as an analogue for the legal and very 

policed tension between normative modes of thought and action and those socially deemed 

incomprehensible and thus irrational. Liberty itself is presented as being at stake in these poems, 

as the speaker combats censorship, detention, and the traps of policed logic and structure. With 

the addition of the propagandistic diction throughout the poem, the tensions between 

"comprehension" and "incomprehension" are raised to the level of revolutionary fervor. As one 

of the poems proclaims, "Je suis l'anticensure / Je suis la liberté," (OCC 873)42 pitting censorship 

and liberty at odds in the poetic dramatization of this tension.  

 Gauvreau's focus on the revolutionary struggle for liberty against forces that would 

persecute and censure language in Poèmes de détention references the socio-political rhetoric of 

the radical avant-garde. Gregory Betts writes that the radical avant-garde "demands a 

propagandistic functionalism" for the work of art due to the belief that "individuals cannot be 

liberated until the entire society has been revolutionized and set free" (33). Unlike the aesthetic 

avant-garde, the radical avant-garde uses aesthetics to forward an extant and extra-aesthetic 

 
42 "I am the anti-censure / I am the liberty" 
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revolutionary movement. Poèmes de détention cannot be classified as a radical avant-garde 

work, since it makes no reference to an external political program, and, further, it functions 

wholly as an aesthetic avant-garde object focussed on creating a utopic futurity from within the 

experience of the work of art. Nevertheless, Gauvreau uses the revolutionary rhetoric of the 

radical avant-garde as a voice and mode of language that plays against the surrationalist and 

exploréen modes in the poem.  The consistent voice of the radical proclaiming the need for 

revolutionary liberty throughout this collection seems to seek total social revolution in order to 

undo the unjust conditions of détention that restrict the excluded natural force of aesthetic 

freedom and explosivity. Although critics and readers may naturally gravitate to these clear 

pronouncements among the disorienting exploréen and surrealist imagery, this voice must not be 

considered in isolation, but in conversation with the other voices and formal strategies of the 

poems. The poem "Recul" ["Recoil"] illustrates this dialogic nature of Gauvreau's use of radical 

avant-garde rhetoric: 

  Des voix sans pore me disent que je mourrai enfammé dans la carbonisation 

  Ce n'est pas vrai 

  Je suis dieu pour mes sourires secrets 

  Et en vérité jes suis moi-même 

  Franc nobles et plein de liberté 

  Draggammalamalatha birbouchel  

  Ostrumaplivli tigaudô umô transi Li (OCC 871)43 

 
43 "The nonporous voices tell me that I will die in flames of carbonisation 

This is not true 

I am god to my secret smiles 

And in truth I am myself 

Frank, noble and full of liberty 
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The title of the poem signifies a retreat, though it remains unclear which side of the clash 

between order and liberty enacts this retreat. The first line speaks of prophetic voices that predict 

a fiery death for the speaker, who, in turn, refutes this. The speaker's rebuttal focusses on self-

knowledge and satisfaction through the image of "mes sourires secrets" of which they themself 

are a god. This pits the individual and their internal sense of their own truth in opposition to the 

voices of social predictors of death and destruction. The introspective moment in this poem for 

the radical avant-gardist voice of Poèmes de détention dramatizes an oppositional attitude, but 

pushes this further through formal experimentation in exemplifying the freedom of this speaker 

by switching the pure exploréen in the poem's final two lines. As with other poems analyzed, this 

shift jars in its abruptness, but its proximity to a radical proclamation of liberty for the self pits 

linguistic madness outside of the norms of grammar and reference as exemplary. In this, 

Gauvreau utilizes radical avant-gardist language within a project of aesthetic avant-gardism that 

argues for a sense of the self that is already "plein de liberté," waiting to be let out through the 

exploréen verbalization, and then communicating this to the reader. The tension between radical 

avant-gardism, which focusses on external socio-political goals, and aesthetic avant-gardism, 

which makes of the aesthetic work itself a location of freedom and futurity, speaks to a tension in 

Gauvreau's relationship to the concepts of madness and, relatedly, detention. Although the self 

might be satisfied with the knowledge of freedom, the forces that enact darkness, death, and 

detention must nevertheless be combatted. The relationship between the form of dramatized 

radical avant-gardism and the aesthetic avant-gardism, exemplified by strategies of exploréen 

disorientation, serves to dramatize the tension of Gauvreau's relationship to madness itself. 

 
Draggammalamalatha birbouchel 

Ostrumaplivli tigaudô umô transi Li" 
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Madness serves both as a tactic for exploding the dominant logic and language of the 

contemporary moment in poetry, as well as a highly policed and enforced social label with 

drastic consequences in the forms of extended imprisonment and harmful treatments.  

 In the poem "Les épaves jouent du coude", Gauvreau returns to the theme of ships at sea, 

set up from the first poem in the collection, to describe a utopic notion of freedom. Throughout 

Poèmes de détention, the ship facing the natural forces of wind and rain dramatize a tension 

between chaotic madness, which Gauvreau's speakers figure as liberatory, and the forces that 

would exclude such energy through walls too keep it out, or imprison it. The stakes of this clash, 

ultimately, is liberty. Both descriptive of a clash and performing this clash directly through the 

interaction of different poetic registers, Gauvreau's poems in this collection engage with the 

concept of liberty while still appearing to strive for it in language. The image of the ship being 

overwhelmed by the chaotic natural force of the sea and the tidal forces of language return 

throughout the collection. "Les épaves jouent du coude" ["The Wrecks Push and Shove"] 

considers the aftermath of this interaction:    

  Drozolmazdrozolzomoni 

  La liberté est un chienne qu'on attrape par les nichons 

  C'est l'opinion d'un songeur fatigué 

  La liberté est le bien 

  Le positif 

  Le définitif 

  Le certain 

  L'inchangeable 

  Le bon 
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  Il faut 

  Les épaves je les regarde. (OCC 892)44 

As we have seen, when combined with the other registers of language Gauvreau operates within 

in this collection, the pure exploréen mode often either ends a poem or begins it. In this case, 

these lines move from pure sound of the exploréen image to a reflection on liberty, and, finally, 

sees this reflective persona return to the wrecks referenced in the title at a meditative distance. 

No longer within the chaos of madness and destruction, the radical avant-gardist voice of liberty 

seeks only definition. The second line offers a bridge between pure exploréen and this voice 

through an intermediary metaphor. The ship's barricades against the force of chaotic madness 

referenced in the first poem of the collection clearly have given way to destruction, and in this 

destruction comes a peace of utopic daydreaming. Gauvreau's use of the radical avant-gardist 

voice after the introductory chaos of exploréen creates meaning from the chaos as an observer. 

The paradox of such shifts between the aesthetic and radical avant-gardist voices comes into play 

as one considers the poem itself as a site of tension between chaotic meaning and normalized, 

one might say institutionalized, language. Although the radical avant-gardist register speaks the 

aftermath of the clash between aestheticized linguistic madness and normative language, they 

utilize a standard and identifiable mode of communication, far more constrained than exploréen. 

In this, the ongoing battle rages, paradoxically, since the explosive energy of exploréen cannot 

 
44 "Drozolmazdrozolzomoni  

Liberty is a dog caught by the breasts 

This is the opinion of the weary daydreamer 

Liberty is the good 

The positive 

The definitive 

The certain 

The unchanging 

Necessary 

The wrecks I watch" 
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win the liberty sought without immediately losing it in the narration of this victory. If exploréen, 

as Gauvreau claims, saves the poet, as well as the poem, “from the mania of analysis" 

(Ellenwood 200), such explication by another voice within the poem impedes upon this freedom 

through the very analysis exploréen proposes to eliminate.  

 

2.5 "Là où il y a œuvre, il n’y a pas folie" 

In his late summary statements regarding his writing career, Gauvreau repeatedly makes 

reference to a brief quotation from the final pages of Foucault’s Histoire de la folie à l'âge 

classique (translated into English as History of Madness): "Là où il y a œuvre, il n’y a pas folie" 

(Myre n.p.)45. This quotation, in the context of Foucault’s text, describes the position of the 

creative work derived from experiences or positions of madness, such as Artaud’s or Nietzsche’s 

writings, and which yet, despite this, cannot truly speak madness. As Foucault’s project 

throughout Histoire de la folie à l'âge classique is to describe the ways that the logic of 

modernity silences the voice of unreason, madness, and, in its contemporary description of 

mental illness, the inability for madness to enter the text or work of art signifies its complete 

silencing by the dominant regime of logic and reason. Foucault argues in this brief quotation that 

in utilizing language borne of the logic of modernity, even authors writing from experiences of 

madness cannot put madness into language, and thus their words can only gesture at the omission 

of madness in the text. Surrounding this quotation, Foucault writes that “There is only madness 

as the last instant of the oeuvre – for the oeuvre indefinitely repels madness to its outer limits. … 

madness is contemporaneous with the oeuvre, as it is the harbinger of the time of its truth” 

(History of Madness, 537). In this context Foucault articulates that the text can, at most, gesture 

 
45 "Where there is an oeuvre, there is no madness" (Foucault History of Madness 537).  
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to an absence of the voice of madness. He clarifies this point in an appendix to the 1972 French 

edition of the work titled “Madness, the absence of the oeuvre” (History of Madness, 547).  

Foucault explains that “madness has become a non-language because it has become a double 

language ... A fold of the spoken which is an absence of [the] work" (ibid). As the negative of the 

space of the work (l'oeuvre), madness represents a silenced language that may only be gestured 

at through art that moves to the outer limit of reason, but which can never represent madness 

itself in our contemporary logic or language.  

Nevertheless, Gauvreau takes Foucault's quotation – "Là où il y a œuvre, il n’y a pas folie" 

– out of Foucault's context in Histoire de la folie à l'âge classique and uses it in a way that 

implies a quite different meaning. Gauvreau appears to find within the words a rebuttal to the 

language that describes his work and himself as mad. As he repeatedly quotes these words in the 

final years of his life, Gauvreau gestures to a kind of counter-diagnosis with which to assert his 

artistic exemption from the madness that kept him incarcerated. Against the intent indicated by 

the context of Foucault’s original use of the phrase, Gauvreau argues that he cannot be 

considered mad, since he has produced work. In his 1970 interview with Robert Myre, Gauvreau 

argues this point: 

Je sais qu’il y a moyen d’être considère comme anormal sans l’être; je sais qu’il y 

a moyen d’être anormal tout en étant productif. Il y a un des conclusions de 

Michel Foucault dans son 'Histoire de la Folie' qui me revient à l’esprit et qui  me 

semble capitale. Dans la dernière page de son livre, une de ses conclusions les 

plus importantes c’est celle-ci 'Là où il y a œuvre, il n’y a pas folie.' Et je crois 
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que c’est vrai. Donc au moment où j’ai écrit La Charge, je n’étais pas fou. Et tous 

ceux qui produisent ne sont pas fous. (n.p.)46 

In this response, Gauvreau argues that productivity, specifically of literary work, disqualifies one 

from the label of madness. In comparing this usage with Foucault’s original context, we find this 

a misreading insofar as Foucault proposes the silence of madness in the literary work not as a 

way to dispel stigmatizing labels (for example: if you wish to dispel the label of madness you 

must produce work), but rather in order to describe the complete silencing of experiences of 

madness from contemporary language and logic, and thus any work that purports to speak 

madness necessarily falls short of this aim. 

In some ways, Gauvreau’s is a tragic misreading, since it presents a desperate avenue to 

refute the social stigmatization and oppression he suffered. As a counter-diagnosis, it takes on an 

inherently ableist understanding of productivity as being in fundamental opposition to madness 

and mental illness. Gauvreau's, to be clear, is not an ableist articulation, but a plea from a victim 

of ableism to extricate himself from his socially othered designation of mental illness through 

recourse to his production. Through the writing of his literary texts, specifically La charge de 

l'orignal épormyable, Gauvreau feels he has distanced himself from his experiences of being 

labelled as mad, even as these texts speak to states of madness and one subjected to sadistic 

treatment. Mental disability theorist Margaret Price writes that "in counter-diagnosis" one uses 

language "to subvert the diagnostic urge to ‘explain’ a disabled mind” ("Her Pronouns" 17). In 

this, counter-diagnostic narratives present as an "oxymoronic form," as they reject the authority 

 
46 "I know that it is possible to be considered abnormal without being abnormal; I know that it is possible to be 

abnormal and still be productive. There is a conclusion in Michel Foucault’s Histoire de la Folie that comes to mind, 

and which seems relevant: 'Where there is the work, there is no madness.' I believe this to be true. 

Thus at the moment when I wrote La charge [de l'orignal épormyable] I wasn’t mad. And any who produce work 

aren’t mad." 
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of diagnosis through a reclamation of the diagnostic drive (17). Gauvreau, in such statements, 

reclaims the meaning of his work, his life, and his texts through a counter-diagnostic reading of 

the relations between madness and literary production. In Price's formulation, counter-diagnosis, 

rather than merely an alternative diagnosis, articulates a reclaimed subjectivity that "attacks the 

foundations" of medical authority and "queers it" (17). For Gauvreau, the re-interpreted meaning 

of Foucault's statement provides an against-the-grain reading to leverage a subjugated 

subjectivity for the mentally disabled subject. Further, this reading of Foucault's original 

quotation provides an insight into Gauvreau's conflicted relationship with madness and socially 

stigmatized mental difference. Although he embraces Surrealist romanticizing tropes of madness 

as inflammatory and revolutionary, Gauvreau simultaneously seeks to distance himself from the 

type of madness that makes one a victim to oppressive, diagnostic forces, which he knew well. 

Although Gauvreau sought to use Foucault's phrase "Là où il y a œuvre, il n’y a pas folie" 

as a rebuttal to his own social positioning as mentally ill, we find Foucault's contextual intent in 

the phrase performed in the tension in Poèmes de détention between legibility and exploréen 

modes. In Gauvreau's "Les épaves jouent du coude," the poem functions as an analogue for a 

larger issue within avant-garde aesthetics and their relation to Gauvreau's notions of madness and 

social categorization. As Betts writes, “Avant-garde art cannot fulfil its own ethical and 

revolutionary function within society, and society will not allow itself to be pulled into a self-

destroying revolution” (257). The self-regulating forces at work within society function also 

linguistically as language cannot be drawn down, in Poèmes de détention, to the level of 

complete, pure exploréen. Further, Gauvreau walks this tension personally, knowing all too well 

the disabling social implications of stepping outside of normative legibility. Thus, although the 

revolutionary radical avant-garde propagandist voice of these poems sings liberty clearly and 
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proudly, such enunciations only signal the death of this very liberty through recourse to 

normative linguistic structures. The energetic, "explosif" force of exploréen performs a linguistic 

freedom that, to use theorist Phebe Woframe's term, "maddens" the poem and makes of it an 

object that cannot be normatively analyzed and reduced to a diagnosable meaning; it's liberty 

cannot be spoken, and its voice, the voice of madness, stays silent.  

Exploréen, in Poèmes de Détention, stands in for the absent voice of madness Foucault 

describes. Our language and our logic cannot accommodate its meaning, and instead it functions 

negatively to confront normative readerly impulses and elude description. There is a visceral and 

emotional weight to exploréen, to be sure, yet the poems' own recourse to the voice that narrates 

achieved liberty always steps in to describe the effects of exploréen. Thus, the work cannot speak 

"folie," and in liberty spoken this same liberty is lost. We find, perhaps, an inkling of this notion 

within the speaker themself as they describe liberty as "Le définitif / Le certain / 

L'inchangeable." Such descriptors appear the furthest possible state compared to the freedom 

performed by exploréen energy, and instead sound much more in line with the erected "étuis 

protecteurs" (865) and "les téguments de la detention" (879). Thus, liberty, which the purported 

goal of the poetic voice seemingly reaches toward through exploréen, becomes normalized, 

spoken, and fails to speak the voice of mad liberty. 

 As if in considering the costs of engaging in the mode of radical avant-gardism through 

the propagandistic voice, the poem following "Les épaves jouent du coude," "Le vin morillon" 

["Morillon Wine"] considers the stakes for engaging in the defence of liberty:  

  Il faut se défendre 

  Il faut dénouer les tentacules de l'enigme que étranglent  

  Une vie est une liberté 
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  Ou elle n'est 

  Une vie n'est qu'une liberté (893)47 

In this phrasing, defence becomes necessary to keep at bay the forces that would choke and 

silence freedom. In defending liberty, the phrasing twists with negation, indicating a reduction to 

the pure concept of vitality and life. Again, the enunciation of liberty in straightforwardly legible 

language becomes necessary to reflect upon meaning and extrication from imprisonment – a 

normative desire. The collection, it seems, takes this as a necessary concession to 

communication, and justifies this through a reduction of everything to the single concept of 

liberty. The attitude toward speaking liberty might be best understood through ideas introduced 

earlier in the collection, in a poem titled "L'impossible m'attend" ["The impossible awaiting 

me"]. Unlike much of the rest of the collection, in this piece the speaker focusses on the 

impossible, rather than liberty, as a central concept:  

  L'impossible a des dents, des dents qui semblent en bauxite. 

  C'est la chavire. La chaviremade. 

  Il est présent. 

  ... 

  Il est ce qui persiste et qui revit. Il est, enfin, ce qui vit. (891)48 

 
47 "You have to defend yourself 

You must denounce the tentacles that strangle 

A life is liberty 

or it is not 

A life is nothing but liberty" 
48 "The impossible has teeth, teeth that look like bauxite. 

This is the capsizing. The chavirimade. 

It is present. 

... 

It is that what persists and what revises. It is, finally, what lives." 
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The notion of the impossible, which we might consider as related to liberty, and also to the mad 

force of exploréen, becomes personified as a monster with rock teeth. More than a monstrous 

body, the impossible also comes to embody the shipwreck. A destruction of the protection, order, 

and confinement that the ship represents through the collection, the impossible stands as a 

liberatory concept. It lives through revising and reconfiguring the nature of the world. Related to 

liberty, it becomes a pure concept.  

In these examples, the collection works through exploréen to achieve meaning, safety, and, 

of course, liberty. Following these poems, the collection's final two poems never return to pure 

exploréen, and this shift highlights a completion of the search for ultimate meaning both in 

subject matter and in the poetics of the collection. Rather than an obliteration of language and 

order, Gauvreau's Poèmes de Dètention uses the explosive tool of exploréen madness to institute 

an order of simple concepts in the wake of détention. This return to a revised notion of order and 

safety after the revolutionary fervour of the collection is reminiscent of Hal Foster's description 

of the art of those psychiatrized as mentally ill quoted above. Foster writes that in these works 

rather than an "attack [on] artistic convention and symbolic order" we find "the art of the 

mentally ill seems concerned to find such law again, perhaps to found it again, at the very least to 

'recompose its empty form, its absence.'" (16). Poèmes de Détention, too, finds its way to 

founding a new order as an "empty form" through repeated, abstract concepts. This speaks to the 

tension in Gauvreau's attitude towards his experience of psychiatric and social designation as 

mentally ill or mad, and his urge to use Surrealist concepts of madness. Rather than anarchic 

chaos in surrationally exploding the order, Gauvreau's poems in this collection collect "liberté" 

and "l'impossible" to find a new order after the destruction of "détention." Unlike Jappements a 

la lune, his later collection written entiely in pure exploréen, Poèmes de Détention gestures 
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hopefully towards a new sense of futurity and utopic simplicity within the poem, which we might 

attribute to their being written in a time of extensive and traumatic psychiatric incarcerations. 

With a counter-diagnostic poetics that rejects the label of "folie," as it is normatively wielded, 

Poèmes de Détention madden the notion of liberty and its relationship to the chaos, violence, and 

harm of detention, and return the speaker and reader to a rebuilt, safe, and lasting notion of 

liberty as "le certain / l'inchangeable."  

 

2.6 "Double ou ambivalent" 

In the 1971 Myre interview in which Gauvreau cites the Foucault quotation regarding the 

relationship between "oeuvre" and "folie", he also considers Surrealism generally through his 

relationship to the work of Sade and the Surrealist understanding of the concept of sadism: 

[A]vant de subir des détention, je savais que le Marquis de Sade existait, je l’avais 

lu et je l’admirais beaucoup comme esprit créateur… Les surréalistes ont 

beaucoup mis l’accent sur le Marquis de Sade, mais tous les défenseurs du 

sadisme et tous les propagandistes du sadisme s’identifient toujours aux sadiques 

et même, affichent assez complaisamment un mépris pour les masochistes. Étant 

donné la sympathie que j’avais pour le surréalisme, étant donné la sympathie que 

j’avais pour le Marquis de Sade, j’étais porté à avoir une attitude tolérante envers 

le sadisme. Quand j’ai été moi-même victime du sadisme, je suis aperçu que 

c’étais un peut diffèrent. Si tu n’es pas masochiste et que tu es victime du 

sadisme, c’est très très désagréable. Alors, malgré tout, j’ai persisté à conserver 

mon admiration envers Sade tout le temps de ma détention d’ailleurs... Mon 

attitude es donc double ou ambivalent vis-à-vis du sadisme, je me peu pas 
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approuver le sadisme en tant que victime du sadisme et en même temps je ne peu 

pas désapprouver le sadisme en théorie au moins en tant que admirateur de 

Sade.49 

The conflict between aesthetic values inherited from the Surrealists and the lived experience of 

incarceration and abuse create a tension for Gauvreau. He acknowledges the importance of Sade 

in Surrealist ideas, but cannot look at the aestheticization of sadism the same after being a victim 

of real, violent sadism and sadistic control. For the Surrealists, Sade represents the dramatic 

rupture of order based on sadistic acts and values that disorient and destroy morality and 

rationalism (Breton 186). In Breton's 1924 "First Manifesto of Surrealism" he writes that "Sade 

is Surrealist in his sadism" (26), and follows this up in the "Second Manifesto of Surrealism," 

valorizing Sade's "heroic need ... to create an order of things which was not as it were dependent 

upon everything that had come before him" (186). Like the metaphorized concept of madness, 

sadism becomes fundamental to Surrealist ideals, and, also like madness, aestheticizes 

devastating and traumatic experiences and acts. As Gauvreau writes, his feelings are thus 

"double ou ambivalent" (Myre n.p.) due to his commitment to both Surrealist aesthetics and 

philosophy, as well as the truth of his own experiences. This push-pull dynamic in sadism 

connects to madness, psychiatrization, and medically diagnosed, socially reinforced attribution 

of mental illness insofar as both cause a tension in Gauvreau's work. Further, Gauvreau sees 

sadism in the imbalanced power structure at work in the incarceratory psychiatric relationship. 

 
49 "before suffering detention, I knew of Sade, and read and very much admired him as a creative spirit… The 

Surrealists put a lot of emphasis on the Marquis de Sade, but all the defenders and propagandists of sadism and the 

like had a complacent contempt for masochists. With a sympathy for the Surrealists, and a sympathy towards the 

Marquis de Sade, I had taken on a tolerant attitude toward sadism. When I was myself a victim of sadism, I saw that 

it was a bit different. If you aren’t a masochist and you are a victim of sadism, it is very very awful. In spite of this I 

continued to maintain my admiration toward Sade throughout my detention... My attitude is thus doubled or 

ambivalent in regard to sadism, I can’t approve of sadism as a victim of sadism and at the same time I cannot 

disapprove of sadism in theory as an admirer of Sade." 
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As described above, in Poèmes de détention the tension between the explosive madness of 

exploréen becomes tempered by a return to order after subjugation and detention is defeated. 

Thus liberté functions as a kind of calm freedom, legible and clear, and in this it becomes a 

concept, in Gauvreau's use, of a dis/humanist avant-garde expression of the an immanent 

futurity, both located in the work of the present moment, but also gesturing to a better world 

beyond the present. In the blended exploréen and propagandistic voices of the collection, 

similarly, a dis/humanist avant-gardism emerges as a "double ou ambivalent" engagement both 

with the power of aesthetics and poetry to create liberatory futures, but also a commitment to 

acknowledge and respond to the real contemporary harm enacted in political and bodily relations 

now.  

 As early as 1953 Gauvreau was drawing a clear connection between the normative notion 

of madness and revolutionary liberty. These ideas, which developed into the poetic drama of 

Poèmes de détention, find him already describing the intertwined nature of normative 

interpretations of mental difference, avant-garde aesthetics, and liberty. In a letter to the editor of 

the arts journal Le Haut Parler that predates his experiences at St.-Jean-de-Dieu, Gauvreau 

discusses a piece he wrote that included the idea that "les fous ne sont pas réellement des fous" 

(Lettres n.p.).50 In the course of his explanation of this notion, Gauvreau argues that "la notion 

péjorative de la folie est une notion naïve"51 and that all visionary thinkers and creators might be 

considered mad in a certain view, since they create something totally new, without precedent 

(ibid.). He argues that any negative sense of the word should be rejected, and, if that type of 

negativity remains, the term should only be used to refer to banality and monotony, both of 

which he says are enemies of joy. Gauvreau lists important surrationalist precursors such as 

 
50 "the mad are not really the mad ones"  
51 "The pejorative idea of madness is naive" 
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Alfred Jarry, Andre Breton, and Antonin Artaud, as well as thinkers such as Sigmund Freud and 

Jean-Paul Sartre, as possible subjects of the normative idea of madness. In discussing a Montréal 

painter, Guido Molinari, Gauvreau writes that he cannot be considered mad in the negative 

sense, and must be considered "un prophète magnanime de la liberté."52 Far before the writing of 

Poèmes de détention, Gauvreau shows in this assessment an already growing resistance to a 

stigmatized notion of mental illness and madness, instead wishing to reinterpret such experiences 

as prophetic of liberty. He completes his letter by adding himself to the illustrious list he 

generated, writing: "Et moi-même, amnésique partiel et temporaire, est-ce que je suis un fou? Je 

ne crois pas..." (ibid., ellipsis included in original).53 Gauvreau here shows an understanding that 

an ableist reading of his experience might pathologize him as mad, and as such he resists this 

designation in a statement consistent with many later rejections of the term. A year later 

Gauvreau endured his first period of psychiatric incarceration at St.-Jean-de-Dieu, and the ideas 

begun here clearly grew ever more pressing as the restrictiveness of mental ableism dramatically 

conflicted with his liberatory aesthetics. The early rejection of negative notions of madness or 

mental illness, already in conflict with a valorized aesthetic notion of these terms related to 

liberty, show an author and thinker critical to the way ideas become turned to different purposes 

against those who would be so categorized.  

 Over the second half of his life, Gauvreau's immense loss of liberty, rhetoricity, and 

autonomy through prolonged and frequent psychiatric incarceration, bodily damaging so-called 

therapies, medical and social stigmatization, and sadistic subjugation function to effectively 

disable the writer based on supposed mental difference. Quite understandably, Gauvreau 

frequently refutes any and all diagnoses and labels, which he sees as entirely pejorative. Yet the 

 
52 "A magnanimous prophet of liberty" 
53 "And myself: partial, temporary amnesiac. Am I mad? I don't believe so..." 
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force of Surrealist notions of madness and Automatiste surrationalism become an exploréen 

defamiliarization in Gauvreau's work that serve as an explosive force against rational logic. 

Neither of these two contexts that inform the work of Poèmes de détention can be viewed in 

isolation, and neither can the tension they create in the relationship between Gauvreau's work 

and accounts of his experiences. For Gauvreau, the stakes of resisting détention, certainly do not 

remain in a fully aesthetic realm, and the power of the poem's themes and poetics comes from 

the context of Gauvreau's life, and the meanings he imbues in shifting poetic modes. In a May 

10, 1961 letter written one week after his readmittance to St.-Jean-de-Dieu Gauvreau directly 

proclaims the value of liberté in the face of détention in his own situation: "Jamais un détenu 

n’abdique sa liberté une seule seconde" (Lettres n.p.).54 The tone of this phrasing would allow it 

to fit seamlessly within the propagandistic, radical avant-garde voice of Poèmes de détention. 

This letter, written soon after Gauvreau's composition of the collection, similarly indicates the 

fundamental nature of liberté as a concept in resistance to all forms of détention. We find, for 

Gauvreau, unlike most other Surrealists and other Automatistes, that one cannot focus solely on 

aesthetics and aesthetic metaphorizations in the face of contemporary oppression. Liberté does 

not remain a mere thematic of a poem, and aestheticized madness, like sadism, cannot be 

considered in isolation of designations of mentally ill or mad, and the resultant mental 

disablement.  

 Through attention to the context of Poèmes de détention within Gauvreau's periods of 

psychiatric incarceration, as well as the shifting poetics of the collection, a dis/humanist avant-

gardism becomes evident. Unlike later authors considered in this dissertation, Gauvreau feels the 

tension between his contemporary suffering and the futurity of avant-garde poetry, and his 

 
54 "An inmate never abdicates his liberty for even one second." 
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ambivalent and double focus becomes evident in the poetic shifts of the collection. Neither 

Weiner nor bissett appear concerned with reconciling inherited notions from the avant-garde 

with their contemporary experiences of oppression. Rather, they see avant-gardism as a 

historically mutable concept that can be used from a variety of positionalities to a variety of 

ends. By their moment of writing, avant-gardism has expanded, and the experiences of mentally 

disabled individuals is more open to debate and reclamation, even with continuing oppression. 

Yet, for Gauvreau, his proximity and commitment to Surrealism remains rigid even while he 

acknowledges that his own experiences must be considered in relationship to aestheticized 

metaphorizations. Indeed, early in 1961 Gauvreau conveys to André Breton his belief that 

"surréalisme est le seul courant de pensée capable d’apporter de la lumière à la plupart des 

interrogations capitales" (112).55 As we see in Poèmes de détention, avant-garde poetics and 

philosophy are used to create an imminent futurity beyond détention in a concession to radical 

avant-gardism and a focus on extra-poetic realities of oppression. Rather than a detriment or 

failure to fully commit to the ideals of Surrealism, this ambivalence speaks to the importance of 

avant-garde practitioners with lived experiences of the issues metaphorized by avant-garde 

theory and history. Gauvreau, in this collection, strongly voices the necessity of an avant-

gardism that can focus both on resistantly contesting the present while also creating a utopic 

futurity from within the present poem, and thus establishes a dis/humanist avant-garde voice 

whose power lies in its ambivalence and tension. 

 

 
55 "Surrealism is the only line of thinking capable of bringing light to important interrogations" 
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Chapter 3: Interdependent Voices: Hannah Weiner and the Performance of Selvesothers 

 

3.1 An Introduction to Seeing Words 

“Since I see words, I can really plagiarize” (Weiner and Grosman n.p.). So poet, performer, and 

self-identified clairvoyant Hannah Weiner describes her unique experience composing poetry in 

her 1993 interview with Ernesto Grosman on the Radio Reading Project recording series. Weiner 

was an American poet and performance artist who worked in conversation with a number of 

avant-garde movements including Fluxus and the Language poets, until her death in 1997. 

Weiner's experience of hearing voices and seeing words others could not were medically 

codified, and were socially stigmatized as schizophrenia (Durgin “Introduction” 13; Bernstein 

“Hannah”). Nevertheless, she resisted the medical reading of her specific perceptual experience, 

and instead employed modes of poetry that reproduce her experience as disruptive linguistic 

performance. Weiner to Grossman: “I discovered early on in the game of writing poetry that I 

could not … write my own words, I was simply unable to write my own poetry” (ibid.). This 

seemingly self-effacing description of her poetics enacts a subversion of normative expectations 

on a number of fronts. First, Weiner confronts Grosman and the listener with the reality of her 

experience of perceiving words that others cannot. As she tells Grosman: “I’m always seeing 

words or hearing voices or whichever form the clairvoyance takes” (ibid.). Next, her statement 

asserts that, based on her specific perceptions, her work derives from unoriginal copying of her 

lived experience of navigating and understanding these voices, which she calls “clairvoyance.” 

Weiner describes a poetics based in a textual poeticization of her lived experience, which, 

although she appears to recognize it as specific to her and thus in need of elaboration, is 

nevertheless mundane: “I guess I should explain that I do see words, and I have since 1972. 
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Before that I saw auras and I saw images and I saw sheets of power coming down like rain, and 

force fields” (ibid.). Such biographical statements of the specificity of experience convey an 

extra-textual reality of her perception of disjunctive words that she recreates on the page in her 

poetry. Weiner’s straightforward tone, nearing boredom, in the interview asserts the normalcy of 

her experience as simply as other writers might elaborate on the compositional form utilized in a 

work, or their biographical situation that affected its development. Nevertheless, the claims to 

“plagiarism” and Weiner not writing her “own” words seem to describe a contradiction within 

her experience. The listener must ask, then, to whom should we credit these words; whose “own” 

poetry is this; and what is the relationship between individual experience, individual subjectivity, 

and the aestheticization of such experience as poetry and performance?  

 A central work to which Weiner alludes in her interview on Radio Reading Project is 

Clairvoyant Journal, a poetic project written from her experience of seeing and hearing voices 

from April to June in 1974, and which was published in 1978. Printed on broad-sheet paper and 

utilizing a number of innovative typographical methods for representing different written voices 

and the spatio-temporal relation between them, Clairvoyant Journal represents the fourth in a 

series of book projects that document the author’s experience of seeing and hearing words.56 

Weiner prefaces Clairvoyant Journal with the following statement as a guide to both her 

experience and the poem’s typographical methodology for representing the different voices:  

I SEE words on my forehead   IN THE AIR  

on other people   on the typewriter   on  

 
56 This series includes The Fast, written in 1970, Country, written in 1971, Pictures and Early Words, written in 

1972, and Big Words, written in 1973. Each book documents experiences of visions and the development of words 

in Weiner’s experience, though none are as visually and disjunctively innovative in presentation as Clairvoyant 

Journal. For a detailed history of Weiner’s work in this early clairvoyant series and their publication history, see 

Patrick Durgin’s introductory essay “Avant-Garde Journalism: Hannah Weiner’s Early and Clairvoyant Journals.”  
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the page   These words appear in the text in  

CAPITALS   or  Italics.57  

Weiner calls these linguistic experiences “clairvoyance,” and describes the compositional form 

that engages with them “clair style” (Open House 122). Traditionally, "clairvoyance" refers to a 

mystical power of insight into concealed things, either at a distance or in the future, but it's older 

definition refers generally to "insight beyond normal perception" ("clairvoyance"). Weiner uses 

the word to specifically refer to her perceptions and her compositional method based on these 

perceptions. Like her statement of plagiarism on Radio Reading Project, Weiner’s statement at 

the beginning of Clairvoyant Journal prefaces her poetics with an assertion of non-normative 

lived experience, as well as the transcriptive poetics her work employs to represent it. The three-

voiced form of Clairvoyant Journal, then, makes clear a designation between the “I” of the 

introductory statement, and the “words” that Weiner distances from herself both in speaking 

about them and, typographically, with capitals and italics. Further, Weiner’s preface to her book 

starkly asserts the reality of her perception and her interpretation of this as a necessary 

informational element for the readerly experience. Weiner demands assent to the reality of her 

hearing- and reading-voices experience in order to understand the poetic work to follow.58  

 
57 In quoting form Weiner’s Clairvoyant Journal, I cite Weiner’s entry notations to designate the quotation’s 

position within the text, since the text is not paginated. All entries in the Clairvoyant Journal are labelled 

chronologically, but the form of this notation changes between entries. In quoting Weiner’s own designation of the 

entry, I utilize the republished text titled Clairvoyant Journal 1974, published by Graphius under the stewardship of 

Weiner scholar Patrick Durgin, which is a resetting of the original Angel Hair Edition of the text, and the first to 

make use of the large, broadsheet-sized pages of that original publication. 

In addition, due to the importance of the typographical elements in Clairvoyant Journal for recognizing relation and 

designation of voice, my quotations from the text maintain the original presentation as accurately as possible. Along 

with the lower-case words Weiner associates with herself, and the capitals and italics designating heard or read 

words, the text also utilizes gaps between words, as well as linear and diagonal typography. I represent these as 

accurately as possible when quoting.  
58 I introduce the term “reading-voices” to describe Weiner’s experience as an analogue to the more commonly 

described and theorized “hearing voices” experience. Although Weiner does describe that she both “see[s] words” 

and “hear[s] voices” in her constant state of clairvoyance (Weiner and Grosman n.p.), the majority of her writing 

describes an engagement with reading written words. Of her unique experience of perceiving voices in written form, 
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Although Weiner situates her writing, especially her clair style writing, as a form of 

“plagiarism” and not her “own” poetry, the poetic journal format places Weiner’s self-identified 

voice in the text as a mediator of her pluralized experience among the words of voices she 

perceives. Separated from Weiner’s first-person words, the perceived voices are nevertheless 

part of her own specific and embodied experience of the world. Weiner’s prefatory notes and 

statements – integral to Clairvoyant Journal, and which Weiner introduces into the beginning of 

performances of the work – orient her experience of reading voices as non-normative and 

particular to her in its need to be highlighted explicitly. Thus, Weiner’s clairvoyance enfolds a 

complex plural subjectivity of self and private others as constitutive of an individual experience 

that is then poetically mediated.  

When performed, the language of the voices in the Clairvoyant Journal re-enters the aural 

and somatic environment, although necessarily changed by poeticized mediation. As with the 

textual form, Weiner serves as the primary interpreter of her experience and orchestrates its 

presentation to those who do not perceive the voices that she does. In order to perform three 

voices, Weiner, on numerous occasions, brought in friends to read the other voices.59 Enfolding 

social others with perceived others particular to her experience Weiner enacts a performance of 

her individual experience as a social exercise in interdependence. A central document of 

 
Weiner writes, “I am unusual, as far as I can discover, in having this extensive gift of SEEING language” (Open 

House 64).  Predominantly acknowledging the visual linguistic field rather than the aural, Weiner’s description of 

the words she sees maintains the consistent subjectivity of voices insofar as they have distinct personalities and 

manners of relating to her. Despite the medium of receiving the voices, Weiner’s experience maps very closely with 

other experiences of perceived voices as described and theorized by the Hearing Voices Network, an anti-psychiatric 

advocacy and support group for and by individuals who experience hearing voices experience (Blackman 188-197). 

As such, this chapter draws upon theorizations of hearing-voices experience to better theorize Weiner’s reading-

voices poetics. 
59 In addition to the Public Access Poetry performance analyzed in this chapter, Weiner also published a cassette 

with a multi-vocal performance, referenced in the opening pages of the published Angel Hair Editions Clairvoyant 

Journal. Weiner’s author page on the PennSound audio archive contains multiple other multi-vocal performances of 

Clairvoyant Journal preserved in digital format. 
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Weiner’s presentation of Clairvoyant Journal is her appearance on Public Access Poetry, a short-

lived cable poetry show that ran in 1977 and 1978 (Fig. 2). In this performance, the video opens 

with a close-up on Weiner, who, after briefly introducing the work, looks to the camera and says 

“I see big words. They appear on my forehead, in the air, in space, on the page, on the 

typewriter.” As Weiner prefaces herself and the work, the camera shot widens to expose two 

other performers sitting on either side of her. Weiner here asserts the lived reality of her 

experience as a prefatory notice necessary for viewing and interpreting the aesthetic work to 

follow. Like her statement to Grosman, and her note at the beginning of the printed Clairvoyant 

Journal, this direct address and assertion of non-normative perceptive reality of voice-reading 

assert to the truth of Weiner’s experience and interpretation of this experience in order to 

adequately access the poem to follow. As it was visually recorded, the Public Access Poetry 

reading situates this statement in the embodied space of the staged and edited performance. In 

all, the opening shot of the Public Access Poetry performance establishes and accentuates a 

number of central issues of Weiner’s poetics and their presentation in the space of performance. 

First, Weiner asserts the primacy of her experience, its lived reality, and its particularity to her as 

an embodied speaker who directly addresses the camera. Next, the shot shifts from an expected 

single reader  – the independent individual speaker and creator of poetic words – into a social 

realm of group performance. This dramatizes a flux between the singularity of subjective and 

non-normative experience, and the social reality of Weiner’s utilization of other bodies to enact 

her experience of other voices in the space of performance. Weiner continues from the prefatory 

statement to introduce the perceived words and their performers from her community: “The big 

words are shouted by Sharon Mattlin, and the little words, which sometimes make nasty 

comments… are read by Margaret DeCoursey. I read myself.” In the performer arrangement on 
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the set – lined in three chairs with Weiner central – and Weiner’s prefatory comments, the 

performance enacts an embodied representation of Clairvoyant Journal’s textual orientation. 

Weiner’s words and body organize and mediate the other embodied voices of her fellow 

performers, much as her “own” voice in the textual journals organize and mediate the seen words 

of other voices. In both performance and text she orients her subjective and singular “I” as 

mediator of her experience, which enfolds perceived other voices and the embodied voices of her 

social others who aid in her performance. In this performance as in her interviews and prefatory 

statements elsewhere, Weiner asserts both her specific subjectivity within an experience of 

voice-reading, as well as her pluralized experience consisting of both “herself” and the perceived 

others particular to her.  

 

 

 

 

(Fig. 2. Chronological screenshots from the opening of Hannah Weiner’s Public Access Poetry 

reading of Clairvoyant Journal. Performers from left to right: Margaret DeCoursey, Hannah 

Weiner, Sharon Mattlin.) 
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Weiner’s work in Clairvoyant Journal, both in print and performance forms, articulates 

plural subjectivity as constitutive of an individual experience typically disabled by medical and 

social stigmatization. Her perceived words of hearing- and reading-voices experience become the 

mediated and poeticized community that articulate a self-consciously non-normative 

consciousness outside of liberal humanist individualism. In her first clair style book, The Fast, 

Weiner describes an understanding her experience as an engagement with “selvesothers” (4). 

Although Weiner does not develop this term in subsequent clair style works, the concept of 

“selvesothers” accurately describes the relation between Weiner’s “own” voice and the linguistic 

voices other to her sense of self and voice, yet particular to her experience and constitutive of her 

subjectivity. Weiner’s relationship between self and selvesothers is further extended out into the 

plural of the poetic community as her friends read the parts of the selvesothers in her poems. 

Although constitutive of her experience and elements of her personal compositional method, the 

experience of her pluralized experience of self-hood and her multi-vocal poetics cannot be 

represented Weiner’s performing voice alone. Weiner draws in the voices of her poetic and 

social community in order to represent her reading-voices experience and accurately represent 

the clairvoyantly-perceived linguistic selvesothers that constitute a large part of her experience. 

In this, the plural poetic self enfolds the social community into an interdependent relation to 

perform non-normative subjectivity. The flow of mediation extends from Weiner as receiver, 

reader, and interpreter of the voices of her selvesothers, to her representation of this in an avant-

garde poetics of disjunctive and interruptive linguistic vocality through transcriptive innovations 

on the printed page, and, finally, to the performance of this poetic text as a communally-

constituted multivocality for which Weiner draws upon the bodies and voices of friends and 

peers. This mediation of the non-normative and, when interpreted in the socio-political realm, 
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mentally disabled experience posits a multivocal and interdependent self that stands in critical 

contrast to liberal humanist ableist ideals of independence, singularity, and autonomy.  

As a self that contains the particular experience of selvesothers and relies on community to 

perform these, Weiner’s clair style work resists ableist and medicalized interpretations of 

reading-voices experience. It instead articulates the centrality of community in constituting 

interdependent relations, while also maintaining the particularity of her lived reality and refusing 

to allow it to become a generalized metaphor that erases her lived experience. This 

representation of self and subjectivity destabilizes liberal humanist notions of the typical 

distinctions between self and other, individual autonomy, and self-representation. Weiner’s 

subject position in clairvoyant text and performance operates as a dishumanist practice of 

maintaining specificity of her experience, as well as critiquing ideologies of the self that fail to 

represent this hearing- and reading-voices experience. Her poetics align with her lived 

embodiment, displayed in her assertion to Grosman that despite their place in the poem, “my 

whole life is like that” in its constant engagement with perceived voices. Through the 

purportedly documentary form of the textual journal, and its specific alignment with poetry and 

poetics in its innovative use of space and typographical experimentation, Weiner self-

consciously aestheticizes the pluralized individual experience as a textual avant-garde object for 

page and performance. Further, in Weiner’s textual and embodied performance of aesthetically-

integrated clairvoyance, the experience of an avant-garde critical futurity beyond the limits of 

ableist interpretation and individualization emerges as a dishumanist articulation of the non-

normative self’s pragmatic dependencies and embodied ideological critique of normative 

systems of interpreting experience as singular. To express this in performance, community 

operates interdependently in Weiner’s work to speak the selvesothers of reading-voices 
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experience and create an immanent avant-garde futurity based in otherwise socially disabled 

experience. 

 

3.3 Clair Style as Counter-Diagnosis 

Despite her assertion of the specificity of her experience of reading voices, Weiner is not alone 

in articulating an outside poetic voice as the source of poetry. Yet, whereas most other poets 

describe hearing voices as a metaphorical way to discuss the unknown origins of a creative 

experience, Weiner maintains that this is a significantly different lived experience for her. As 

with Gauvreau's descriptions of madness compared to those of most Surrealists, we must 

distinguish between the metaphorical use of non-normative states of mind and the socially 

stigmatized and socially disabled experience of hearing voices that is policed and psychiatrized. 

The notion of outside inspiration has existed at least as far back as the Greeks in the European 

tradition. The notion of the Muses as goddesses of poetry and their invocation to help the poet 

came to symbolize "the poet's feeling of dependence on the external ... the personification of his 

[sic] inspiration" (Murray 89). The ancient Greek poets called upon the Muses to help with 

composition of the poem by providing the ability to compose poetry, as well as facts and the 

right words to express them (ibid.). Although this invocation later became a poetic trope, it likely 

originated in genuine beliefs in the powers of these gods (Murray 90). In the early twentieth 

century, W.B. Yeats' experimentation with the occult and automatic writing resonate with the 

history of the Muses. Yeats' poetic encounters with outside voices occurred most famously with 

his wife's speech during her sleep, which he believed originated from a spirit she was 

channelling (Paterson n.p.). This "collaboration with the dead," unlike the invocation of the 

muses, speaks to an indisputable poetic dictation, though the origin of the words remains in 
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question (ibid.). Although other writers made critical statements and distanced themselves from 

his invocations of ghosts and spirits, Yeats' public criticism cannot be said to constitute 

disablement. His sanity was never in doubt, nor was he psychologized, pathologized, or 

incarcerated for this belief (Surette 12). In the mid-twentieth century, shortly before Weiner's 

beginnings as a writer, Jack Spicer, the American poet, invoked the idea of the poet as a radio for 

the transmissions of words and messages from "Martians" or "aliens" as the origin of poetry 

(Spicer 2). He writes that “a poem comes from the Outside. I have no idea where, I have no 

theological or any other kind of notion of it. Green Martians was the thing I used before... I do 

think poems are delivered, when they're good, from the Outside" (168). As with Yeats and the 

ancient Greeks, Spicer uses an outside influence to understand the creation of a poem. In all, this 

tradition of inspirational voices heard by the poet and incorporated into poetry bears on the 

reception of Weiner's description of clairvoyance and the interpretation of her clair style 

writings. Yet one must distinguish, as Wiener herself does, between metaphors of inspiration or 

mysticism, and the specific experience of hearing voices and seeing words, which is not only 

experientially distinct, but also heavily psychiatrized and socially disabled.   

Discussing her poetic process with friend and fellow poet Charles Bernstein, Weiner 

contests his provocation that “we all see words, in some sense,” by responding, “No, it isn’t the 

same at all! If you saw words in color across the living room, twelve or twenty feet long, ‘OBEY 

CHARLEMAGNE’ or something, or saw them every time you moved, you’d realize that it’s 

really visual, and at the beginning it was in color” (Bernstein and Weiner 158-159). Bernstein’s 

impulse to discuss reading-voices clairvoyance as a generalizable condition experienced by 

normative and accepted bodyminds prompts Weiner to articulate the specificity of her 

perceptions as a lived experience. Weiner's maintenance of specificity based in the intrusive and 
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dominating nature of her perception of words invokes an important difference between her mode 

of composition, based in the lived experience of psychiatrized mental difference, and other 

modes of understanding poetry as originating outside the poet's consciousness. 

 Weiner begins incorporating her non-normative perceptions and clairvoyant engagement 

with language as a mode of poetic composition in a series of poetic works that she describes as 

“result[ing] in the Clairvoyant Journal” (The Fast n.p.). These books, referred to in the criticism 

as “the early and clairvoyant journals” (Durgin 5), consist of The Fast, written in 1970, Country 

Girl, written in 1971, Pictures and Early Words, written in 1972, and Big Words, written in 1973 

(Weiner The Fast n.p.). Weiner writes that “These journals depict the development of the 

clairvoyance from feeling and seeing auras, to seeing pictures, and finally the slow development 

of seeing words which first appeared singly, then later in short phrases” (The Fast n.p.). Through 

these journals, Weiner’s self-analysis ranges over her perceptions to seek a personalized 

understanding rooted in her own experience, rather than dominant medical understandings. 

While these journals document Weiner’s coming to terms with her non-normative experience 

and the poetic value of documenting it, they also illuminate the strain and wear of understanding 

mentally disabled experience in an ableist mileu, as internalized ableisms and strain show in 

Weiner’s narration of her life. Weiner’s acknowledgement of pain and fatigue, whether through 

social circumstances, internalized mental ableisms, or the inherent strain of certain forms of 

embodiment, anticipates the type of disability activism that seeks not just to locate harm in social 

realms, but also to acknowledge experiences of pain and fatigue. Theorist Allison Kafer’s argues 

that disability criticism and theory must acknowledge these aspects of disability experience so 

that we don't “limit the discourses at our disposal” (8). Weiner’s acknowledgement of the 

fatigue, pain, and isolation of her experience allows her, by the writing of Clairvoyant Journal, 
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to reach a solid understanding of her clairvoyance, its social positioning, and its effect on her 

body. Further, though, Weiner describes in these journals her growing understanding of her 

experience, its value as a perceptive element of her life, and its merit as material for poetry. Her 

description of herself outside of medicalized language, choosing rather “clairvoyance” as the 

name for her state of mental embodiment, articulates an anti-ableist counter-diagnosis that resists 

ableist objectification and metaphorization. Nevertheless, such strong and resistant counter-

diagnosis advocacy does not remove Weiner from ableist positioning socially and medically, nor 

does it remove the strains she experienced in coming to terms with her perceptions. Weiner’s 

poetics display the fraught and difficult experience of self-acceptance and understanding of 

socially stigmatized and disabled mental experience and the development of an assertive self-

identification of clairvoyance. 

 In the early poetic journals that document her nascent clairvoyant experiences, Weiner 

articulates the fatigue of interpretation, the threat that these experiences pose for normative 

notions of selfhood, and biomedical notions of unwellness that such experiences typically are 

seen to index. As critical psychologist Lisa Blackman writes, perceived-voices experience 

medically and psychiatrically becomes understood as “a meaningless epi-phenomenon of 

disease,” which medical logic demands the subject must reject and ignore in favour of 

biomedical explanations (10). Weiner reflects on her perceptions early in The Fast that “By this 

time it was dawning on me that not only was I not feeling well, but that I would be confined to 

my loft and unable to go out for some length of time” (5). Her self-analysis here falls on the 

wellness spectrum of biomedical understandings of psychology and perception. The experience 

of unwellness socially isolates her. She further repeats this notion and a normative desire in 

Country Girl, in which she begs “Please I want to be well” (1). The desire for wellness operates 
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with notions of liberal humanist individuality and normative perceptions of self, which Weiner’s 

experience inherently threatens. She writes that she must “concentrate[e] on keeping [herself] 

together” as her perception of the world shifts, and she communicates with selvesothers that 

dictate her movement (The Fast 6). Ultimately, Weiner’s journey to understand her clairvoyance 

speaks to the desire to understand these perceptions on their own terms and from within her own 

experience. The language of wellness fails to do so because it superimposes a paradigm of 

interpretation extrinsic to the experience. Weiner writes in Country Girl, “I wish I could 

understand the signals. Perhaps the book would be clearer too. My life would be” (8). Here the 

connections drawn between understanding, the textual poetic object, and her life showcase the 

stakes for Weiner’s interpretive journey, but also Weiner’s investment in her life as a poetic 

object from the beginning of clairvoyant experience. This desire for understanding too comes 

with a fatigue, as Weiner writes that “Too much information is confusion” (Country Girl 17), 

and this leads to exasperated pleas, such as “What does it all mean? … What?! Help help help” 

(Pictures 5). As Weiner’s early journals depict competing desires for normative selfhood, 

normative wellness, and understanding of the “signals” on their own terms for the purposes of 

the poetic work and her sense of legibility, they document internalized ableisms and inherent 

strains and fatigue. Weiner herself acknowledges this as a process, asking, “Does everyone who 

develops clairvoyance go through this?” (13). Rather than only a perceptive gift, clairvoyant 

reading-voices experience threatens normative understandings of self. Further, the energy cost 

Weiner takes on in living with voices and pushing past the explanations of them becomes 

apparent in these descriptions. Acknowledging these strains, as Weiner does through her early 

clairvoyant journals, criticism opens up, to employ Kafer’s phrasing, the “discourses at our 

disposal” and resists the limiting expressions of either medical diagnosis of such experiences as 
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symptomatic of a pathology and in need of cure, or the limiting expressions that valorize 

Weiner’s experience as a solely positive alterity, which easily misses the lived pains and fatigues 

of socially disabled mental embodiment. 

 By her writing of Clairvoyant Journal and her presentation of the work in performance, 

Weiner appears to have solidified her interpretation of clairvoyance. Although the text certainly 

does not represent the attainment of her desire for a “clearer” book and life that she wishes for in 

Country Girl, Weiner shows that she “understand[s] the signals” (Pictures 5) as a relational 

engagement with other voices, written or heard. She writes that “it’s doing all the writing   YOU 

/ SHOULD COMMENT   GO OUT tried that big shout” (Clairvoyant Journal "date 4"). As 

Weiner acknowledges the place of clairvoyant voices in composing her poem, they interrupt with 

assertive commands to take action and “COMMENT” on them, but also to “GO OUT,” both of 

which the voices themselves at times disallow through negation and interruption. Rather than 

solely fighting these voices, Weiner’s own words move along and narrate her engagement with 

them. The interaction here utilizes a relational and ongoing engagement that resists the normative 

urge to “keep[…] myself together,” as was her impulse in the early journals (The Fast 6). In her 

poetic statement “Other Person,” Weiner writes that “clairvoyantly I am the other to myself” 

(1688). Beyond normative desire for clarity, singularity, and wholeness, Weiner describes 

clairvoyance as a perceptive ability with which she becomes a kind of selvesother herself: one 

voice equal among others in her experience. As Blackman argues, although liberal ideologies of 

experience and individuality structure the context in which we engage with practices of the self, 

it is important to acknowledge “how actual people embody and struggle with the fiction of 

autonomous selfhood in their everyday lives” (90). Weiner’s coming-to-terms with clairvoyance 

and seeking an understanding of these in terms outside of dominant medical and social 
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interpretations speaks to the ways in which alternative forms of lived and embodied perceived-

voices experiences exist in the gaps and fissures of the liberal humanist “fiction” of the 

autonomous and independent self. Weiner’s clairvoyant poems highlight not only her process of 

writing and understanding the voices of selvesothers, but also the process by which she found 

space for pluralized clairvoyant subjectivity through interpretive understandings that seek 

relational engagement rather than silencing medical diagnosis.  

As Weiner conveys the voices in Clairvoyant Journal, they at times lead to a positioning of 

her as a passive transcriber of words. Weiner herself at times argues for this positioning, as with 

her description of her practice as "plagiarism" in the Grosman interview. Yet this positioning 

partially obscures the interplay between reading-voices perception, transcription, and poetic 

mediation that form a dynamic and relational experience that breaks down such a simple 

hierarchy. The words of selvesothers command and often disallow Weiner from taking actions: 

“DON’T TALK   YOU SEE WORDS   Come home see” (3/2). Although the voices here order 

Weiner to think of herself as a perceptive agent, her transcription feeds back on the voices in a 

relational interplay. Through the poetic mediation of the Clairvoyant Journal, and her experience 

of writing it, Weiner shows her perception of reading-voices changes. She tells Grosman about 

how her typewriter gave her only three options for notating the voices – regular type, capitalized 

type, and italicized type – “and that settled it, that’s all, the words settled down to three voices.” 

In this, Weiner articulates the interplay between her lived perception of voices and poetic 

documentation. Rather than a simply mimetic transcription of the words, Weiner finds that the 

voices change as a result of their recording. The poem implicitly theorizes clairvoyance as a 

relational encounter to be engaged with, rather than resisted. 
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Despite Weiner’s commitment in the early journals and Clairvoyant Journal to 

understanding reading-voices perception relationally, beyond dominant medical and psychiatric 

interpretations, her experience nevertheless socially disables her as this presentation of self exists 

in a liberal humanist and ableist context. Such disablement may be identified in critical 

bracketing of her words and attestations. Stigmatized and pathologized in both medical and 

social realms, experiences of individualized perceptions constitute a mentally disabled 

experience that rhetorically demarcates one’s expressions of subjectivity and experience as 

untrustworthy and symptomatic of a mental illness, specifically schizophrenia (Read, Mosher, 

and Bentall 4). As described in Chapter One of this dissertation, the concept of mental disability 

collects a diverse range of experiences of stigmatized experience through their conventional 

association with the mind. Such experiences might then be categorized as mentally ill, mad, or 

even crazy, all of which define a limit of rhetoricity granted to expressing non-normative states 

of mind and experience. As Catharine Prendergast writes: “That the mentally ill are treated as 

devoid of rhetoric would seem to me an obvious point: if people think you’re crazy, they don’t 

listen to you” (203). Such social bracketing of words results from medical and social 

categorization (“mentally ill” and “crazy,” respectively), and influences the ways one’s words 

are recognized. Performance artist and friend to Weiner, Carolee Schneeman, describes how 

Weiner "was marginalized … a lot of people thought she was too crazy to be given proportionate 

regard to what they were fighting for or thinking about” (n.p.). The absence of “proportionate 

regard” to which Schneeman refers maps onto mental disability theory’s notion of “rhetorical 

disabling” insofar as ableist bracketing of non-normative experience makes one’s words mean 

less and be given less truth value than those from subjects deemed non-disabled (Prendergast 

202). In response to such social and rhetorical disabling, Weiner’s articulation of clairvoyance as 
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fundamental to understanding her lived reality and poetic work offers a contrasting position of 

rhetoricity. Clairvoyance, for Weiner, serves as what disability theorist Margaret Price describes 

as a “counter-diagnosis” (17). Although an “oxymoronic form” insofar as it utilizes diagnostic 

categorization to subvert normative socio-medical diagnosis, “The counter-diagnostic story does 

not merely parallel or replace the conventional diagnostic story: it ruins it altogether, attacks its 

foundations, queers it” (17). Weiner’s queering of diagnosis occurs in her steadfast assertion of 

her perceptual reality and her self-diagnosis of clairvoyance, as well as her refusal to 

acknowledge medicalized language at all in her poetry or poetic statements. As an assertion 

straight to the viewer or reader, “I see big words” grants poetic rhetoricity fundamental Weiner’s 

work. Her claim to the rhetorical position by no means undoes or obscures the socio-medical and 

critical stigmatization and harm done to Weiner in the social withholding of “proportionate 

regard” for her expressions of experience. Yet, as a response to rhetorical disabling, Weiner’s 

prefatory statements and poetic self-presentation offer non-normative and pluralized individual 

experience in community as an experience of futurity beyond rhetorical disablement.  

 Weiner’s counter-diagnosis of “clairvoyance” stands in critical contrast to the 

pathological language, used elsewhere in her life in both medical and social realms. Weiner’s 

claims to clairvoyance compels the reader to assent to the terms of clairvoyance in order to 

access the poetic work, her experience, and her subjectivity. As critic Judith Goldman writes,  

To read Weiner's poetry is …. to confront her claim to clairvoyance …her 

emphatic experiential claims and the terms on which she makes them at once 

legitimate her poetry a priori as testimony and overtly perform as a persuasive 

strategy within what are extremely self-consciously literary works. Either set of 
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terms requires that we read clairvoyance other than as a symptom of 

schizophrenia, an illness with which Weiner had been diagnosed. (122)  

Goldman importantly identifies that Weiner claims interpretational authority over her own 

experience in contrast to medicalized pathologization through her self-representation, and her 

twisting of literary form to include both “testimony” and constructed literariness. Nevertheless, 

the medical pathologization and social diagnosis remain dominant cultural determiners of the 

way her words are understood when socially circulated. Margaret Price describes the social and 

medical “diagnostic urge” of internalized and socially circulated medical model understandings 

of difference as working to attempt to “’explain’ a disabled mind” (“Her Pronouns” 17). The 

medical designation of schizophrenia, which Goldman points out as the alternative to Weiner’s 

description of “clairvoyance,” not only determines medical intervention and interpretation, but 

also social positioning. The reported diagnosis of schizophrenia and her history of medical 

intervention socially circulate among her peers, friends, and caregivers, though it does not enter 

her work or her public accounts of herself.60 As such, the social and medical “diagnostic urge” 

provides a context in which Weiner account of herself exists, but its truth value stands in contrast 

to the interpretation Weiner privileges. Poet and peer Ron Silliman writes that Weiner “was an 

 
60 In the introduction to her edited selected works, literary critic and Weiner scholar Patrick Durgin writes that 

Hannah Weiner “was diagnosed as psychotic episodes indicative of schizophrenia” (Open House 13). Durgin also 

writes that her lived symptoms, diagnosed as schizophrenic, limited her ability to access and seek care, which likely 

“precipitated” her death  (“Psychosocial” 133). Weiner’s friend and peer, Charles Bernstein, too notes that Weiner 

was diagnosed with schizophrenia (“Hannah Weiner”) and that “her last few years weren't easy” (Glazier n.p.). Poet 

Ron Silliman alludes to biomedical intervention in Weiner’s life, writing after her death of experiences with her 

“when Hannah was on her meds,” but stating that “often she was not on her meds” (Glazier n.p.). I cite these 

expressions of the social understanding of Weiner’s experience of biomedical pathologization, diagnosis, and 

intervention to describe the social context and interpretation that circulated around Weiner, but which she herself did 

not document in her work or biographical statements. Further, I cite these descriptions as historical documentation 

of the lived reality of navigating medicalized and ableist culture when experiencing non-normative mental 

embodiment. The degree to which such interventions and understandings provided aid, comfort, and social 

acceptance cannot be determined from the outside, but Weiner's silence on the matter, and utilization of personalized 

language to describe her experience outside of biomedical pathologization provides a cue for her own 

understandings, which guides my critical engagement with her work.  
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awesome documentarian of a minority reality” (Glazier n.p.). To insert pathologization and 

rhetorical disablement through diagnostic language eliminates Weiner’s own first-hand account 

and the truth-value of her interpretations of this “minority reality.” Further, to take diagnostic 

terminology as objective and consistent designations of experience fundamentally 

misunderstands the historically constituted and contested status of psychiatric pathologization.  

“Mental illness” in general, and “schizophrenia” in particular, describe states of being with 

continually changing pathological definitions within psychiatry and psychology. Although at 

times diagnosis may provide comfort, access to care, and a socially recognizable language with 

which to describe and address strain, pain, social difference, and stigmatization, they are shifting 

designations that fail to describe states with biological or historical consistency. As a particularly 

stigmatized and culturally diffused idea with many divergent meanings, “schizophrenia” 

especially provides, at best, suspect and unsteady ground in describing the lived experience of 

people so diagnosed. Under current forms of biomedical psychiatry, diagnostic terms are used 

that have long histories with many divergent understandings, which become combined in 

widespread social expectations and understandings of the diagnosed states of being. Unlike 

biologically locatable illnesses, mental illnesses have no clear referent. Critical psychological 

theorists John Read, Loren Mosher, and Richard Bentall write that “The notion that ‘mental 

illness is an illness like any other’, promulgated by biological psychiatry and the pharmaceutical 

industry, is not supported by research and is extremely damaging to those with this most 

stigmatizing of psychiatric labels” (Read et al. 3). Further, Mary Boyle writes that “The claim 

that there exists a biologically diagnosable disorder called schizophrenia has been the focus of 

intense and persistent criticism and been shown to be scientifically bankrupt” (qtd. in Read et al. 

156). Psychologist Kieran McNally writes that schizophrenia's "meaning changed many times 
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during its history" and that, compared to than other psychiatric designations, "the extent to which 

schizophrenia changed over the twentieth century was breath-taking" (5). Due to the changing 

nature of what society and psychiatrists mean by the diagnosis of schizophrenia, and its yet-to-

be-discovered neuro-physiological root, literary critics must be extremely cautious about 

unquestioningly utilizing the term as if it were a clear description of experience. Further, 

utilizing diagnoses from the past as if they fit into our current social understanding of psychiatric 

terms obscures the historical construction of mental difference, sanity, and ability. 61   

Critical engagements with Weiner’s clair work that privilege medicalized and pathologized 

understandings of her experience function to rhetorically diminish and disable her self-

representation, creating of her an object of study, rather than a primary researcher and interpreter 

of non-normative mental embodiment and linguistic phenomena. Although not necessarily 

intentionally disabling or objectifying, such critical description, borrowed from medical 

languages of diagnosis, operates to pathologize and punish abnormality by imposing a regime of 

truth and rhetorical validity onto non-normative experience that is extrinsic to the individual’s 

experience and self-identification. Social theorists Peter Beresford and Robert Menzies write that 

the dominant discourse of mental illness that diagnose non-normative mental experience and 

embodiment in both the social and medical realms 

constructs a psychiatric subject who stands in contrast to the robust, autonomous, 

trustworthy, self-governing citizen of the liberal dream. This psychiatrically 

outcast subject is… an object of sympathy and/or derision (or simply an object), a 

victim… a being to be spoken and written about (83-84).  

 
61 For further contestations of the terms of “mental illness” and “schizophrenia” see Read et al's Models of Madness: 

Psychological, Social, and Biological Approaches to Psychosis, Rapley, Moncrieff and Dillon’s “Carving Nature at 

its Joints?: DSM and the Medicalization of Everyday Life,” Blackman’s “Psychiatric Culture and Bodies of 

Resistance,” and Prendergast’s “The Unexceptional Schizophrenic: A Post Post-Modern Introduction.” 
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As such, critical positions that centre “schizophrenia” as a designator of Weiner’s experience 

accept the inherent truth value of psychiatric labels at the cost of the rhetoricity of Weiner’s 

descriptions and understandings of her own experience. This positions her as an object of study 

and outcasts her words from interpretations of her experience. Goldman writes that “Weiner let 

no representation of herself circulate that did not take her status as a clairvoyant into account” 

(121). As Weiner never herself documented her engagement with medical diagnosis of her 

experience and its interpretive framework, for critics to do so cuts against her poetics and status 

as rhetorical authority on her own lived experience, instead making of her words mere symptoms 

devoid of value beyond that of diagnosis. 

Such rhetorical disablement may be observed in offhand critical assessments of the status 

of Weiner’s perceived words, as communicated in her poetry. Critic Maria Damon writes that 

“the whole text [of Clairvoyant Journal] is comprised of very little other than broken bits of 

language” (n.p.). In this assessment, in which Damon reads this “brokenness” of language as a 

signifier of psychiatric trauma, the term “little more” operates to segregate and diminish the truth 

value of the perceived words of Weiner’s experience. Further, this assessment resists Weiner’s 

own designation of the value in endeavouring to interpret these words, both in the textual self of 

Weiner narrating her interpretations, and in its literary presentation for the reader’s 

interpretation. Similarly, poet and critic Jerry Julich, in his discussion of Weiner that utilizes the 

medical interpretation of Weiner as “schizophrenic,” writes of her "clairvoyant messages” 

saying, “most that I've read … were as banal as street signs, perhaps even moreso” (n.p.). Both 

Damon and Julich reduce the rhetorical operations of Weiner’s document of her experience of 

voices and words to psychiatric language and thereby undermine and discredit Weiner’s own 

understanding of her experience. This follows an inverse pattern of that which Goldman 
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describes above: in accepting dominant socio-medical interpretations, Damon and Julich find 

that Weiner’s words fail to signify. In interpretations of Weiner’s work that position her as “too 

crazy to be given proportionate regard” (Bernstein n.p.), and which thereby fall back on socio-

medical pathologies and interpretations, Weiner becomes an object spoken about but not listened 

to. This brackets and reduces Weiner’s rhetoricity. Catharine Prendergast argues that “the real 

failing of the medical model is that it turns clinicians into unimaginative literary critics, 

translating poetry into psychopathology” (200). By this, Prendergast argues that diagnosis serves 

to make individuals texts that they themselves cannot be trusted to reliably understand and 

interpret. Further, when read with the above descriptions of Weiner’s work, the medical model’s 

effect on social diagnosis of difference turns literary critics into unimaginative clinicians who 

search for pathological symptoms of a hidden disease, and, in the process, render poetry that 

speaks to non-normative experience “little more” than “broken” language.  

 In criticism that, instead, validates and values Weiner’s self-identification of 

clairvoyance, while also identifying the ableist contexts in which her words and texts circulate, 

Weiner’s words gain critical rhetoricity and make of the relationship between critic and writer a 

relational encounter of ideas, rather than a diagnostic power dynamic. Such critical positioning 

does not necessarily imply an assumption of clear mimeticism between experience and text, nor 

does it imply an unmediated connection to Weiner’s experience. Rather, the mediated poetic 

texts of Weiner’s Clairvoyant Journal speak to the poetic uses of counter-diagnosis as a critical 

and resistant textual strategy that operates to create a sense of futurity for otherwise socially 

disabled experience while also addressing the immediate context of conflicting notions of 

selfhood. On the fragility of language and its representational uses, Weiner, in Clairvoyant 

Journal, writes of the mind’s effects on the word:  
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The way I QUOTE to destroy a word is to change its litters   too 

heavy   Systematically derange the SIS   I MUST DO IT   cut it short   SLOW 

I QUOTE   Pick any word at random let mind play around until ideas pass try this 

(2/28) 

In this passage, Weiner’s self-identified voice considers the way words are “destroy[ed],” which 

she identifies as occurring through a process of rearranging of elements. Yet within this 

meditation on the vulnerability of language to “derange[ment],” the capitalized voice identifies 

quotation as similarly working to “destroy” and “derange” language. This voice sides with 

Weiner, collapsing subjectivity so that as Weiner quotes, the capitalized voice writes of the 

practice of quoting, and both of their compulsions to do so: “I MUST DO IT.” A disruptive 

element, the italicized voice replaces the anticipated word “letters” with the phonically similar 

“litters,” and, in this, gestures toward the vulnerability of language and thought once filtered 

through voices and poetic mediation. In total, this interaction indicates a relational theorization 

of experience and the self-conscious susceptibility of linguistic transcription to “derange[ment].” 

As a word that both implies a destruction of “order” and “arrangement” of elements, as well 

specifically describing a disordered, “disturb[ed]” and “insan[e]” mind (“Derangement”), 

“derange” in Weiner’s usage becomes associated with the citational practice of transcribing 

selvesothers, as well as the poetics based in mentally disabled experience. In the collapsing of 

poetic mediation and stigmatization of mental difference, Weiner performs and theorizes a self-

conscious practice of counter-diagnostic poetics that resists the silencing of ableist interpretation 

of her experience. Further, as this passage makes clear, Weiner engages with the effects of 

mediation and poeticization on the materiality of language, as well as experience itself. By 

critically attending to Weiner’s own lived engagement with and interpretation of the voices of 
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selvesothers we might describe a richer, more complete, embodied, and contextualized 

theorization of poetic mental non-normativity in avant-garde poetics.   

  

3.4 “How can you not be avant garde”?  

As a poetic object based in non-normative experience, Weiner’s Clairvoyant Journal, both in 

text and performance, displays a self-consciously avant-garde form. In an interview with friend 

and colleague Charles Bernstein, Weiner says that “It’s a daily journal that’s gone slightly 

screwy and is under control when you read it with three voices, or when you see it because of the 

three different typefaces” (149). As with her statement to Ernesto Grosman that “the words 

settled down to three voices” due to the constraints she perceived using a typewriter, Weiner 

describes an ordering of experience in the form of the journal, which feeds back into lived 

perceptions. Despite the disorientation of multi-vocal and interruptive poetics of Clairvoyant 

Journal, for Weiner its aesthetics represent a taming of the ongoing tumult of her lived 

experience. Further, Weiner’s statements articulate the related but distinct form of her reading-

voices experience and the textual poetic journal. Rather than a mere transcription, the relational 

interplay between perception and composition changes both. Weiner’s poetics embrace both the 

lived experience and the mediation of poetry and employs them as ways to create a distinct 

experience for the textual and performed Clairvoyant Journal. In “Other Person,” Weiner writes 

that  

It would seem a goal to reduce the presence of person in a work so that power 

comes through without content, as an energizing force, not inducing imitation. 

Then the text stands by itself… clairvoyantly I am the other to myself, usually 

addressing myself by name or nickname, the mind dictating to the person. (1688) 
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Although Weiner’s poetics articulate a non-normative reading-voices perception and convey the 

distinctness and lived embodiment of such, they stand independently as interactional relations 

among voices and readers – both within the text and in its reception – beyond “imitation.” The 

creation of a textual site of primary relational interaction that engages language, writer, lived 

experience, reader, spectator, and, in Weiner’s case, selvesothers indicates an avant-garde 

aesthetics that, as Gregory Betts write of avant-garde objects, creates a “synthesis of art and life” 

(Betts Avant-Garde 30) without prioritizing one over the other. 

 In the same interview as quoted above, Bernstein asks Weiner about the avant-garde 

nature of her presentation of this experience: “Do you think of your work in terms of a tradition 

of the avant garde, of experimentalism?” (158). To this Weiner responds “I mean, how can you 

not be avant garde if you’re the only person in the world who sees words?” (158). As Weiner 

expresses the specificity of her experience, she articulates the aesthetic nature of the novelty and 

critical futurity in such experience, both of which are integral to avant-garde praxis. Avant-garde 

theorist Renato Poggioli writes that avant-gardism functions to “educate the author and actor of 

the future through the process of educating the spectators of today” (135). Through the 

presentation of disjunctive textuality that creates an experience of multivocal poetics based on 

lived multivocal subjectivity, Weiner’s work educates readers and spectators in non-normative 

and socially stigmatized experience. She acknowledges that “The Clairvoyant Journal must be 

considered a book of learning, that one learns from it” (Weiner and Grosman n.p.). Such 

teaching and learning operate to create a critical futurity from within the contemporary aesthetic 

experience that disorients the reader and spectator from conventional ideologies, and instead 

imagines relations between self, other, selvesothers, and experience differently.   
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Two elements central to many theories of the avant-garde are the notion that avant-gardism 

constitutes a mode of critical interpretation of objects, experiences, and social conditions, and 

that this work derives from a socially produced and embedded aesthetics with the aim of creating 

alternative futurities. Rather than creative production of entirely novel elements, avant-garde 

work often critiques and engages in practices that broaden the category of art and create 

opportunities for communal meaning-making with material at hand in the contemporary moment. 

For Weiner, her lived experience of seeing words constitutes a non-normative sociality within 

individual experience, and her utilization of these experiences, along with words she more 

closely associates with herself, as the basis for poetry organizes a poetics of interpretation and 

criticism of experience that is then broadened into the social community of embodied others in 

the form of performance. The beginning of Clairvoyant Journal, and the place where the Public 

Access Poetry performance starts, immediately orients a relational poetics: 

BEGIN 

BEGIN WITH ME 

Hooray   GET OUT is a JOE musical not an order   COME SOON 

NO   I PASS   NO   pass the paper wine   YOU HAVE ORDERS   fix the page 

(2/28) 

In this sequence, the orders of the “big words” voice compel the reader to enter the poetic work 

with a strong order. Further complicating this, though, is the knowledge that these “big words” 

speak originally to Weiner, compelling her to enter into this engagement as part of her lived 

experience. The doubling of entrance of both Weiner, as first reader of the voice she perceives, 

and the viewer of the poetic performance implies a complex sociality with little distinction 

between reader and writer. Both, in this formation, interpret experience as a primary aesthetic 
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and linguistic object. Weiner’s words attempt to make sense of the intent of the “big words” as 

“orders.” Unable to fully foreclose the interpretation of these words as direct order, Weiner’s 

words next appear in a social environment of wine-passing, to which the italicized words 

respond by drawing her attention back on the “page” and textuality. This sequence initiates a 

complex sociality and interpretive aesthetics that function as an avant-garde engagement with 

experience in blurring distinctions between writing and reading. It also calls to mind Weiner’s 

expression, quoted above, that she “could not … write [her] own words… was simply unable to 

write [her] own poetry.” The doubled experience of reader and writer engaging with 

aestheticized experience splits two elements of Weiner’s persona: she presents the work in total 

as a poetic object that describes her individual experience of the world, but, in addition, she also 

operates as only one voice within this described experience. In this, the text becomes a primary 

site of relational interpretation and interplay.   

Avant-garde theorist John Roberts writes that avant-garde work “must offer ways of doing 

and making, of refunctioning and denaturalizing that involve producer and spectator in a 

transformative encounter with the conceptual open-endedness of artistic labour” (37). Weiner’s 

perception of other voices and her understanding and communication of this experience in an 

explicitly poetic milieu serve to denaturalize distinctions between producer and spectator. 

Roberts’ notion of artistic labour relates to his idea of the “asocial” distance avant-garde work 

produces in its relation to normative notions of experience, expression, and time (57). In 

Weiner’s doubled distancing of experience and interpretation, we find an asocial avant-garde 

distancing as she presents the document of her experience of endeavouring to both live her life 

among these linguistic voices, as well as her experience of aestheticizing these in the form of 

poetics, a process the voices themselves comment upon. Weiner herself is distanced by the words 
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she perceives as they order, negate, and critique her life and writing. Even as Weiner attempts to 

understand the nature of the “big words” as “order” or “musical” they interrupt with further 

orders to “COME SOON,” only to negate Weiner’s voice, saying “NO … NO.” This avant-garde 

interplay of producer and spectator distances familiar interpretive ideologies of self and self-

presentation through Weiner’s performance self-consciously producing poetic work from such 

experience. In an early entry in the Clairvoyant Journal, Weiner’s voice tries to orient her 

interpretation of the perceived voices, to which these voices assert critical distancing: “word as 

message, information … word as order just command   unit of speech / Word as instruction   

YOU MUST REPEAT   SAY NOW” (3/1). In this, Weiner describes a theory of words as 

interruptive “unit[s] of speech” of an instructive subjectivity not fully her own. Despite the 

seeming statement of poetics articulated in the notion of language as instruction and message that 

the writer dutifully copies, the other voices interrupt with assertions that Weiner does not go far 

enough in asserting the alterity of these words. The italicized words that Weiner, in the Public 

Access Poetry Performance describes as “nasty,” diminish Weiner’s poetics with the word “just.” 

As this capitalized voice asserts words function merely as an order or command, the italicized 

voice diminishes the artistic labour, instead asserting its own subjectivity as a central element. 

Asocial avant-garde elements when performed in the poem, these voices collapse distinctions 

between writer and reader through denaturalizing the normative interpretations of the language 

of experience.  

In description of the avant-gardist notions of the immersion of aesthetics within experience 

as a social and interpretive event, avant-garde theorist Krzysztof Ziarek writes that  

avant-garde works refuse to be confined within the notion of an ‘art object’ and 

produce themselves as events, in which experience, no longer referable to as a 
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subject, is presented as interpretation, as a set of discursive operations, 

inseparable from the moment of its constitution (89) 

Although a general description of the context of avant-garde works, Ziarek’s words, when placed 

into conversation with Weiner’s clairvoyant text and performance, speak to a particular 

arrangement of sociality and interpretation organized around non-normative subjectivity. The 

“event” of Weiner’s work, both in text and in performance, organizes the reader or viewer as 

both an other to the particular experience of seeing words, yet also a fellow interpreter of the 

linguistic messages of this experience. As an “interpretation,” Clairvoyant Journal dramatizes 

Weiner’s engagement with her lived experience of seeing words both in terms of daily living and 

her attempts to understand and organize their influence as a self-consciously aesthetic object. In 

putting this engagement on paper, Weiner produces lived non-normative experience as an avant-

garde aesthetic engagement both in the moment of composition and the moment of performance. 

As the “big words” performed by Sharon Mattlin call the viewers of Public Access Poetry to 

“BEGIN / BEGIN WITH ME” in the interpretive encounter, we understand layers of experience 

interpreted and performed that collapse distinctions between the aesthetic object, its moment of 

composition, and the event of performance.  Further, Ziarek argues that “seeing art as folded into 

and constitutive of the work of experience offers the possibility of rethinking experience in terms 

of poiesis” (17). In Weiner’s recording and interpretation of lived clairvoyant experience as a 

textual and performance practice, her work describes experience itself as already poetic. 

Weiner’s move, then, is not in producing an original textual object composed of her “own” 

words, but rather in recognizing her experience as necessarily linguistic, and employing avant-

garde literary techniques to read and interpret this experience as a textual event that relates to an 
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audience, who in their own way must navigate the mixed-messages of commands and 

interruptions of their normative interpretations of language and subjectivity.   

Weiner scholar Patrick Durgin describes Weiner’s poetics as “avant-garde journalism” 

insofar as “The event of literary production is a lived hermeneutic time shared with the reader’s 

roving through the large sheets, performance scores which, as such, radically question the 

ontological status of the work in the world per se” (“Introduction” 6). Similarly, critic Judith 

Goldman writes that “As the singular witness to clairvoyant phenomena, [Weiner] is poignantly 

aware that her testimony can only appear in a recognizable and overdetermined form” (123). 

Described as both “journalism” and “testimony,” Weiner’s clairvoyant poetics are seen to 

convey non-normative perceptive experience in a way that may be understandable to those who 

do not experience her clairvoyant voices and words. These critical assessments articulate degrees 

of mimeticism of Weiner’s poetics in a representation of socially disabled experience. As Couser 

writes, mimetic life writing from experiences of disability serve as “a political as well as mimetic 

act” (605). Weiner’s articulation of clairvoyance, in this interpretation, makes available a useful 

perspective not usually allowed under ableist stigmatization. In the creation of a transformative 

aesthetic encounter from within the reportage of non-normative experience, Weiner’s clair work 

articulates such journalistic function that collapses temporalities of writing and reading for both 

herself and the reader or viewer. Further, though, Weiner’s clairvoyant work, in both written and 

performance forms, articulates dishumanist subjectivity that not only conveys the interdependent 

nature of experience that disabled perspectives highlight, but also the very constitution of the self 

and experience in an interdependent community of selvesothers and social others. The pluralized 

experience of selfhood Weiner conveys fundamentally questions and upsets liberal humanist 
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notions of singularity and autonomy. Interdependent voices within the poetic text articulate a 

relational and interdependent engagement, which further extends into multi-vocal performance. 

Rather than merely messages or comments, these voices and words assert non-normative 

volition from within the subjective experience in an open-ended manner that resists foreclosure. 

To utilize Robert’s language, the voices of selvesothers and Weiner’s navigation of them suggest 

“new ways of doing and making” and, indeed, even being in relation to perceived language. 

Further, they suggest a resistant notion of artistic labour by asserting relationality, rather than 

descriptive fidelity, as central to aesthetic operation. As Weiner articulates the notion of “word as 

instruction” the instruction itself enters, proclaiming “YOU MUST REPEAT” and “SAY 

NOW.” This statement, although at first appearing to support Weiner’s claim about the function 

of words, complicates it as a statement without content. There are no clear words to “REPEAT” 

or “SAY NOW”, and instead this command functions only as a relational interruption. A prompt 

to speak that interrupts Weiner’s speaking and an instruction to repeat that interrupts Weiner’s 

articulation of repetition, this voice undermines the meaning of a transcriptive poetics. The order 

asserts the need for a transformation of Weiner as both writer and reader of words. Both must 

“REPEAT” and “SAY NOW” in acts of listening and reading that blur distinctions between 

producer and receiver of aestheticized text. Despite its calls to “REPEAT,” these orders assert 

interdependency and engagement as central to linguistic relation. Avant-garde in its “asociality” 

insofar as it disorients the recipient of the command and creates space for non-normative 

experiences of writing and reading, Weiner’s clair style poetics assert the interruption and 

command as relations of communal meaning-making, and representation beyond mimeticism. 

Avant-garde theorist Timothy Yu writes that “The analytic power of the concept of the 

avant-garde is that it reminds us that the aesthetic and the social are inseparable. An avant-garde 
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is an aesthetic and a social grouping” (2). Weiner’s Clairvoyant Journal, especially in 

performance, doubly articulates the social nature of avant-garde work through the interdependent 

sociality necessary to both constitute and perform Weiner’s clairvoyant experience. The flux of 

self and other in the relation between Weiner’s words, which in the Public Access Poetry reading 

she refers to as herself, and those of the selvesothers, as well as the voicing of Weiner’s 

experience of three voices by the embodied voices of three performers, the category of 

individuality becomes destabilized through otherwise socially disabled experience. Disability 

scholar Lennard Davis writes that “disability [is] an inherently unstable category” (23), and that 

rather than a fault, this state-of-being within socially disabled experienced might be used to 

critically engage with the constructedness of identity under dominant forms of liberal humanist 

ideology. As Weiner writes beyond “imitation” she utilizes her non-normative and socially 

disabled mental experience as the site to stage avant-garde performances that centralize 

relationality as integral to linguistic encounters. As the “the only person in the world who sees 

words,” Weiner resists a purely journalistic positioning that conveys experience, and instead 

utilizes an avant-garde asociality to implicate the viewer in the construction of a futurity within 

the site of the poetic object as they engage with voices of variously embodied and disembodied 

clairvoyant subjectivities of selves and selvesothers. 

 

3.5 Dishuman Pronouns 

In their description of the function of dishumanism in relation to conventional and normative 

notions of the human that underpin ideologies of rights, discourse, and citizenship in a 

contemporary moment, Daniel Goodley and Catharine Runswick-Cole write that  
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Disabled and human are, we suggest, too often set up as opposites, as the 

antithesis of one another. However… we argue that they need not be oppositional 

but, rather, viewed as frictional: rubbing up against one another in interesting, 

dare we say, desirable ways. (5) 

Rather than an anti-humanist project interested in reflexively critiquing and negating normative 

notions of the human, or posthumanist accounts that focus on all too easy exteriors to normative 

ideologies that structure contemporary life, dishumanism remains ambivalent about the norm as 

both a site of contestation and pragmatic desirability in an oppressive socio-political context. As 

discussed, Weiner’s ambivalence about subjectivity, codified socially and medically as disabled, 

and conventional notions of self-singularity and autonomy of liberal humanist subjecthood 

fundamentally twist and reconfigure the language of experience. Not solely oppositional in her 

resistance to medicalized language, Weiner’s counter-diagnosis of clairvoyance and maintenance 

of the primacy of her individual experience of reading-voices engagement with selvesothers 

creates friction in conventional reading strategies used to determine, locate, pathologize, and 

explain the human subject. Weiner’s complex poetic sociality of her self-identified voice, the 

voices of selvesothers, and the voices of her co-performers who embody these selvesothers 

displays a dishumanism insofar as it functions to instantiate a poetic futurity based in mentally 

disabled experience as a site for relational engagement outside conventional designations. 

 As the multivocal Clairvoyant Journal engages with the experience of negotiating lived 

experience of mental non-normativity and the practice of creating avant-garde poetry located in 

this experience, the employment of pronouns in the text and performance highlight ambivalent 

and constantly fluctuating subjectivity as central to clairvoyant experience. Pronouns offer a site 

at which Weiner performs dishumanist relations between self, other, and selvesothers, and the 
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overlapping of these in an individualized lived experience. Further, in an avant-garde poetics 

Weiner’s pronominal friction formally registers an ideological critique. Early entries in the 

Clairvoyant Journal utilize “I” in the words Weiner associates with her own experience. The 

capitalized voice interrupts to unsettle the solidity of the “I” with statements that locate it as 

merely a part of speech. “YOU’RE A PRONOUN,” it says, to which the italicized voice follows 

up with, “Don’t wait don’t comment” (3/2). Together, the selvesothers’ voices note that any 

designation of Weiner’s voice, language, and subjectivity derive from a generic linguistic 

construct. The italicized voice further unsettles one’s reading of this statement insofar as it orders 

Weiner to take action immediately but not to comment, presumably, in response. Such orders 

structure a fraught relationship in which to interpret and name a self in relation. Soon after these 

statements, Weiner writes: “Certain stresses I get stuck in I can’t get out of myself, need 

someone else’s energy” (3/2 2). In the desire to move beyond her own anxiety and strain and 

gain “energy” from another, Weiner’s pronominal “I” articulates a relatively normative 

designation of experience of selfhood, despite its context within a disorientingly multivocal and 

interruptive text. A few pages later, in an entry fittingly labelled “April Fools,” Weiner appears 

to return to this call to think of herself as a pronoun. She asks, “Who is pronoun?” and in this 

statement asks a provocative double question: first, she asks who am “I” – this pronoun that 

designates a subjective and singular self – but also asks who is the other – or, selvesothers – who 

we might designate by the name “pronoun.” As both interpretations of the question threaten 

normative personhood and its relation to linguistic representation, Weiner is called into 

ambivalent relation to subjectivity through the linguistic mediation of the pronoun. In this entry, 

Weiner’s self-identified language shifts to the second person, appearing to enact a distancing 

from herself: “it said GO SOON why won't it let you GET OUT OF HERE see half the letters 
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crazy” (April Fool). Throughout the text, the voices of selvesothers, both in capitals and italics, 

speak to Weiner in the second person, but by this point in the journals Weiner’s words shift to 

take on the perspective of herself through the otherness of the second person. Further, the 

employment of the second person calls on the reader or spectator to engage with the text as a 

primary experience as we are called on as the “you” of the reading experience. As Weiner asks, 

“who is / I, you, me the pronouns” (Sun June second). Here, “the pronouns,” spoken by a 

selvesothers voice, reiterates the linguistic construction of these experiences of self and relation. 

Collected under the part of speech, these seemingly distinct entities collapse. Deeply ambivalent 

about the state of personhood expressed by these linguistic subject positions, the voices of the 

selvesothers make Weiner and the textual reader or performance spectator undifferentiated 

objects of pronominal description.  

 Judith Goldman points to Weiner’s use of pronouns to identify the costs of linguistic 

representation. She writes that “The self, its first guise this disguise, may circulate in the coin of 

the pronoun… Yet pronouns are also an exaction, the condition of an exchange that might seem 

fair, but is not free” (132). As Weiner appears to come to terms with the exchange inherent in the 

call by selvesothers to be “other to [herself],” she displays ambivalence about the value of 

pronouns in representing relational positioning in the poetic exchange. Beyond Goldman’s 

description of Weiner’s pronouns as potentially costly units of exchange, Weiner's later entries 

display the dissolution of pronouns as a collapse of traditional notions of the human in the form 

of self-singularity and self-representation. In an exchange with the capitalized voice, we find a 

designation of pronouns as problems: “LISTEN TO ME satisfy or dont walk go barefoot 

confusion GO BYE BYE / you take a walk forget DONT FORGET YOUR PRONOUNS 

PROBLEMS” (WEDNESDAY June 17). Structured as a reminder before exiting the domestic 
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space of the home, the capitalized voice calls on Weiner not to forget “YOUR PRONOUNS 

PROBLEMS.” With the possibility of parsing this statement as either – or both – a problem with 

pronouns, or a revision of the term “pronoun” with the term “problem,” this voice expresses the 

unsettling nature that pronouns represent by this point in the text. Further, the lack of clarity in 

expressing this issue reflects the ambivalent nature of all language, and pronouns in particular, to 

solve any problem or clarify any notion of self. Here, Weiner’s poetics displays a dishumanist 

avant-gardism insofar as it proposes engaging with new and unsettling relations from within the 

turmoil of language, self, and experience. Mental experience disabled by social pathologization 

and ableist ideologies of liberal humanism inherently calls the construct of linguistic identity into 

question in an avant-gardism that not only critically engages with and negates ideological norms, 

but creates a relational experience of futurity both outside of and within the contemporary 

language of subjectivity. 

Despite her general critique of self and originality, Weiner maintains the specificity of her 

experience, and her right to speak to it as an embodied and lived experience. As in her insistence 

to Charles Bernstein of the specificity of clairvoyance as not something "we all see," saying "it 

isn't the same at all," Weiner maintains a vehement insistence of her specificity and maintenance 

of its literal truth beyond poetic metaphorization highlights the utility of somewhat normative 

conceptions of subjectivity in a strongly dishumanist manner. Weiner asserts her specificity 

through an articulation of singular and autonomous terms to counter what she perceives as an 

unfair generalization. As Goodley and Runswick-Cole write, such pragmatic attachments to 

normative concepts of the human for the purpose of maintaining rights within oppressive 

circumstances must not be read as undermining the critiques of these concepts (5). Such an 

approach becomes necessary within an ableist context. As covered previously in this dissertation, 
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avant-garde instrumentalizations of mentally disabled experience through metaphorizations that 

employ it to represent aesthetic difference harmfully appropriate and silence lived accounts of 

mental disability. As disability theorists David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder write, disability 

commonly functions as an “opportunistic metaphorical device” (47). Thus, Weiner’s strong 

refusal to allow her specific clairvoyant experience, with its attending social disabling, 

stigmatization, and inherent strain, to become poetic device, highlights her maintenance of these 

as specific to her experience. This articulates the dishumanist need to pragmatically assert 

normative subjecthood and specificity in response to ableist metaphorization. Yet Weiner’s 

poetics also allow engaged relationality with her specific hearing- and reading-voices experience 

to occur.  In flux based on relational engagement, Weiner’s clairvoyance describes both a 

generalized critique of the linguistic construction of conventional notions of the human, as well 

as a singular and a specific lived experience from which this critique is levelled.  

  Central among discussions in disability criticism is the notion that disability not only 

highlights the impossible ideal of independence as proposed by liberal humanism, but also the 

nature of interdependence as a ubiquitous nature of human subjectivity, despite its stigmatization 

in disabled bodyminds. Disability theorist Rosmarie Garland-Thomson writes that “Disability 

itself demands that human interdependence and the universal need for assistance be figured into 

our dialogues about rights and subjectivity” (265). Similarly, avant-garde theories often privilege 

the community constitution of texts as social sites for re-imagining subjectivity and relationality. 

Of avant-garde texts, poet and critic Juliana Spahr writes that “They, like anarchism, work to 

have both individuality and community. And from them a new discursive economy emerges, one 

that does not subordinate readers to explicative functions” (14). Enfolding both individual 

response and volition within an interdependent textual community, both avant-gardism and 
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dishumanism locate a liberatory flux and ambivalence around traditional notions of the 

individual and community that stand in distinct contrast to the ideals of liberal humanism. Yet 

Weiner’s work further theorizes a complex and multi-vocal community within the self’s 

experience, the dissolution of this self as interrupted and disrupted by voiced selvesothers, the 

need for external and embodied communities of readers to perform this experience of the self, 

and the role of the reader in relation to these voices in the poetic performance of a futurity of 

multivocal and interdependent subjectivity. Weiner’s complex avant-garde dishumanism 

highlights both textuality and primary experience as enfolded to the point of entanglement.  

 As a dishumanist avant-garde device, Weiner’s employment of clairvoyance articulates 

necessity of advocacy for specificity when guarding against generalization in the form of 

metaphorization, as well as the inherent critique of subjectivity centred by hearing- and reading-

voices experience and poetics. In the call “DONT FORGET YOUR PRONOUNS PROBLEMS,” 

Clairvoyant Journal asserts the problem of linguistic constitutions of boundaries of self and 

other. Weiner’s “I” that speaks “myself” in the Public Access Poetry introduction, and the 

selvesothers that force a second-person perspective, as well as the multivocal performance of 

individual experience, propose a complex relational interplay of avant-garde dishumanist 

subjectivity. Worked out in the poetic object, these layers of pronouns, problems, and selves 

constitute an embodied and located critique of normative designations of selfhood, and an avant-

garde constitution of futurity for new ways of performing selves and selvesothers.  

  

3.6 Reimagining Interdependence  

In the Public Access Poetry video, the shots of the performers fade between close-ups of 

individuals, and a wide shot of all three readers. During the slow fade, the viewer of the 
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Clairvoyant Journal experiences a visual overlap of bodies. This serves as an analogue of the 

aural overlap of words of the poetic performance. Since the fading-out image of Weiner exists in 

overlapping relation to the fading-in images of her two co-performers over her shoulder (see 

final frame in Fig. 2), the dissolution to a multi-vocal and communally constituted clairvoyant 

self is, perhaps by simple fluke of basic editing techniques, portrayed much as the ambivalent 

pronouns of the poem. In a section titled “crazy day” the poem presents of the more visually 

chaotic pages of the textual poem, and the most aurally overlapping parts of the performance 

(textual orientation in Fig. 3). This entry constitutes the end of the Public Access Poetry 

performance as a climax of aural disorientation. Within the “crazy day,” a flux of orders, 

interpretations, and lived experience, largely comes from the capitalized voice, which repeatedly 

warns “DONT COME,” while Weiner’s self-identified voice seeks to orient comparisons of art 

while describing the origins of the capitalized voice’s words.  

In the performers' interactions during "crazy day," Weiner describes the poem and 

performance under Mattlin's onslaught of words in the voice of the demanding selvesother. 

"Sharon reads this page all by herself," Weiner says, "she's a big girl, I won't interrupt." While 

loudly reading, Mattlin leans over to Weiner and gives her a playful elbow, to which Weiner 

responds with "shut up," followed by a waved fist and a smile.  As Weiner continues to narrate 

the experience of performing with Mattlin, Mattlin speaks loudly, obscuring Weiner’s words. 

Responding in the real-time of the performance, Weiner begins to shake her head and say, "I 

don't even know where I am," while searching her page. After getting on track for a line, Weiner 

gestures to Mattlin, saying, "isn't she good?" In all, these interactions in the space of the 

performance, which engages the audience in the banter while the poem continues, fittingly 

reinterprets the experience of the poem and its selvesothers within the space of the poetic 
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performance community. Weiner remains the voice trying to "find [her] place" among relentless 

language in a manner both antagonistic and friendly. In Weiner's engagement in the moment of 

performance we find an embodied collapse of the selvesothers of voices and the others of 

interdependent performance community. 

By the end of the performance of "crazy day," the camera has faded to black, with only the 

spoken words competing for attention. This visual device acts to depict the complete dissolution 

of embodied difference among the performed community and focusses attention on the relational 

interplay of multivocal performance in Weiner’s experience. Faced with a blank screen, the 

viewer becomes interpellated into the dissolution as a hazy reflection ghosts the performance. 

This visually pushes the performance into the space and moment of the viewer. The black screen 

and shouting voices trade the embodiment of Weiner, her community of performers, and 

selvesothers for the embodied viewer who, like the Weiner represented in the text, seeks to orient 

a lived spatial reality and embodiment among interruptive voices. This situates all textual 

relations within a present of the avant-garde aesthetic work and imagines collectivity and 

interdependence otherwise than in the form of liberal humanist singular voicing.   
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(Fig. 3: Top section of “crazy day” entry in Clairvoyant Journal in its original layout.) 

 

Disability theorist Allison Kafer writes of disability as “a potential site for collective 

reimagining” (9). Weiner’s performance of multi-vocal clairvoyance not only allows for the 

collective and community reimagining of engagements with self, experience, and representation, 

but also for such representations to reimagine the collective as integral to the constitution of 

individuality. Weiner’s individual experience, although socially and mentally disabled, creates a 

poetic site that draws upon this specific perspective to highlight the susceptibility of all forms of 

linguistic constitutions of selfhood to dissolution, while still maintaining specificity. Further, the 

performance of this multivocal poetics of self centralizes interdependence in reproducing the 

orientation of self and selvesothers not as a deficiency of mentally disabled performance, but 
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rather as a critique of normative ideals of liberal humanist self-singularity and autonomy. In this 

dishumanist proposition, Weiner serves as medium for the dissolution of an independent voice 

and an experience of selvesothers as communally constituting experience. Producing this 

performance of dishumanism in the primary site of the poetic text, Weiner utilizes avant-gardism 

as both a description of her specific bodymind experience and also as a method by which to 

situate compel outsiders to enter the present relational interaction of hearing and reading voices 

in order that they may collectively reimagine interdependence and reimagine collectivity as 

interdependent.
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Chapter 4: bill bissett's Lunarian Temporalities  

 

4.1 "baffuld by a lot uv erthling wayze" 

In April 2008, Canadian avant-garde poet, artist, and performer bill bissett received the George 

Woodcock Lifetime Achievement Award for his literary work. Despite his prodigious output and 

longevity within Canadian arts, bissett’s work has been generally under-acknowledged publicly 

(Rogers 90). Thus, the B.C. Book Awards’ Woodcock Award marked a significant moment in 

bissett’s career as it recognized his long history and continued participation in literary culture in 

Canada. In his acceptance speech, bissett detailed an autobiography of his life and work, 

including Lunaria, the planet that he had begun describing as his place of origin in his author 

biographies as of the early 2000s. bissett’s speech, like much of his literary paratexts since this 

period, blurs the divisions between poetry, text, life, and self, and as such creates a poetic 

autobiography that resists normative generic expectations for how one accounts for oneself. 

Abbreviated Lunarian autobiographical statements accompany bissett's periodical and book 

publication of his poetry, art, and interviews, and began appearing shortly before the publication 

his 2001 book lunaria, which details the Lunarian home planet. Although the word contains 

etymological links to the moon, bissett's work figures Lunaria as a faraway planet. The 

Woodcock speech, though, marks one of the fullest accounts bissett gives of the Lunarian 

homeworld outside of his poems, and directly situates it as an autobiographical and historical 

narrative:  

     ium originalee from lunaria a planet konstellaysyun way past venus 312 

months 2 get ther in erthling time mor thn months 2 return i was on th first shuttul 

uv lunarian childrn being sent from lunaria 2 erth 
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     on lunaria we childrn wud comb th evreewher orange lite in th mornings 

2 supply enerjee 4 th entire gallaxee planet konstellaysyun ths devotid n dilligent 

combing uv th ubiquitous orange lite reelee wud supply all th enerjee needs uv 

lunaria 

     th shuttul i was on arrivd in halifax wher i was konseevd from lunarian 

dna n givn birth from an erthling mothr n erthling fathr (“Bill bissett’s acceptance 

speech” n.p.)62 

In this statement, bissett upsets normative expectations for an autobiographical statement that 

accompanies an acceptance speech and reflection on a lifetime of artistic achievement. He 

appears to implicitly state that in acknowledging his life, we must include his full life, which he 

says begins long before his earthly birth. In this, bissett queers and maddens the autobiographical 

account by forcing the audience to think through their expectations of accounts of self, 

temporality, and rhetorical truth. As bissett says later in the speech, "2 oftn th main streem wants 

art writing 2 b a mirror uv itself not 2 show th whol pickshur" (n.p.). Thus, the speech itself 

refuses to mirror mainstream accounts of reality and life. bissett's autobiographical statement 

situates his perspective on the idea of a "lifetime" within a broader framework than the 

terrestrial, and defamiliarizes chronological expectations for an autobiographical statement as a 

function of "erthling time," into which he translates his specific experience. 

bissett was a major figure in Canada’s emergent poetic and artistic avant-garde of the 

1960s and 1970s in Vancouver, aligning his lyric, sound, performance, and concrete poetry with 

countercultural social and political values. Throughout his career, bissett has published hundreds 

 
62 This quotation represents a script for the Woodcock acceptance speech written by bissett himself. As such, the 

spellings in this quotation derive from bissett's intentional use variant and variable orthography. See below for 

discussion and analysis of bissett's spellings conventions. 
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of books, chapbooks, limited editions, C.D.s, paintings, and records, and continues working in 

these media to this day. bissett first grew to national and international recognition in the 1960s 

with his work associated with his press, blewointment, which published his own poetry, along 

with an influential magazine, and the work of numerous writers and artists, such as Milton 

Acorn, Margaret Atwood, Judith Copithorne, bpNichol, and Michael Ondaatje (Rogers 25). 

bpNichol once described blewointment, and bissett's approach to the publishing project, as "more 

interested in the news than in preserving great literature" (qtd. in Reid 23). The focus on the 

constant circulation of the poetry of the present brought many disparate aesthetics into close 

contact. bissett's work on blewointment and his publication of queer and obscene poetry would 

see his name brought up in the House of Commons as a critique of the Canada Council for the 

Arts' funding decisions, which led to his subsequent loss of funding for both himself and 

blewointment (Precosky n.p.). Although most often associated with the poetry, publishing, and 

social upheaval of the 1960s and 1970s (Early 11), bissett has continued consistently publishing 

and performing for more than fifty years. With attention to the contexts of bissett's works, we 

find an artist and writer constantly engaged with poetry and art as a mode of engaging with 

current socio-political contexts, but never limited to these in thinking of other ways of being, and 

other, more equitable, worlds that might be arrived at through language. 

Most immediately noticeable throughout bissett's lifetime of writing is his unique 

orthography, which utilizes lower case letters, shifting, semi-phonetic spellings, and little 

punctuation. bissett says that the purpose of this personal convention is to "slow [...] th reeding 

xperiens 2 launch othr ideas not sout out or thot uv in mor convenshunal arrangements uv lettrs n 

words interrogating xisting meenings 2 opn thos up 2 nu undrstan dings nu qwestyuns nu 

deepning awareness if sumthing unxpektid happns" (bissett "Sounding" n.p.). Through 
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unconventional spelling and grammar, the text slows the reading experience and allows for an 

engagement with the immediate present of language in a way that questions the stability of 

linguistic association and meaning. This provides a way to point towards other modes of 

meaning in language, and other social and relational possibilities that conventional and opaque 

grammars and spellings hide. bissett highlights the multiplicities of meanings and ways of 

thinking, saying that, "langwage also not statik diffrent spellings reflekting elusidating different 

ranges ovr time it being plural" (Rogers 74). Because bissett's spellings shift and change between 

poems and texts, the texture of language responds to a changing present. Further, this spelling 

also highlights the sound of language and gestures towards performance of the words. bissett 

says "i dew heer th pomes as i write them n how they sound is sew important 2 me" (bissett 

"Sounding" n.p.). His spellings foreground the sound of language by making his readers sound 

out the letters to arrive at recognizable words. Linda Rogers connects this use of language to the 

social and critical alienation that bissett has experienced (90). Such descriptions of bissett's 

orthography at times drift into somewhat patronizing language, such as Rogers' description of 

bissett's decision "to write in the cryptic language of dyslexics" (92), and Darren Werschler-

Henry's description of it as "idiosyncratic" to the point of stagnancy as a "signatory style" (122). 

Although a consistent trait of bissett's lyric and concrete poetry, this spelling shifts from word to 

word, poem to poem, and appears even in bissett's autobiographical statements and interviews, 

always in contrast to "set erthling grammar korrekt patterns" (Rogers 84). 

 In his lyric poetry, bissett's speakers often convey his own experience, and even when 

relating something novel, the consistency of tone, mode of address, and ideas express a close 

relationship with the author. In discussion with critic and poet Adeena Karasick, bissett says that 

"most evreething i write has / happend 2 me vareeing degress," but, enigmatically, follows this 
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with the revision, "sum not at all" ("Interview" 53). In this, as in his Woodcock Award 

acceptance speech, bissett expresses not so much a contradiction as a unified notion of life and 

text, both autobiographical and mutable. Much of bissett's poetry utilizes an autobiographical 

speaker (Jirgens 4) engaging with the present of language and ideas. As Karasick writes, "For 

bissett, the world and language are not two separate realms" ("A Writing Outside Writing" 63). 

Similarly, Len Early, in his introduction to bissett's first selected poems, Beyond Even Faithful 

Legends, writes that the power of bissett's politics in his poetry comes from an autobiographical 

strain set in the "the contingencies of bissett's universe" that details of his "personal experience" 

(17). As poet Jamie Reid writes of his long friendship with bissett, "he is available to anyone at 

all, in his poems as in his life" (27). Through the Lunarian narratives in his poetry, 

autobiographical statements, and interviews, bissett maintains an autobiographical account in 

poetry that accommodates a mutable and critical perspective on the contemporary and the 

terrestrial. 

bissett continues to use Lunarian autobiographical statements to the present in publicity 

information for new books, magazine publications, art shows, and reading performances. The 

following biographical statement comes from a 2015 author blurb for a poetry reading in 

Toronto: "bill bissett originalee from lunaria enjoying erth sew much n still baffuld by a lot uv 

erthling wayze" (“DFC Poetry Night”). bissett’s official author’s page on his primary publisher’s 

website also asserts the primacy of Lunaria in his artistic self-presentation:  

originalee from lunaria ovr 300 yeers ago in lunarian time sent by shuttul thru 

halifax nova scotia originalee wantid 2 b dansr n figur skatr became a poet n 

paintr in my longings after 12 operaysyuns reelee preventid me from following th 

inishul direksyuns (“bill bissett”) 
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With each iteration of the Lunarian autobiography, bissett reconfigures Lunarian details to 

critical and creative effect. For instance, the time scales shift as bissett switches between 

statements in "lunarian time" and "erthling time." bissett's latest book of selected poems, breth 

/th treez uv lunaria, centres Lunaria in its title and recasts poems from throughout his entire 

writing life in relation to the Lunarian heading.  

 In 2001, bissett published his longest poetic account of Lunaria he has yet written: the 

ambitious work lunaria, which consists of a single book-length poem that describes a speaker 

looking back on their origin in Lunaria, their desire to return, as well as an account of the 

Lunarian ways of life, geographies, relationships, and lifecycles. The New York publisher 

Granary Books produced the exquisite book object which includes a boxed hardcover book, 

embossed with bissett's art. The book contains pages printed with reproductions of bissett's hand-

drawn and hand-lettered page design, and watercolour paintings over top of the printed words 

and art painted by bissett himself on every page of every book published. As detailed in the back 

of the book, only forty-two copies were ever made, and only thirty of those were available for 

sale. Based on all of these factors, lunaria stands as an intricately created work, as rare and 

beautiful as the eponymous planet.  

 In presenting his biography in both poetic and extra-poetic forms as originating in the 

distant past on a faraway planet, bissett's Lunarian narratives refuse the expectations of the 

normative gaze, with its judgements for how to tell the story of one's life, as well as generic 

distinctions between autobiographical truth and creative work. Involved in this interaction is a 

near-inevitable audience speculation on the truth-value of bissett's assertion. Some might  

wonder at the meaning of these Lunarian statements: to what degree the author tells them as 

biographical fact, or as a winking game of a poet ironically playing with the format of the 
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acceptance speech or biographical blurb. In an interview with bissett, writer Kathleen Reichelt 

voices this question, asking "Do you think that some people think [Lunaria is] a joke?  Who 

don’t take it seriously or don’t believe it?" (bill bissett, an artist" n.p.). In this interview, bissett 

responds with a description of Lunaria as "a veree / beautiful societee egalitarian / veree 

equitabul," and neglects to answer the question about social speculation on his Lunarian 

autobiography. bissett's biography and critical history complicate analysis of these Lunarian 

narratives, since the skeptical reaction to them involves some degree of rhetorical disablement 

and heteronormative assumptions of a socially disabled self's relation to time and space. As a 

poet with a childhood of extensive surgeries and medical procedures (bissett "Artist Spotlight" 

n.p.), a traumatic brain injury and subsequent paralysis (Carlson 46), and a history of psychiatric 

intervention and stigmatization (Alland 23, bissett "Q and A" 39), bissett's words become 

bracketed by implications about his mental state. Poet and critic Sandra Alland writes of bissett 

as a "neurodivergent" writer and notes that "even in rave reviews of his work, bissett's narrative 

voice is repeatedly called 'naive,' an ableist and classist assumption" (23). As discussed earlier in 

this dissertation, the mental disability theorist and rhetorician Catherine Prendergast writes that 

"to be disabled mentally is to be disabled rhetorically" (202) since "if people think you’re crazy, 

they don’t listen to you," or see your words as lacking in the same truth-value as those assumed 

to be mentally sound and fit the normative expectations for states of mind and presentation (203). 

For Prendergast, in not "listen[ing] to you" normative and ableist interpretations might find in the 

language and self-presentations of those socially coded as mentally disabled mere "music," 

"poetry," or "as some personal expression that has no bearing outside of itself, no transactional 

currency” (202). The history of appropriations of mentally disabled art and writing attests to the 

different social categorizations of these uses of language. As shown in the analyses of both 
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Claude Gauvreau and Hannah Weiner, although one's words may be lauded as "poetry" or 

"music" one might nevertheless remain socially diminished and rhetorically disabled by this very 

same judgements when levelled outside of the aesthetic realm. Thus, returning to the above 

question of how to read bissett's Woodcock acceptance speech – either as a straightforward, 

though definitely non-traditional, assertion of a biography, or as a poet's ironic play with the 

format and audience expectations – we find these two readings in contrast only through the 

reader and audience's assessment of the ability and rhetoricity of the mind behind these words. 

Whereas the former assessment may lead to assumptions of a "naive" or atypical speaker, the 

latter assumes an authorial sanity that is in on the joke. In this shift between two different 

assumptions of bissett's ability and intentionality, we find an intense and relevant forcing of the 

question of normative presentations of self, sanity, and mental ability, as well as the relationship 

between poetic biography and paratextual biography. As theorist G. Thomas Couser writes, life 

writing by disabled writers occur "not as spontaneous ‘self-expression’ but a response – indeed, a 

retort – to the traditional misrepresentation of disability,” (604) which are more often than not 

“moralizing, objectifying, pathologizing, and marginalizing” (605). bissett's Lunarian narratives 

in his statements and poetry force the audience to sit in the discomfort of internalized ableism, 

and narrative expectation, and respond to the social designation of difference based on mental 

disability. 

bissett's accounts of self, both in poetry and in autobiographical statements, develop a 

queered spatiality and temporality with the introduction of galactic scales of space and 

relativistic time. bissett seems to eschew static identity categories and is rather “wanting n 

hoping 2 b unlerning th binaree” (Time back cover), though has been grouped as a “gay male 

poet” (Barton) and has at times self-identified this way when interviewed (“Poetic Enigma”). 
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Linda Rogers describes bissett as one who “refus[es] to accept the normal constraints of gender” 

("Introduction" 8). Queerness, as a description of the narrative textual self in bissett’s poetry and 

paratexts, functions as a descriptor for his textual contestation of fixed identity, and the assertion 

of a poetics based in queer desire. As bissett says, "our fluid identiteez ar mor multi fasitid thn 

we like sumtimes 2 admit" ("Sounding a Canadian Icon"). bissett similarly references 

temporality as ambiguous and "multi fasitid," often displaying ambivalence toward temporal 

consistency. This differs sharply from typical social temporality, or, as Elizabeth Freeman calls 

it, “chrononormativity” (3).  Freeman describes this as the institutionalized temporal processes 

that privilege certain groups by socially bonding them, and which make other forms of 

embodiment and collectivity illegible (3). The Woodcock speech and the poetic object lunaria 

assert a non-normative temporality very much in contrast to expected scales of space and time of 

a self. In the Lunarian autobiography, bissett queers the timescales to critical effect. Queer 

theorist Jack Halberstam writes that "Queer time [is] … the perverse turn away from the 

narrative coherence" (Dinshaw et al. 182). In bissett's Lunarian statements and poems, he 

articulates a non-normative, queered temporality far beyond the scale typically assumed for an 

account of self, far beyond the space of planet Earth. Queer temporality creates alternative ways 

of being, of making a life, of creating relationships, and of imagining futures in time. Located 

“way past venus,” Lunaria provides bissett with a planetary point of comparison with which he 

holistically addresses social norms as “earthling wayze.” These biographies also entail an idyllic 

history, and potentially liberating future as one and the same. Lunaria, imbued with queer desire 

and life-giving nurturing, articulates a history, but also a future beyond chrononormativity, and 

based in experiences of non-normative mental experience and social disablement. 
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  bissett's Lunarian autobiographies, and the book lunaria in particular, enact a refusal of 

chrononormativity and mental normativity, but they also further enact this refusal in a way that 

creates an avant-garde futurity in the work itself. In the interaction between bissett and his 

readers in his extra-poetic texts, and in the poetic avant-garde biography that is lunaria, a critical 

ambiguity opens up the space to criticize contemporary violences and inequalities while also 

imagining a utopic and loving future in continuity with a galactic past. As discussed in Chapter 

One, the avant-garde theory and disability theory I work with that coalesces in the notion of 

avant-garde dishumanism orients toward a better, more equitable future within the present, 

whether the present of the aesthetic work, the socially disabled bodymind, or both. Disability 

theorist Allison Kafer writes that, “In imagining more accessible futures, I am yearning for an 

elsewhere — and, perhaps, an ‘elsewhen’" (3). bissett's Lunaria, in all its iterations, functions as 

just such an "elsewhen," both in the past and the future, but accessible in the present, and both far 

away in the galaxy and right here with us. bissett's lunaria offers an avant-garde utopian object 

that speaks from a socially disabled positionality of supposed mental difference that, further, 

illustrates queerness both as foundational to social designations of "difference" of a disabled 

bodymind, but also as a liberatory and uniting form love, care, and desire. lunaria and the 

paratextual Lunarian autobiographies articulate a queered avant-garde dishumanist critical 

project. They recuperate a typically non-normative and stigmatized mode of accounting for the 

self to enact a maddened and queered reality and personal temporality in order to imagine a 

futurity of different relations outside of mentally normative and straight accounts of rationality 

and relationality. 
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4.2 From Zatria to Lunaria 

Although bissett's work predating lunaria often references space, planets, galactic time scales, 

the specific naming of a planet of origin, and the story of this planet in both poetic and 

autobiographical texts dates back only as far as the late 1990s and early 2000s. Typical of 

bissett's work before this time, the 1974 book space travl innovates with visual poems, words 

teeming in separate columns on the same page, and lyrical meditations on queer sexuality and 

love. The speaker repeatedly returns to the idea of "space travl" to interrogate notions of 

heteronormative sexuality and relationships, ultimately saying that, "like yu ive bin assignd a 

space / a way uv being also ascribd to me / nd certain xpectencess" and wonders if transgressing 

these boundaries means "wer considrd crazees by thees peopul" (n.p). In this passage, the 

overlapping and internalized stigmatization of queer amorousness and mental disability reinforce 

the demarcated social expectations that bissett's speaker transgresses through their "space travul." 

The spaces the speakers of these poems explicitly travel revolve around the bedrooms, busses, 

parks, and streets of Vancouver's 1970s queer culture, but their transgression of social norms 

takes them through spaces hostile to queerness. Later, in 1981's poem "all th sacrid categorees 

dissolv," bissett uses the image of space travel to critique the present and the world. The poem 

describes a post-apocalyptic space perspective to critically examine the human need for our 

home planet and its resources and elements:  

if we lose  

ths erth place   weul b out on sum space  

staysyun   so tranquilizd   th memoree uv  

treez will torment us  (Northern Birds in Colour n.p.) 
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bissett's ecological warning argues for the centrality of the natural world and the need to preserve 

it against the capitalist resource-hungry profiteering that would deplete it and make its "oxygen 

watr grass ... fresh food" unavailable due to "acid rain   nd th wars ... killing / the temporaree 

living flesh" (ibid.). This posits an extra-terrestrial point of critical attention to focus on the 

injustices and violences in the present of our earthly location. The dystopic "space staysyun" 

perspective fits with a prevalent theme of bissett's work: ecological criticism and arguments for 

the integrated nature of human life and consciousness with the other life forms of our planet, and 

our need to protect them. Yet, despite the difference between this invocation of space and 

bissett's earlier discussion of the space of queer relations in space travul, both argue against rigid 

normative thinking that ultimately serves as a destructive force. Both provide a perspective with 

which to critique what passes as normal – not "crazee," not queer – in a harmfully ableist, 

heterosexist, and capitalist world. This critical perspective thematically links to bissett's later 

invocations of Lunaria, which also highlight a critical perspective. Like the queer, free love of 

space travul, Lunaria exists in queer sensuality and connection, and similarly explodes the 

normative expectations that boxes people in. And, like the criticism of our earthly destruction in 

"all th sacrid categorees dissolv," the Lunarian strain in bissett's writing critiques the present as a 

terrible and violent crime against the natural world, which he is always quick to remind us, we 

are part of. Within this mess of violence and inequality, bissett repeatedly shows hope in the 

loving and interdependent connections of love, queer sexuality and sociality, that presently 

exists, and which we might uses to extricate ourselves from the cycles of death and destruction. 

Rather than the dystopia of a spinning space station looking back on a destroyed earth in the 

future, Lunaria posits a utopic past, and perhaps future, on a faraway planet, and an example 
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which we might follow to find happiness, love, and nurturing of all of our resources here on 

Earth. 

An extraterrestrial origin enters bissett's poetic and autobiographical texts in the late 1990s 

and early 2000s with his introduction of the planet “Zatria” as his home world. bissett published 

a poem titled “My Earliest Childhood Memoreez uv Zatria,” in his 2000 collection b leev abul 

char akt ers. He also mentions Zatria in his interview from the time with Adeena Karasick, 

saying, “zatria my home planet from whch iuv bin away 400 yeers” ("Interview" 85). Yet by 

2001, with the publication of lunaria, bissett switches the name of his planetary home to Lunaria, 

and he has cited Lunaria ever since. The change from Zatria to Lunaria displays a critical fluidity 

in autobiographical temporal and spatial consistency. 

 The publication of lunaria suggests a central statement of the extraterrestrial biography, 

and Lunarian poetics. bissett, in an interview with critic Carl Peters, describes the book's 

importance to his life and oeuvre by way of a discussion of his dreams: 

n whethr 2nite i dreem uv my home planet lunaria th voyage 2 wch art book was 

publishd by granaree books nyc a work uv my life in its epic size n hand dun 

evree page a painting watr kolours drawings Lunaria huge byond seeking th 

parameters uv giant orange plains like a giant non objektiv orange painting with 

th children each day combing endless fields th orange air vibes i was wuns a part 

uv th first childrns shuttul 2 erth wch is how ium here (Peters 191) 

In this statement, bissett describes his creation of the published book detailing his Lunarian 

origins in a way that blurs the distinction between fictionalized poetic work and autobiographical 

account. In bissett's telling, the book represents his own experience, and he describes it, fittingly, 

as "a work uv my life." This phrasing provides an interestingly equivocal insight into bissett's 
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assessment of the text and printed object. Since the book details a home planet and bissett's self-

aligned speaker's yearning to return, one might read this statement as indicating that the phrase 

"a work uv my life" implies an autobiographical account, insofar as it draws upon the story of his 

life, which bissett indicates in the description of the work as "huge byond seeking th parameters 

uv." Yet one might also read the phrase as describing a magnum opus, a work so grand that it 

constitutes the fulfillment of a life of creative output. Certainly, the scope of the sustained 

narrative poem, as well as its extraordinary printing, indicate a lifetime achievement. Of course, 

these two readings of bissett's description of lunaria can comfortably co-exist as a descriptor of 

this autobiographical poem epic in both scope and production and alligned with bissett's extra-

poetic autobiographical accounts of his life.  

 Never reprinted in any more widely accessible form, lunaria remains an obscure bissett 

book that many of his readers have not experienced. As such, the text has garnered little attention 

in critical readings of bissett, despite the ubiquity of his statements in autobiographical blurbs of 

his Lunarian origins. A rare reference to the text is Margaret Atwood's statement that she used a 

drawing of the "Astral Twin" from lunaria as an inspirational "signpost when writing [her] novel 

Oryx and Crake" (Pew and Rexborough 149). Although one might cite lunaria's scarcity as a 

reason for critical oversight, bissett criticism has tended to avoid bissett's more recent work in 

general. Critics thus far have not substantially considered the role of bissett’s autobiographical 

references to Lunaria, the planet's appearance in this poems and paintings, or the epic book-

object intensely focused on hand-crafted textual materiality that is lunaria.63  

 
63 In writing this chapter, I consulted bissett's author proof copy of lunaria. As described here, due to bissett hand 

painting the over each page of each book, there are differences in the painting between different copies of the work 

with the text and line drawings remaining the same. My reproductions of lunaria pages derive from this copy. I 

thank Dr. Gregory Betts for allowing me to access the book in this form. 
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 The book lunaria opens with a first page on which the words "o / lunaria" repeats 

throughout a map-like bird's-eye-view of waves and mountains (Fig. 4). The name twists and 

becomes "lunariaaaaa" and "lun arheea" in the visual and sonic play. Right away, the book 

initiates the reader into a mythology based on place in which word and image intermingle and 

"lunaria" serves almost as an invocation of the planet's geography, and sometimes literally flows 

into it as the end of a word melds with the lines of repeating waves. Further, the dedication calls 

to "all zatrians evreewher," invoking bissett's past uses of Zatria as a planet of origin. The 

opening "o" invokes the shape of a planet or mood, and centres the materiality of language. The 

first pages of the book introduce a mythology of the speaker's quest to return to Lunaria, and its 

geography, which they call "th oral aisles" (n.p.). In both a "serch 4" and a "longing 4," the 

speaker continues to repeat the terms "oral aisles" and "lunaria," before focussing on the 

mechanics of language in asking "how dew yu spell oral / can yu / say oral heer rural / is hard 2 

say umm" (n.p.).  The physical search and the play with language become intertwined as the 

speaker appears to seek the proper mode of accessing Lunaria both as a galactic and linguistic 

object: 

the serch is on  

we ar looking 4 th  

oral aisles  

isles  

les moral mor oral  

la lunaria  

les moon rayze (n.p.) 
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As spellings shift and new referential associations surface, the speaker continues to search for the 

landscape of home, this time in the plural of the collective pronoun "we." The language play in 

this passage even shifts into associations with French as bissett's paragrams of "less" as "les" 

serve as an entryway into resonances with the French articles "la" and "les." Yet the play of 

repeating sounds in "la lunaria" shift to the possibility of reading "les moon rayze" as "[less] 

moon rayze" or "[the] moon rayze" implies a multiplicity of coexisting meanings. The 

multilingual and sonic resonances open up areas of meaning that are seemingly oppositional, but 

gesture towards both a presence and absence of meaning and language that the book discusses as 

a route to Lunaria.  
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(Fig. 4: Image of early page in lunaria n.p.) 

 

 bissett's Lunarian speaker repeatedly returns, throughout the text, to the question of how 

to return "2 find th oral aisles," and the planet. In these musings, the speaker arrives at the 

centrality of an intuitive, non-linear, and linguistically oriented approach as necessary to achieve 

this: 

sound byond receipes th 

gathering uv heeling tunnels of  
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vibes places in th air o  

lun areeaaa how dew  

we find th oral aisles th  

ocean bathd in yr smiles  

yr kissing evree peek  

un wavelet in thees  

island majeek moon beem (n.p) 

Again, the speaker addresses and invokes the planet and its natural landscape in order to find it. 

Yet unlike a linear focus of the step-by-step procedure of a recipe, the speaker invokes sound as 

central to the project. It is the voice, it's sound and invocation, which exceeds "byond" the 

normative linearity of recipes and maps. This direct address to the planet involves a sensual and 

embodied description of geography as an amorous relationship, highlighting the centrality of 

desire to life and connection to the world.  

In the accompanying C.D. recording of bissett's reading the poem included in the lunaria 

box, bissett leads into his reading of the text of lunaria with an enactment of a sexual exchange: 

"Can I put it in there? You wanna put it in there?" followed by moaning sounds and the 

statement "I can't wait to get my hands into you again." This post-coital atmosphere leads 

directly to bissett's introduction of the text of lunaria, which in the recorded performance he 

describes as "a spiritual quest into the vast regions is a journey for the spirit we're taking and it's 

very exciting and come along to Lunaria, O Lunaria..." Initiated through sexual and embodied 

connection, the planet Lunaria exists as a desire-filled and anthropomorphized addressee that 

might be contacted through sexual and romantic connection from anywhere. By the latter part of 

the poem the speaker articulates a connection to this landscape and planet, again through sound: 
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th oral aisles enchant us  

th oral aisles enhans us  

th oral aisles embrace us  

th oral aisles allow us 

yes  

love  

th oral aisles love us in 

theyr endless cascading  

sounds 

The experience of being open to the sounds of Lunaria's love leads to another loving embrace for 

the speaker. This appears to imply that listening for sonic resonances of Lunaria is the way to 

access it, and, since sound is disembodied and dispersed in space, this experience of "embrace" 

and "love" similarly exists all around us. Like the Lunarian "oral aisles" surrounded by the ocean 

of Lunaria, so bissett's speaker invites us to see the sound all around us as an embrace and an 

invitation to sociality, love, and community.  

 Both Zatria and Lunaria function in bissett's work as a utopian origin, a critical 

perspective from which to contextualize an earthly present, as well as a utopia sought after and 

longed for. Frederic Jameson writes that "Utopia has always been a political issue" (xi), and 

bissett's lunaria engages with the politics of possibility and longing through the multiplicities of 

language. A utopic vision of a different way of being exists among resonant meanings that each 

opens up in coexisting possibilities for finding the "oral aisles." The paragrammatic play in this 

central phrase highlights the expansiveness beyond mere geographic isles, and instead gestures 

to the flowing lines, or aisles, of language stemming from the mouth and its "endless cascading / 
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sound." Further, the "oral aisles" maps the human body to the planet, enfolding the two, and 

implying a sexualization of the "oral" relationship to language. To arrive at Lunaria through 

language, bissett's speaker draws the reader in with repetitive, but varying phrasings of how the 

"oral aisles" will nurture us, and also through a decoupling of language from a programmatic and 

linear recipe-like format. 

 

4.3 Critical positions, ableist positionings 

Broadly, responses to bissett’s poetry by critics interested in the innovative and experimental 

formal aspects of his poetics tend to downplay or completely dismiss the content of his work due 

to a perceived homogeneity and over-publication. Due to this, both the book lunaria, and the 

Lunarian narratives that have been running through bissett's poems, paintings, performances, and 

statements have yet to receive serious critical attention. Many contemporary critics remain 

focussed on his publications and his work during the 1960s and 1970s, and his publication of 

blewointment press and magazine. Doing so, criticism has passed over the wealth of innovation 

in bissett’s recent work, especially in his Lunarian narratives. Typical of this type of response is 

Darren Wershler-Henry’s argument that bissett’s “poetics have not changed much in over twenty 

years” and that bissett has ceased to significantly experiment with textual printed media (122). 

Similarly, derek beaulieu’s brief 2010 reflection on bissett’s book Rush: what fuckan theory 

laments “the frequency of [bissett’s] books,” and, with this, “the consistency of voice and style 

[which has] made it difficult to differentiate one volume from another—they all blend into ‘bill 

bissett’s new book’” (n.p.). Stephen Cain and Jay MillAr write that “many have accused bissett 

of … remain[ing] stagnant in [his] writing styles and interests” (n.p.). In summary of these 

perspectives, Gregory Betts writes that such critics "focus on the radical elements of bissett’s 
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textual deviance while politely avoiding or less generously dismissing the thematic, lyrical 

content of the writing beneath his inconsistent spelling" ("Novel" 585). Similarly, critic Weldon 

Hunter describes this group of critics as "experimentalists who see [bissett's] work as static and 

unchanging" (n.p.), Such responses compare bissett’s radically experimental and DIY past 

literary production with his seemingly consistent, and even stagnating style in the present. In 

searching for the medium-based experimentation typical of bissett’s blewointment poetics, this 

critical atmosphere misses and dismisses the innovation in autobiography, queer temporality, 

utopian futurity, and interplanetary critique that bissett has been working with since the late 

1990s.  

The vein of criticism that focusses on the excessiveness of bissett's early texts may be 

traced back to critic and poet Steve McCaffery's influential 1978 essay on bissett titled "Bill 

Bissett: A Writing Outside Writing." In this essay, McCaffery performs a sympathetic critical 

reading not of bissett's texts themselves, but rather of the "excess and libidinal flow" and the 

"flow of non-verbal energies through verbal domains" (93). McCaffery argues that the libidinal 

flow of bissett's writing exists "both through and yet quite frequently despite language" (93). For 

McCaffery, these "non-verbal energies" in bissett's writing work against the signification of 

language, and therefore they are "anti-text[s]" that require "an anti-reading" (93). In this, 

McCaffery situates the energetic and sexual expenditure of language as itself the meaningful 

element of bissett's work, rather than the content, ideas, and themes within the poems 

themselves. McCaffery writes that "Bissett [sic] drives to both excessive performance and 

publication" (98). McCaffery situates bissett as a productive force rather than a thoughtful and 

selective writer integrating concepts and ideas along with his production of text and innovative 

formal strategies. Although writers such as Wershler-Henry and beaulieu lament a supposedly 
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more innovative and novel past in bissett's work, McCaffery makes similar observations writing 

closer to this period though with the difference of arguing for the centrality of energetic flow 

within the texts, rather lamenting an absent selectivity. McCaffery argues that bissett's process is 

that of an "indiscriminate" (96), "undifferentiated flow" (97), and appears "uncompromisingly 

non-selective" (102). The volume of bissett's work inevitably must enter any critical conversation 

on the writer, as it often does with writers of his generation such as George Bowering and 

bpNichol, who also published prodigiously, but the tone of criticism that bissett receives, unlike 

these other two writers, undercuts his thoughts, editing, and rhetoricity, and instead figure him as 

a libidinal force of nature itself conceptually interesting as a rejection of supposed textual 

meaning, but not putting forward critically valuable ideas. 

McCaffery writes that for bissett "there is not scene of the texts, simply the 

undifferentiated flow between scenes" (97). He argues that bissett's "libidinal" energy exceeds 

demarcations of texts and flows between performances, books, and publications. In the Lunarian 

autobiographies, bissett similarly displays some ambivalence toward the medium, and elaborates 

the story of his relationship to Lunaria among multiple books, poems, speeches, interviews, and 

biographical statements. Unlike McCaffery, though, I would argue that these connections do not 

constitute an "undifferentiated flow" since bissett states and restates his story of Lunaria in the 

present of each utterance and publication where the story shifts and changes in a manner quite 

differentiated by the medium and the context of publication. McCaffery later states that in 

bissett's work, "to isolate a book would ... involve a disavowal of the portage between them and 

privilege a text as object not circulation" (102). As bissett's ideas and narratives re-emerge over 

and between publications, the need to think of the work in the context of a flow of bissett's ideas 

responding to the changing contingencies of the present of their writing informs a vital strategy 
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for understanding bissett's work. Nevertheless, each individual instance matters and can be read 

with an eye to comparing it to other texts with similar themes or narratives. McCaffery's 

criticism acknowledges an important element of bissett's writing insofar as it argues for the 

connections across texts, but these connections might be used to ground a reading of bissett's 

ever-evolving elaboration of central concepts rather than as a way to advocate for an "anti-

reading" whereby the text itself becomes lost in the analysis of energy and flow. As McCaffery's 

essay closes, he writes that "bissett becomes the victim of his own writing's sacrificial non-

utility; investing no meaning and needing nothing beyond the need to expel and the need to 

write" (106). Although framed positively as an attack on the constraints of language for the 

purposes of liberation, the description of bissett's poetry's "non-utility" and lack of meaning 

undercut an analysis of concepts and narratives that emerge within and between volumes, 

performances, and extra-poetic texts. 

In contrast to the McCaffery's semiotic criticism that neglects the content and ideas of 

bissett's poetry and instead focusses on form, another group of critics write on bissett's poetry 

with a thematic interest. Among those thematic critics interested in reading bissett's lyrical 

content, descriptions of the prophetic, even shamanic, voice recur with notable frequency. These 

critics tend towards a view consistent with Margaret Atwood's when she writes that "Like Blake, 

Bissett [sic] is a kind of social visionary" (qtd. in Jirgens 15). In a survey of bissett criticism, Dan 

Precosky writes that among such critics, "There has been a concerted effort to place [bissett] within 

a tradition, and words such as 'visionary' and 'Blakean' are most often employed, although lately 

'shaman' has become a favourite" (n.p.). In a monograph on bissett, critic Karl Jirgens writes both to 

address McCaffery's insights as well as bissett's poetic themes. He speaks of bissett's writing as 

"often abandon[ing] logic in favour of emotive force" (6), though the bulk of Jirgens' criticism 

tends towards addressing bissett as a "shaman-like figure, funnelling cosmic vibrations onto our 
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mortal coil" that can be "traced back to the romantic poets, particularly Blake and Shelley" (5). 

More recently, critic Carl Peters in his book textual vishyuns defends bissett’s so-called visionary 

and Blakean perspective and argues that critics’ dismissiveness towards bissett “is driven (and 

limited) by a nostalgia for the historical time in which [they] conceive bissett … and not in the 

continuous present of today” (202). This, in Peters’ view, is typical of the oversight of bissett in 

criticism. Nevertheless, neither Peters nor other thematic critics have considered the role of 

bissett’s autobiographical textual constructions or his innovation with literary paratextual 

biographies in his recent work. bissett criticism has lacked an analysis of the significant 

appearance of a galactic place of origin, namely Lunaria, which has become ubiquitous since its 

introduction around the year 2000. Although a focus on the specifics of bissett's poetic content 

remains necessary, Jirgens' and Peters' defence of bissett's "textual vishyuns" relies on an idea of 

bissett as a writer within a tradition of visionary writing in order to argue for bissett's legacy as 

that of continuity with Romanticism and modern art.  

 The two critical camps I above identify, despite their clear differences that might 

reductively be described as conceptual and thematic, both overlook a perspective on bissett 

integral to his recent work, which I argue becomes clear when considering bissett in relation to 

disability. In summary of bissett criticism, Dan Precosky notes that McCaffery's essay is typical 

of bissett criticism insofar as it "denies bissett a mind" (n.p.). Precosky links this to those critics 

who see bissett as a Blakean visionary, which similarly denies the mind behind the words in the 

poems by making of them something mystical. In response, Precosky argues that "No writer can 

spontaneously cough up forty odd books of poetry. He must have some organized thoughts about 

what he wants to do and where he wants to go with his writing" (n.p.). Although Precosky 

largely leaves his criticism of both camps with this retort, the overlapping critical denial of 
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bissett's intentionality and mind may be further elaborated through the language of critical 

disability theory, specifically mental disability theory, and queer theory, both of which provide a 

mode of analysis for addressing the overlapping social positionalities bissett occupies. As I've 

discussed, the idea of rhetoricity denied on the basis of supposed mental ability brackets one's 

words, making of them either, when wielded sympathetically, poetry and compelling illogic, or, 

when wielded less sympathetically, meaninglessness. We might read this in McCaffery's 

statement that "In the face of grammar's logic of constraint Bissett's [sic] reply is discharge: the 

indiscriminate circulation of excess" (98). Certainly, bissett critiques the laws of language and 

traditional meaning, but the adjective "indiscriminate," even when used as a liberatory linguistic 

mechanism, implicitly deprives bissett of agency in this aesthetic choice. Similarly, Karl Jirgens' 

statement that bissett's poetry "often abandons logic in favour of emotive force" typical of the 

visionary (6), also contains some truth insofar as bissett, as we shall see in the analysis to follow, 

plays with and transgresses normative logic; yet, this statement too deprives bissett agency, and 

makes his aesthetic choices a function of a mystical force which bissett only channels. Both 

streams of bissett criticism, either consciously or unconsciously, overlook ideas and choices 

within bissett's poetics and diminish rhetoricity and agency. While many might not perceive the 

denial of bissett's authorial rhetoricity as a detrimental effect of critical attention, especially since 

many of the critics themselves provide clearly sympathetic, friendly, and even lauding accounts 

of bissett's poetry, bissett's status as someone often marginalized and bracketed due to perceived 

mental non-normativity renders this critical positioning significant, and worthy of consideration. 

Only Sandra Alland, cited above, discusses bissett's poetics in relation to social categorizations 

of ability and disability.  
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In order to read bissett criticism in relation to public discourses of ability and disability, we 

must look to the ways bissett's biographical history enters discussions of his work explicitly. 

Doing so, we may see the ways that the above denials of intentionality, whether through 

"libidinal flow" or "visionary" power, function as subtly ableist statements that diminish bissett's 

rhetoricity and dismiss the critical work his poetry serves. In a summary of his biography, Linda 

Rogers writes that as a child bissett experienced "spells" of perceiving the colour orange, which 

others did not, while lying on the floor ("bill bissett dans" 90). Although this early account of 

non-normative perception and mental experience gives an important background for bissett's 

social positioning, most discussion of bissett's mental abilities can be traced back to an accident 

at an party in 1969 (90). Tim Carlson gives an account of the incident: 

At a house party in Kitsilano in 1969, bissett and a few others were leaning 

against a false wall, which collapsed, and he fell into the basement, receiving a 

massive brain injury. His life was saved by an intern who correctly diagnosed the 

condition, having to argue over bissett's brain with more experienced doctors who 

had 'written me off.' (46) 

This event required bissett to learn language again and reacquire memory (Rogers "bill bissett 

dans" 93). bissett's 1971 selected works titled nobody owns th earth contains an autobiographical 

statement arranged as a poem that appears at the end of the book, in which he describes himself 

as skirting "the reserve air force" due to "brain damage" from this incident (93). In summarizing 

bissett's biography and critical reception, Rogers writes that "many people think bill's 

'differentness' dates from that time" (94). Of course, this "differentness," like most categorization 

based on ability and disability, remains coded and the ideas behind it are infrequently discussed 

explicitly.  
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As a backdrop to the vague critical descriptors "differentness" and "naive," bissett's own 

accounts of his life give insight into the tension he experiences in navigating normative 

expectations of mind. In an early 1990s interview in Cabaret Vert, a small Toronto-based literary 

magazine of the time, bissett speaks about a poem in which he describes an experience of 

hearing voices others do not perceive ("'i dont heer'"). The poem "th voices in th blu wallpapr," 

published in bissett's 1992 collection inkorrect thots, describes his experience with "th voices, in 

th blu wall / papr," who say, "bill yul b getting a nu mind / in ten months" and that "prsonal 

hapeeness is just around th / cornr" (11). Of the narrative of the poem, the Cabaret Vert 

interviewer asks if the voices might be attributable to "part of yourself projecting outside of 

yourself [and] coming back into yourself" (8). To this, bissett states the reality of the voices he 

hears quite clearly, and rejects a metaphorization of poetic inspiration:  

Some people who are friends with me say, 'Bill, you just hear your own voice,' 

but I know that's not true. I've thought about what they've said to see if I'm 

comfortable with that being true. And I'm not comfortable with that being true, for 

me I don't believe it. They can believe that for themselves, but I get a little touchy 

when they want to believe that of me over what I am saying, cause like, I couldn't 

know? About me? ... I don't object to people saying what they're saying, as long 

as I can say what I'm saying and not, have to be contradicted about me. So for me 

I actually heard voices ... I don't hear voices all the time but I didn't make up those 

voices. ("'i dont heer'" 8) 

In this statement, bissett argues for the validity of his understanding of his own experience in 

response to the social pressures to label and compartmentalize his experience to fit with 

normative expectations. The social speculation on the truth value of his own words about his 
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experience speaks to a diminished social rhetoricity, and a conflict in interpretation of a private 

experience opened for public scrutiny when it concerns experiences typically disabled and 

stigmatized. The tone of bissett's words hints at a frustration with friends who negate his 

rhetoricity and disbelieve his statements about his experiences. bissett's description of the 

experience displays a social unwillingness to accept non-normative mental embodiment and 

accounts of this experience, and a silencing of the mentally disabled individual through ableist 

speculation.  

 The book to which the above interview refers, inkorrect thots, also describes specific 

experiences with psychiatry that similarly left the speaker feeling unheard and alone. The poem 

"byond treetment" describes a trip to a psychiatrist in which bissett's self-aligned speaker seeks 

help in dealing with illness and its relation to his mental experience (42). The speaker asks why 

"I get sick / so oftn," but the doctor says he is "2 unstaybul / for help ... 2 crazee for treetment," 

that psychiatry "cudint help" (42). bissett's speaker leaves feeling "rejectid" and meanders 

through rain outside, into an apartment filled with cockroaches, and finds a letter waiting for him 

with a rejection from a literary magazine. This experience leaves the speaker considering life's 

purpose and how "sum peopul / feel [life] goez on 2 long" (43). The rejection by psychiatric 

authority, for many the only mode of recognition under current medical and cultural logics, 

leaves bissett's speaker despondent and hopeless, a very atypical frame of mind in a bissett poem. 

Unlike the friends bissett refers to in the Cabaret Vert interview, the psychiatrist in the poem 

affirms the reality of the speaker's experience, but does so through the medical logic of illness 

and cure, to which he is too far gone, "byond treetment," and therefore not curable. As theorist 

and activist Eli Clare writes, to the medical model focussed on illness and the goal of cure 

deviations from the norm of health and mental wellness "are disposable and abnormal, body-
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minds or objects to eradicate” (6). Unable to achieve this eradication of sickness, psychiatry 

offers nothing in the way of support, affirmation, social services, or agency, and instead merely 

offers rejection to bissett's speaker. 

 Traditionally, medicalized and psychiatrized understandings of hearing voices approach 

this experience through the notion of cure, which leads to psychiatric attempts to "silence the 

voices – both of the voices themselves, and the voice-hearer's own voice" (Corstens et al S286). 

The model of cure necessitates the denial and silencing of experience deemed ill and an assent to 

medical authority. Clare writes that  

White Western medicine defines these experiences unequivocally as symptoms of 

a biologically based disorder that needs to be eradicated. Within this framework, 

all the side effects of antipsychotic drugging – numbness, sedation, cognitive 

slowdown, tremoring, and twitching, along with the possibilities of heart failure, 

kidney failure, stroke, diabetes, or seizures – are deemed preferable to the 

experiences currently diagnosed as schizophrenia (43, italics in original).  

Due to this, many who experience voices find greater fulfillment and stability in peer-led, non-

medical situations that affirm that "hearing voices is a meaningful human experience" (Corstens 

et al S285). Since 2004 bissett has served as a founder, teacher, peer-support group leader, and 

artist-in-residence with The Secret Handshake Gallery in Toronto. The Secret Handshake serves 

as "Canada's first and only clubhouse for people living with schizophrenia," and offers "a safe 

haven for people living with schizophrenia and acts as an essential link to the local community... 

[It] engages the local community in conversations around mental health" (bissett "Q and A..." 
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34).64 bissett describes the purpose of the gallery and community centre stating that, "One of our 

main purposes is to decrease hospital admission and what's unique about this is that we're all 

volunteers, rather than a doctor or nurse coming in because you can get that at a hospital" (37). 

As The Secret Handshake Gallery operates in the margins of the medical model by design, 

bissett's extensive work with the peer-support space shows his investment in organizing to 

support mentally stigmatized experiences of voice hearing and other states of mental being that 

are socially disabled. In an interview, bissett describes the harmful distinctions made on the basis 

of sanity and ability: 

binaree definishsyuns ar veree binaree n veree trikee that is onlee 2 sidid abstrakt 

nouns ar in opposit relaysyunship with aneething n ar ms n mr leeding alwayze 

seems 2 me up down gud bad crazee or in sane n sane duz insane meen inside 

sane in out ... i work in th mental health field n i find altho not dfensiv abt thees 

binaree abstraksyuns they ar not as kleer as they cud seem 2 b" ("Featured 

Interview" n.p.) 

bissett articulates the need to illuminate the function of binaries in categorizations of mental 

health and ability, and to question social expectations for distinguishing which side of the binary 

to place individuals. As a worker in social supports related to mental health, he sees part of his 

task as questioning harmful social constructions around sanity. bissett comes to this work, as we 

see in the above poems and interviews, as one with a history of psychiatrization and social 

disablement due to non-normative perception and supposed brain damage. In an interview about 

 
64 In my quotations of bissett interviews and statements, the distinction between those publications that employ 

bissett's own transcribed spellings of his statements and those that transcribe using conventional spellings and 

punctuation marks a small, but important, difference in approaches to bissett's words. This opens the question of 

transcription and authorship of transcription, as well as the normalization of bissett's words to fit within 

conventional grammar structures. Although a more thorough analysis is beyond the scope of the present study, my 

quoting from these differing sources must be noted as we read through bissett's voice as we have become 

accustomed to reading it, as well as its normalized and structured form as rendered by others. 
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Secret Handshake, bissett says, "I do have experience with schizophrenia. One thing I'd like the 

public to know about it is that it's very safe and it opens the mind to good things as well as to 

things that are difficult. The voices are usually accusatory" (bissett "Q and A with bill bissett at 

The Secret Handshake" 39). This activism, advocacy and support lead bissett to provide others 

with education and affirmation. Unlike the Lunarian narratives, this work speaks to a pragmatic 

approach to the present yet seems connected to Lunarian utopia though a commitment to 

improvement and the possibility of a new, better world. 

 In addition to social disablement based on brain trauma and experiences of hearing voices, 

bissett also has a history of physical ailments and disabilities, which have influenced his poetics. 

In a recent interview with Paul Collins, bissett describes how he has undergone forty-three 

surgeries since the age of ten ("Artist Spotlight"). As a youth he reportedly spent a year in the 

hospital due to complications related to "appendicitis and subsequent peritonitis" (Rogers "bill 

bissett dans" 90). bissett says that these experiences with illness and surgery give him "a unique 

way of looking at things," and that "everyone who has had a lot of surgeries shares some unique 

way of looking at things" ("Interview with Paul Collins). As both experiences of illness and 

mental non-normativity inform critical and biographical assumptions of bissett and his 

"difference," they also inform his critical perspective in his poetics. 

 Given this history with disability, illness, and social stigmatization, we may return to 

bissett criticism to understand the ways in which his work has been socially disabled through 

critical tropes of "libidinal force" and "visionary" powers. McCaffery, in his essay on bissett, 

follows many postmodern thinkers such as Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari, and Frederic Jameson, 

who all use the label "schizophrenia" as a way to describe experiences of postmodern subjects 

under late capitalist social organizing. McCaffery writes of bissett as working with a 
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"schizo(oetic)phrenic strategy" and "schizoid gesture" to disrupt conventional structures of 

grammar and textual construction, as well as distinctions between performance and text (93, 97). 

McCaffery clearly uses the term in its metaphorized and philosophical sense, yet when employed 

in relation to a writer with a history of voice-hearing, brain injury, and psychiatric labels of 

schizophrenia (regardless of whether or not McCaffery was aware of this), these terms take on 

additional friction as the two realms of language intermix. Catherine Prendergast, in an essay on 

the postmodern usage of "schizophrenia" as a philosophical and critical trope, describes the large 

gap between theory's use of the term and the actual experience of schizophrenia as it is diagnosed 

and psychiatrized. Works by the above theorists generally use the term to describe modes of 

"dynamic" selfhood outside of individualistic and capitalistic self-singularity (237). She writes 

that the term's availability for critical manipulation stems from the fact that people diagnosed 

with schizophrenia are so often "distanced from the public domain" (237). In fact, Deleuze and 

Guattari claim, in their work Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, to never have met a 

schizophrenic (qtd. in Prendergast 236-237). Although this statement seems unlikely given their 

experiences in psychiatry, Prendergast writes of this statement that even for such academics "The 

schizophrenic is imagined here to be immediately recognizable with a disorder visible, and yet, 

because not seen, at the same time invisible and outside the social order" (237). This 

metaphorization of the experience of schizophrenia detaches the language of schizophrenia from 

the actual experiences so labelled. As with avant-garde appropriations of madness, and the art of 

those deemed mad, the theoretical appropriation of schizophrenia silences actual victims of 

psychiatrization who live with socially disabled mental non-normativity and incorporate this 

perspective into their artistic work. In McCaffery's usage, the descriptor schizophrenia, even 
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"schizo(oetic)phrenic," cements a reading of bissett that denies him a mind and makes of him a 

metaphorical force to describe the individual in capitalism. 

Other critical descriptions of bissett frequently revolve around a common set of words, 

often with the effect of minimizing bissett's cognitive authorship of the writing he produces. As 

noted before, two terms for bissett that consistently circulate in reviews and articles are "child-

like" and "naive." A limited list of the uses of the descriptor "child-like" for bissett and his work 

includes Alma Lee, Susan Musgrave, and Scott Watson (Rogers 37-39), Carol Bayard and Jack 

David in an interview (qtd. in Precosky n.p.), and Kathleen Reichelt (n.p.) among others. This 

description is often accompanied by a statement half-negating the idea, such as the insistence 

that this "child-like" quality is mere appearance or is accompanied by thoughtful consideration. 

Dan Precosky notes a similar tendency in regard to the critical descriptor of "naive" applied to 

bissett, which is often only half-negated when considering his critical engagement with the ideas 

and selection of his work (n.p.). An example of such a promotion of the term, while also pulling 

back from some, but not all, of the implications is Kathleen Reichelt's description that "bill has a 

child-like curiosity not to be confused with naivety" (n.p.). Reichelt clarifies that this description 

focusses on "a sense child-like wonder [that] is necessary in creating art" (n.p.). Despite the 

contexts in which the terms "child-like" and "naive" arise in response to bissett, which never 

appear malicious [in intent], the consistency of these descriptors are cause for critical 

consideration. Disability theorist Simi Linton notes that the description and treatment of disabled 

folks as "childlike" relates to ideas of disability as a stigmatized state of dependence and 

insufficiency (168). Similarly, the description "naive" suggests a link to mental capacity, ability, 

or volition. As mentioned previously, poet and critic Sandra Alland makes this connection in 

relation to bissett's critical positioning and describes the ableist assumptions veiled by the term 
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"naive," to which we could also add "child-like," as well as other phrasings that position bissett 

as "quirky and strange" (22). bissett's work itself provides a strong rebuttal to such positionings 

insofar as it shows a considerate and critical engagement with language as a structure of power, 

but also a medium that may be used flexibly to create new and less harmful binaries and 

categories. Through language, bissett engages with a Lunarian critical distance, and opens up 

other worlds and ways of positioning experience in the present of language and connection, 

beyond the measuring of age as a marker for cognitive ability. 

 

4.4 Lunarian Maddening 

The book lunaria illustrates how chrononormativity structures the world, relationships, 

possibilities, and narrative in a restrictive way, and how the benefits of this structure don't extend 

to those on the margins of social intelligibility. Throughout lunaria, the idyllic location of the 

planet outside of the normative gaze provides a point of comparison for people broadly 

characterized as mentally disabled. As Lunaria offers a place free from stigmatization, and more 

suitable to calming distress than contemporary medical model norms, the poem maddens a utopic 

vision by centralizing stigmatized states of mental distress and disability. In bringing together a 

small cast of characters who search for Lunaria, the book illustrates the planet's transformative 

effect for those ostracized for their supposed mental difference. Of these characters, the 

heteronormative couple of "mistr n missus / faybuld fontoon" arrive within the narrative of the 

poem through descriptions of their inability to cope with their life on Earth: 

theyr worreez  

hit them n they had  

2 b medikatid 2 recovr  
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from thees fits uv  

what other peopul  

had thot uv them  

why they cudint find  

happeeness (n.p.) 

The couple's name broadly alludes to the seventeenth-century poet Jean de La Fontaine, the 

author of a series of volumes of poetic fables. La Fontaine's fables detail animals and other 

characters who, according to critic John Hollander, "create themselves, for the most part, through 

spoken language rather than by aetiological myth" (xxix-xxx). Through the allusion to La 

Fontaine in lunaria, the text establishes a connection to a fantastical and morally instructive 

narrativization. In fabulist style, the couple finds themselves in conflict with their circumstances 

and in need of a fantastical solution to their problem. As they find the overwhelming worry about 

their social perception leads to distress, their Earth society can only offer solace in the form of 

medication to stop their "fits." Ultimately, they cannot find "happeeness" even with their 

medication and the poem later describes them  

oftn obessd why 

abt  WHY cudint they  

let that all go n b b b b b  

b z e e e e e e e zee (n.p.) 

Since the 1980s, the use of psychiatric medication has increased largely through an expansion of 

psychiatric categories to include a broader population (Moncrieff 3-4). Often increased but rarely 

decreased, medication serves as the primary, and often only, recourse for mental distress under 

the medical model (4). "mistr n missus / faybuld fontoon" use medication for their "fits" of 
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anxiety caused by their social context. Yet even with the psychiatric medications they cannot 

"find / hapeeness" and cannot "let that all go." Although drugs act on neurobiology to fix a 

supposed "chemical imbalance" (Moncrieff 3-4), the poem locates the couple's distress and 

unhappiness in their social context and fears of judgement. Thus, "mistr n missus / faybuld 

fontoon," like the speaker of the poem, calls out to the planet: "lunaria / lunariaaaaa / can yu help 

us lunaria" (n.p.). After this invocation to the planet, they become transported to the shores of the 

"oral aisles" where they say "wer feeling bettr" as they "walk thru le fôret" (n.p.). The use of the 

French " fôret" gestures back to La Fontaine, and the liveliness of the world of fables, in which 

the natural world, animals, and humans communicate together. For the "faybuld fontoons," all 

they needed to do to find peace and love was call out to Lunaria, and they quickly leave their 

mentally distressing and disabling context behind. The poem later follows up on their progress in 

Lunaria: 

mistr n ms  

fontoon sew faybuld cried yu  

meens all our worreez ar 4 knotting now  

onlee th neurologia now  

that wev herd th oral  

aisles our  

selvs we find we  

onlee need 2 know what  

2 dew with th time th  

awesum time (n.p.) 
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As Lunaria helps the socially stigmatized, disabled, and ineffectively medicated characters find 

peace, they reflect that their relief comes from an openness to listening to the sounds of the "oral 

aisles." Through sound and receptiveness to a nurturing ecology past their earthly context, they 

find they can reconnect with their lives and with a present temporality of living. The poem's 

focus on an experience of time as part of their relief indicates an extrication of the couple from 

the pressures of chrononormativity and the pressures to conform to straight and mentally 

normative ways of being. As with bissett's work with the Secret Handshake Gallery and support 

groups, the "faybuld fontoon" narrative in lunaria indicates a preference for community support 

and affirmation outside of the medical model of cure. While not explicitly critical of medication, 

the poem highlights a wider context that exacerbates and stigmatizes mental distress and non-

normativity. 

In contrast to the straightness of "mistr n missus / faybuld fontoon" and their distress about 

living up to the ideals of heteronormative sociality, lunaria also describes two queer characters 

who seek the planet from positions of stigmatized modes of mental being. The poem references 

both "jeffrey wainscoat" and "bobbee" as being  "crazee 4 basket." This description invokes a 

rich word association that marks the intersectional social categories of queerness and mental 

disability. In queer terminology, the word "basket" derives from 1970s gay slang for the bulge of 

a penis visible through tight pants (Kortava n.p.). Introduced with the term "crazee," these 

characters' intense queer sexual desire becomes amplified. Yet also within the phrase "crazee 4 

basket" there exists a muti-valence pun between "crazee" and "basket" in the phrase "basket 

case," typically used to describe "a person regarded as mentally unbalanced" ("basket case" n.p.). 

First the poem introduces "jeffrey wainscoat" simply as "crazee 4 basket," and the phrase recurs 

in reference to "bobbee crayzd 4 basket" who sings,  
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eye got a hernia in my brain  

an it dusnt feel gud at all reelee  

it dusint eye have got a hernia  

in my brain + it dusint feel  

gud at all  

did eye  

busta  

gasket (n.p.) 

In this latter usage, the attribution "bobbee crazyd 4 basket" clearly aligns with a description of 

mental disability through the form of a brain hernia that prompts bobby to question his physical 

integrity and health. bobbee, like the speaker of the poem, calls out to the planet saying "luna 

rhea / can yu heel me." On the same page as his request, bobbee is answered through being made 

himself into a part of the Lunarian landscape, "growing out uv th / hills" and saying "th 4est / yes 

i cud live ther." Lunaria's answer to bobbee's distress about the physical health of his brain and 

his status as "crazyd" is to enfold him into the oneness of the planet. Rather than a cure, this 

gesture indicates an approach to physical and mental disability based in care and 

interconnectedness, in affirmation of both queerness and mental difference. 

The intersectional social locations of queerness and mental disability that in lunaria 

become evident in the resonance of the term "basket," speak to the interconnected history of 

queerness and mental disability as stigmatized forms of difference from a perceived norm. As 

quoted above, in "space travl" bissett's speaker questions whether the queer sex and love means 

that he and his lover would be "considrd crazees by thees peopul" (n.p). Homosexuality was, 

until 1973, listed as a mental illness in the DSM, psychiatry's guide to diagnosis and 
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categorization of mental illness (Kunzel 315). As a diagnostic category, individuals psychiatrized 

as homosexual were subject to the same abuses as others diagnosed as disordered and in need of 

treatment (ibid.). This included "lobotomy, electroconvulsive shock, aversion therapy, and 

psychotherapy to treat homosexuality," which leads queer historian Jonathan Katz to describe 

psychiatry as “one of the more lethal forms of homosexual oppression” (qtd. in Kunzel 315). The 

gay rights movement successfully protested this pathologization of queerness, but as Robert 

McRuer writes, this activism accomplished its goal through a "distancing from disability" that 

kept the ableist demarcations in place, but sought to move queer desire to the normative, rather 

than the pathologized category (Kunzel 315). This division and appeal to a normative hierarchy 

to leverage queer rights was an acknowledged position for the movement from its inception. 

Activist Frank Kameny wrote in 1965 that 

Properly or improperly, people ARE prejudiced against the mentally ill... Morally 

or immorally, the mentally ill are NOT judged as individuals, but are made 

pariahs. If we allow the label of [queer desire as] sickness to stand we will then 

have two battles to fight — that to combat prejudice against homosexuals per se, 

and that to combat prejudice against the mentally ill—and we will be pariahs and 

outcasts twice over. One such battle is quite enough. (qtd. in Kunzel 318) 

The choice for gay liberation activists in the mid-twentieth century was thus to either combat the 

stigma and abuses of psychiatry and social designations of mental illness in total, or to 

pragmatically affirm the categories of mental health and illness in order to argue for a normative, 

de-pathologized queerness. With this history in mind, bissett's queer "crazees," and those who 

are "crayzd 4 basket" seeking Lunaria, reference the very real social and historical intersections 

of heterosexist and ableist oppression. In bissett's poetry, though, the characters do not seek to 
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find a cure or normative affirmation under the medical model, but instead find a social context in 

which their mental and sexual lives might not be stigmatized and used as a justification for harm.  

 bissett's poetic incorporation of overlapping categories of mental disability and queerness 

as marginalized states of being is likely influenced by his own positioning as a queer and 

mentally stigmatized individual. Such positionings become evident in the repeated descriptions 

of him as different and naive. Often this language elides the two categories of queerness and 

mental disability into a singular or shifting description of difference. Linda Rogers, writing about 

bissett's public perception, discusses the perspectives that socially locate bissett: 

Because he is 'fey' in the jargon of our grandmothers, or more technically, 'brain 

injured' after a terrible accident in the 1960s, or because of the idiosyncratic 

phonetic spelling that has become his trademark, the conventional wisdom 

dismisses bill as 'special,' alienating him from the mainstream of contemporary 

artists. (90) 

Rogers quickly shifts through the different attributes that mark bissett as different and "special." 

These include the perception of queerness, the designation of "brain injured," and even bissett's 

aesthetic style, before linking back to the common euphemism for disability, especially mental 

disability, as a being "special." In this description, Rogers discusses the social and critical 

isolation related to these positionings, and the disabling effect this has on his career. Rogers' use 

of the term "fey" as a descriptor for bissett deserves additional consideration since the word's 

contextual meanings shift to include both mental disability and queerness. The word fey proves 

remarkably hard to pin down. When describing mental ability in the positive, "fey" may be used 

to describe a visionary and, in the negative, one who is "crazy" or "touched" ("fey" n.p.). Yet the 

term also has a history as a euphemistic descriptor of overt male homosexuality, often associated 
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with attributes of camp and male effeminacy (ibid.), likely associated with the term's 

etymological connection to "fairy" (Bernstein Sycamore 7). As bissett occupies social 

positionings of both mental disability and queerness, both registers of the term become relevant. 

Rogers, above, seems to use the word to describe a perceived state of bissett's mind as "special" 

and "brain injured," yet others use this word to describe bissett in ways that imply effeminacy 

and queerness. Poet Jamie Reid recalls his first meetings with bissett as a youth, and describes 

the young bissett as a "strange, shy, fey, gaunt youth" (Rogers 15). And, in 1979 writer and 

broadcaster Eleanor Wachtel writes of bissett as "Fey in a soft felt hat, a thin red bandana around 

his neck wearing a uniform of T-shirt, jeans, and sneakers" (qtd. in Precosky n.p.). As with other 

critical descriptors that recur in descriptions of bissett, "fey" describes a broad category of 

socialized difference that distances bissett from an anticipated norm.  

From a Lunarian critical perspective, designations of difference flip to become descriptors 

of other possibilities and ways of being outside of earthly prejudice and harm. Critic and poet 

Adeena Karasick, in an introduction to bissett's eightieth birthday celebration in New York City, 

breaks down bissett's invocations to Lunaria as "lunarias (arias of lunacy), interrogating a range 

of difference" (n.p.). In lunaria, after calling on the planet, "bobbee crayzd 4 basket" finds peace 

and care as he becomes the landscape of Lunaria's hills within the forests. bissett figures Lunaria 

as nurturing non-normativity of sexuality, ability, and health through these "arias," songs of 

stigmatized queer and mentally disabled "lunacy," as a holistic, galactic enfolding. In the utopia 

of Lunaria, such designations of difference become opportunities for healing and connection 

through language play and an interconnectedness of body, mind, planet, and language. Frederic 

Jameson writes that utopian thinkers "have always been maniacs and oddballs" at odds with the 

socio-political horizons of their present (10). In his choice of words to describe this marginality, 
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Jameson highlights the connection between mental disability as a liberatory utopic position from 

which to theorize the future from the position of the present. As the characters in lunaria invoke 

the name of the planet Lunaria, and are then whisked away to it, their marginalization in their 

context on Earth becomes the very possibility of accessing Lunaria and imagining it's difference. 

Their "arias" of utopic "lunacy" open up worlds of connection and fulfillment normatively 

unimaginable. 

 

4.5 Lunarian Temporality 

Throughout lunaria, as well as bissett's paratextual tellings of the Lunarian story, variabilities in 

time open up critical ambiguities through a defamiliarization of standard ways of relating to time 

and scale. In lunaria, the speaker describes a past on Lunaria as existing in the "dreem time" of 

their youth (n.p.). This "dreem time," rather than indicating a fictionalization in the poem, 

appears to describe the logic of temporality on Lunaria. Lunaria's "dreem time" is characterized 

by the paradox of a simultaneously existing state of both temporariness and permanence 

throughout the text. One page of lunaria shows the word “temporaree” in the centre of the page 

with bright lines spreading outward from the word like a drawing of a sun (Fig. 5). The words 

radiating down from the sun of "temporaree" read: 

permanent joy  

each moment  

each moment is vessul we 

carree an am (n.p.) 

The textual assertion of the paradox of a “temporaree / permanent joy” disrupts the narrative 

logic that prohibits multiple temporalities of a self’s existence. As the poem articulates a fleeting 
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and “temporaree” sun that shines over the poem, it also asserts the transitory nature of the 

present, but, with this, that this temporariness gives life to a permanence intrinsic to “each 

moment.” As the “we” of Lunaria carries this “temporary / permanen[ce]” with them, they also 

“carree an am,” the present singular of “to be,” as a collective singularity and a “vessul” of “each 

moment.” As Carolyn Dinshaw recognizes in her work on queer temporality, “To think outside 

narrative history requires reworking linear temporality” (185). bissett recreates and queers 

temporalities of permanence and impermanence in the language of the present to create a planet 

of non-linear temporality to express a life and sociality beyond normative narrative structure. As 

a "vessul," each moment entails a voyage of time and space to "carree" the present tense of 

experience in the collectivity of "we."  

In theorizing queer temporality, Jack Halberstam argues, "It is a theory of queerness as a 

way of being in the world and a critique of the careful social scripts that usher even the most 

queer among us through major markers of individual development and into normativity" 

(“Theorizing Queer Temporality” 182). Queer temporality emerges from alternative ways of 

being, of making a life, of creating relationships, and of imagining futures in time through a 

“turn away from narrative coherence,” as such coherence is socially constructed (ibid.). In this, 

Halberstam points towards narrative as the place in which queerness contests temporal 

normativity, which Elizabeth Freeman refers to as "chrononormativity" (3) Historian and theorist 

Carolyn Dinshaw's adds to the description of queer temporality as description of “queer desire 

for history,” which entails creative and radical gestures that attempt to write a self outside of the 

confines of chrononormativity: 

I meant a desire for a different kind of past, for a history that is not straight. I'm 

using ‘history’ here to mean something that touches on past time, not necessarily 
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a narrative, not necessarily a causal sequence … To think outside narrative history 

requires reworking linear temporality … in order to apprehend an expanded range 

of temporal experiences – experiences not regulated by ‘clock’ time or by a 

conceptualization of the present as singular and fleeting; experiences not 

narrowed by the idea that time moves steadily forward, that it is scarce, that we 

live on only one temporal plane. (Dinshaw 185) 

The plurality of temporality, history, and experience proposed by Dinshaw gestures towards a 

queer desire to contest the singularity and linearity of chrononormativity and the social relations 

that it privileges. Through privileging “‘clock’ time” or the idea “that we live on only one 

temporal plane,” chrononormativity limits and constrains the types of narrative selves one may 

produce. Queer time describes a productive resistance to the social condition from which a queer 

self emerges and with which that self feels discontinuity. It also, to use Judith Butler’s phrase, 

asserts the right to “fabulate origins” and create the historical temporalities of these origins, 

which are not recognized by “straight” history (39) 
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(Fig. 5: Image from lunaria n.p.) 

 

bissett’s Lunarian autobiographies narrate a self through the queering of time and space, 

which highlights a reader’s chrononormative and mentally normative expectations for such 

paratexts, and continually reasserts a narrative self that maintains selfhood through “discordant 

concordance” despite the non-normative narrative and temporality. The many changes between 

bissett’s various Lunarian autobiographies, both in form, genre, and content, since the early-

2000s gestures toward the queering of narrative coherence on the macro-levels of the author’s 
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career through temporal change. bissett’s author biographies fluctuate with the distance to 

Lunaria changing between “300 years” (“bill bissett”) or 400 years (“Instructors”) in Lunarian 

time, and “312 months in earthling time” (“Bill [sic] bissett’s”).  These temporal shifts between 

autobiographical statements function as queer temporality insofar as they turn away from self-

consistency and singularity of narrative temporality, and instead mark an ambivalence to the 

functioning of "erthling," straight time, and chrononormative sameness. On a paratext printed on 

the back cover of his poetry book Time, bissett writes that “manee narrativs reveel our 

paradoxikul n continualee shifting minds n all th dimensyuns byond narrativ.” Similarly, in a 

poem titled "WAYNE" in his 2007 collection ths is erth thees ar peopul, bissett writes of a past 

on the planet Zatria "manee hundrids uv yeers ago   what evr b4 it / bcame lunaria time 

relaysyunal kontextual / non linear   enigmatik " (66-68). Self-reflexive in its refusal of 

consistency of naming and linearity, this statement opens up worlds based on the illogic of a 

self's “discordant concordance” with an ever-changing universe.  

 In addition to queer temporality, bissett's Lunarian texts display a temporal self from the 

position of mental non-normativity and socially disabled being. As Robert McRuer observes, 

"queerness and disability both have the potential to disrupt the performance of able-bodied 

heterosexuality" (24). McRuer locates the threat of disruption levelled by queerness and 

disability in the performance of this difference illustrating that the ideal of able-bodied 

heterosexuality resides in an unchanging and idealized notion of a self, aspirational but 

inevitably unattainable (9). Thus, the critique levelled by queer and disabled difference reveals  

how all identities shift and change, and that any notion of secure and static identity remains 

threateningly out of reach for all. Disability theory highlights changes to bodily capacity and the 

impermanence of ability. Samuels and Freeman write that "disability has been constructed 
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through an elaborate artifice of permanence, of bodies and minds that cannot move through time 

along the smooth rails of normative life stages" (245). Samuels, in another text, elaborates on 

this point:  

The medical language of illness tries to reimpose the linear, speaking in terms of 

the chronic, the progressive, and the terminal, of relapses and stages. But we who 

occupy the bodies of crip time know that we are never linear, and we rage 

silently—or not so silently—at the calm straightforwardness of those who live in 

the sheltered space of normative time. (n.p.) 

"Crip" in this usage, refers to a reclaimed disability identity resistant to normative recuperation, 

much as the term "queer" seeks to do in relation to categories of sexuality (McRuer 31-32). Thus, 

crip time, or disabled time, articulates a different relationship to temporality based on the 

changes of the body in relation to a social order focussed to the sequentiality of medicalized 

understandings of the self and body. As with queer time, this highlights the constructedness of 

normative narratives, how their linearity is imposed rather than natural and inevitable. As mental 

disability and stigmatized mental functioning locates this difference in the mind, disabled mental 

experience opens up deeper critiques as it focusses our attention more closely on the supposed 

location of identity in thought and mind, and disrupts the linearity of narrative temporality, able-

bodied temporality, and chrononormativity through statements of time that change with the flux 

of mental embodiment, and accept an ambivalent relation to conventional logic. Employing the 

term coined by scholar PhebeAnn Wolframe, bissett “maddens” poetics through consideration of 

the constructions of mental ability and sanity, and by making such positionalities central to his 

interrogation of language and time. The process of maddening, according to Wolframe, “offers ... 

messier models of understanding” (47). bissett articulates a messier queer and socially disabled 
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relationality outside of the confines of chrononormative relations in the sociality of his pre-Earth 

existence. The “permanent joy” of the Lunarian present creates a more liveable and fulfilling 

alternative and origin for an early narrative self constrained by social norms and language. 

 Throughout the book, lunaria provides a meta-commentary on the process of Lunarian 

temporality and permanence, and returns the contradictory notions of both permanence and 

temporariness as a positive trait of the planetary perspective, rather than a logical flaw. The 

speaker writes of the planet, 

wher ther is no chronolojee  

worthee uv mesuring no faild  

dreem that cannot be restored  

revisitid chance skills finding  

agen n sew on resriktiv  

meenings dissolv in 2 opnings (n.p.) 

Lunaria exists outside of normative chronology, as well as an earthly perspective, yet due to the 

constraints of language it must bridge the communicative gap between Lunaria and Earth. The 

poetic line turns on the statement that there is "no chronolojee," enjambed in such a way that the 

modification of "worthee uv mesuring" shifts the perspective on Lunarian chronology. As 

chronological relationships exist as a relational measurement, the poem articulates that the lack 

of chronological ordering on Lunaria derives not from an inevitable state outside of chronology, 

but that the perspective and relationships deem this type of comparison irrelevant. Without 

measurement or notation, the framework of chrononormativity fails to exert influence on the 

relations of Lunaria. Further, the absence of a chronological measuring of relation between 

events opens up possibilities for endings and returns, the potential of any "faild / dreem" to be 
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recovered again in the present. This temporality calls to mind the avant-garde temporality 

theorized by Hal Foster, described in Chapter One of this dissertation. Foster writes that avant-

gardism is “constituted … as a continual process of pretension and retention, a complex relay of 

anticipated futures and reconstructed pasts” (29). Rather than a narrative of linear connections, or 

failures and ruptures, Foster argues for avant-gardism's continual renegotiation of its own history 

as always re-articulated in the present, which it situates relationally to pasts and futures always in 

flux and contestation. lunaria's queered and maddened avant-garde temporality articulates both a 

"temporaree" and "permanent" perspective from which to renew "dreem[s]" and open up new 

presents and futures outside of fixed and "resriktiv / meenings." As lunaria centres the 

connectedness and desire of bodies as central to queerly and maddeningly extricating oneself 

from earthly logic, these openings lead to the speaker saying, "eye reach out 2 touch yu / yr teers 

entr my skin" (n.p.). The restrictiveness of chronological linearity dissolves and allows bodies to 

connect through the apostrophe to the reader. Such connections highlight the permeability of 

bodies and the openness, both sexually and emotionally, to bodily relation and community.  

 The speaker of lunaria repeatedly returns to the idea of other possibilities and ways of 

being outside of the earthly context for not only themself and the characters of the poem, but also 

the reader. At one point, the speaker exults in the potential of multiplicity: 

our opsyuns ar multipul as  

our dreems lives daring or  

we dont have 2 dew onlee wun  

thing we can if we want ther  

is no have 2 lune lune  

lune areeaaa luna a  
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rheaaaaa lunaria aria luna great beems  

tunnels uv sound 

As the poem's words extoll the many "opsyuns" we have for ourselves outside of rigid and static 

categories of being, the words themselves mimic this multiplicity in their resonance with 

multiple meanings. The invocation of Lunaria, called upon to help us in living our "dreems" 

through multiplicity, pulls the name of the planet apart. The French and Latin words for moon, 

"lune" and "luna," lead to "great beems" of light. Through the bisecting of the word, "aria" arises 

as a song leads to "tunnels uv sound." Thus, the poem demonstrates the multiplicity and 

possibility kept at bay by the solid structures of language, which need only have the inherent 

resonances and possibilities invoked to reveal multiplicity. In a later, 2017 interview, bissett 

makes a similar point, saying "ium mor uv a lettralist thn a literalist" (Hilmo n.p.). The 

straightforward and linear structures of conventional language use fall away in the invocations to 

Lunaria through the speaker in the poem, and highlight a language-oriented route to multiple 

meanings outside of those dictated by what bissett elsewhere describes as "set erthling grammar 

korrekt patterns" (Rogers 84). Later in this interview, bissett describes how although language 

functions as a normative restriction on ideas and creativity, even its structure can be shown to 

contain multiplicity and connections to other possible ways of being: "langwage evn our binaree 

problemateek konstrukts can leed us to god godess e s" (87). bissett's poetics mimic the ideas 

inherent in the Lunarian perspective, as the letters themselves inhabit both light and sound, both 

"lune" and "aria." The paragrammatic play of bissett's lunaria critique normative modes of 

thinking and being in the world and in language. lunaria invokes the multiple sounds and 

meanings of letters and words as avenues to unconventional temporalities, and new planets of 

possibility. 
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4.6 "dpends on th measuring" 

Throughout lunaria and the other Lunarian narratives, bissett speaks and writes about constant 

change as a necessary and natural fact to describe a difference between the Lunarian and the 

earthly perspective. As bissett highlights, the changing spellings and language-use contribute to 

an understanding of language in "time it being plural" (bissett "Interview" 74). Part of Lunaria's 

liberating effect is through an engagement and acceptance of change over time. This extends 

even to the Lunarian narrative itself, which changes over time, with its temporal and physical 

location shifting, along with its relation to other planets bissett invokes. Individual and planetary 

change become functions of language and relation that shift and flow like the tides of the "oral 

aisles." This foregrounds the idea of a multiplicity of options and ways of being outside of the 

confines of social norms and structures which the poem figures as restrictive and ultimately 

harmful.  

 One major focal point for constant change is Lunaria's relation to the planet Zatria. As 

previously discussed, Zatria was introduced by bissett before Lunaria as his home world, before 

Lunaria. Nevertheless, bissett continues to invoke Zatria, though with changes to its relation to 

himself and his home planet of Lunaria. In the book lunaria, Zatria arises as a planet in close 

relation to Lunaria, but in ambiguous ways. The book introduces Lunaria itself as perhaps a 

fiction arising from the planet Zatria: 

sum thot that lunaria  

itself was a zatrian fabul  

th road way tho 2 lunaria  

is availabul thru aneewher  
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on erth tho lunaria mite  

still b a zatrian storee  

or philosophee tho we  

can still get ther from  

aneewer (n.p.) 

As a possible "zatrian fabul," Lunaria would seem to be diminished as a non-exisent place, yet in 

the poem's telling, this "fabul," "storee," or "philosophee" can still be accessed from here, and its 

reality cannot be negated. As language and life coexist in mutually dependant realities constantly 

renegotiated in the present of the speaking, bissett's lunaria articulates a planet in and of 

language, but one that is no less real or physical for this fact.  

 Later in the book, Zatria again arises in relation to Lunaria, but this time not as an origin 

for a fiction, but as a flexible spatial connection. 

lunaria sew close 2 zatria  

in sum ways in othrs sew far  

dpends on th measuring  

yu can find an entree way 

2 the corridora th avenues 

2 lunaria ar evreewher (n.p.) 

Again, this flexible definition of the planet's reality and location functions to set up Lunaria as an 

alien and in many ways distant place, but also one accessible from anywhere. Typical of bissett's 

poetics, this resists binaries whether they be of existence and non-existence, truth and "fabul," 

near and far, and instead highlights relational and changing engagements. Although our language 

for describing such relationships highlights these binaries, bissett gestures to the ways it might be 
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used flexibly to find other avenues and entryways to a totally different, Lunarian perspective. As 

he says to Karasick, "evn our binaree problemateek konstrukts can leed us to god godess e s" 

(87).  

 In bissett's 2007 collection ths is erth thees ar peopul the poem "Wayne" details a slightly 

different Lunarian story than is given in lunaria and shows an ongoing flexibility in the 

narrative. The poem sets out a description of bissett's self-aligned speaker's relationship to Earth. 

They find themself on Earth providing research and observations on humans to the "lunarian 

assemblee kommitteez" (67). The speaker says that  

erthling wayze were starting 2 rub off on me n  

my friends   all uv us from zatria   dpending how  

manee hundrids uv yeers ago   what evr b4 it   

bcame lunaria time relaysyunal kontextual  

non linear   enigmatik   all our reserch projekts  

zip disks were still being remoovd was sent heer  

myself onlee 2 record impressyuns thn evree 6  

months or sew   they take out th filld disks put  

in an emptee wun n i feel xcellentlee lite hedid  

4 a whil  remooved by th distant yet neer  

lunarian assemblee kommitteez  (66-67) 

This description posits an ambiguous relationship between Zatria and Lunaria, which suggests a 

shift in terminology, but not a difference in the planet itself. The temporal relationality is all 

"relaysyunal kontextual / non linear enigmatik," and the inability to explain this appears to be a 

limitation in the "erthling" language and "wayze." Further, this narrative elaboration places the 
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speaker on Earth for the specific purpose of conveying details about human life to those back on 

Lunaria. Unlike the book lunaria, this speaker appears to have direct contact to the planet, and 

only misses it due to a job that keeps them here on Earth. Consistent with lunaria, though, is the 

description of flexible and relational time and space, with the planet being both "distant yet 

neer," and the "non linear." This alienating position of the Lunarian on Earth makes quite literal 

the critical perspective the planetary home world offers bissett and his poetic speakers. As a 

researcher and observer in this poem, the speaker keeps a separation from their subjects, but 

admits that "erthling wayze were starting 2 rub off on me n / my friends." Marked by the norms 

and language of humanity and Earth, the speaker maintains a relationship to a home world with 

different norms and ways of relating to one another. As in lunaria, the speaker longs for the 

planet and says "zatria / was it still ther   eye miss it sew much sum / timez tirud i am uv erthling 

teezing meanness" (67). The simultaneously Zatrian and Lunarian perspective puts the cruelty of 

inequality and harm on Earth into focus, and offers a flexibility that recognizes the impact of 

harm, but also the possibility of a "distant yet neer" other planet and way of being.  

 This flexibility and rejection of static categories, time, and space highlights an important 

avant-garde and dishumanist engagement with the present moment and the needs of oppressed 

groups, but also the ways marginalized identities might highlight the tenuous construction of 

normalcy and suggest other, more beneficial, relations. Although binaries of language and, as 

bissett says, "problemateek konstrukts," discredit, disable, and punish difference from the norm 

of liberal humanist autonomy and self-sufficiency, they also offer moments to trouble, queer, and 

madden language itself to highlight other possibilities. This function of bissett's poetics, which 

focus on a critique of normative uses of language, the power hierarchies they hide, and the 

planetary vision they privilege, works much like Goodley and Runswick-Cole's notion of 
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dishumanism. Dishumanism “acknowledges the possibilities offered by disability to trouble, 

reshape and re-fashion traditional conceptions of the human … while simultaneously asserting 

disabled people’s humanity (to assert normative, often traditional, understandings of 

personhood)” (2). Further, dishumanism “recognize[s] the ambivalent relationship that disabled 

people … have towards traditional notions of the human” (3). As bissett literally alienates a 

notion of self to critique earthling norms, he shows the flexibility of reality and language to 

other, more equitable ways of being. As time and space shift to accommodate a Lunaria as only a 

"fabul," or as a faraway planet that takes years to travel to and from, bissett's lunaria highlights 

change and a holistic idea of reality that accommodates oppositional realities comfortably.  Yet 

this perspective does not prohibit a critique of the harmful binaries and hierarchies of Earth 

either. In an interview that sets his homeworld on Zatria, bissett tells Karasick "no fighting in 

maravariaa zatria neithr wher we childrn combd th orange lites evree morning creating watr erth 

such a testing place 4 what letting go uv th cykuls uv ko dpendenseez th empire of th self" (72). 

The self, as it is constructed as normatively autonomous, straight, able-minded and -bodied, and 

independent on Earth, may be let go in the engagement with Zatria and Lunaria. These planets 

offer changes in planets, time, space, minds, bodies, language, and perspective as flowing and 

organically occurring realities that must be accepted in order to find peace and the path to a 

utopic planet away from restrictions and confines.  

Ultimately, despite Lunaria being accessible from "evreewher," the poem of lunaria ends 

with a tone of longing as the speaker admits to "missing lunaria / + th oral / aisles" (n.p.). As it 

exists in this speaker's past, but also in the present of language and connection, Lunaria 

ultimately exists in longing for something better, more equitable and loving, and more 

accommodating of different forms of mental life than typically accepted on Earth. The poem 
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opens up both an immediacy and a distance for the planet, and the speaker ultimately ends with 

this longing to be in Lunaria's "aisles" again. 

 

4.7 Utopic Failure 

In a poetic update to the Lunarian narratives, bissett's 2014's "time inspiraysyun breth" 

specifically describes the circumstances of fleeing of Lunaria to come to Earth. In the poem he 

writes 

th air startid going on lunaria n we 

     th childrn first wer bording th 

shuttuls 2 erth n othr places leev 

      ing th manee othrs bhind 2 build 

           fires whil they cud n dewing deep 

      breething but th air was going 

n they wer dreeming evr mor weeklee 

     what wud inspire as th time was drawing 

neer n down     2 a close 

     leeving 

                         with th air until 

                      sumthing wud happn (th book  159) 

The absence of the planet of Lunaria haunts the speaker and other characters in lunaria and 

prompts their requests to return, but the text never explains the circumstances of the speaker's 

departure. "time inspiraysyun breth" provides a rationale for the utopic planet's abandonment. 

The loss of air and the children shuttled away to survive in the expanse of space, and eventually 
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Earth, inflects a reading of the planet's relation to bissett's present. This darker description 

locates the planet firmly in the past, and it appears to serve as a failure of utopic dreaming 

insofar as it could not survive. Most recently, in an interview in 2021 bissett provides a similar 

description of his arrival on Earth: 

I come from Lunaria... It’s a very far away planet...I was sent with children first to 

a planet called earth because Lunaria had ironically run out of oxygen... In 

Lunaria, there was an orange light and I was a child then when we would play 

with the light... We gave it all our energy and we didn’t have to use anything that 

was non-renewable because it did not have any pollution... Unfortunately and 

paradoxically we ran out of oxygen which was not excellent and thus, I came to 

Earth... ("Interview with Paul Collins." n.p.) 

This paradoxical death of a self-sustaining planet without pollution signals an endpoint to a 

utopic place in this telling of bissett's autobiographical narrative. Gone from these poems and 

descriptions is the hope for access to Lunaria from anywhere for the speaker and characters of 

lunaria. The Lunaria of that book existed in the past, but also as a possibility in the present or 

future if we only connect and wish for it together. These later descriptions seem to contain no 

such hope or sense of futurity. They place the speaker, and bissett himself, squarely on Earth, 

with no indication of an avenue back to the utopia of Lunaria. 

 The inexplicable, "paradoxical," and "ironic[...]" death of Lunaria describes what might 

be considered a specifically socially disabled and queer failure insofar as it projects a planet's, 

and a community's demise as a rationale for finding oneself in the present time and space. Jack 

Halberstam writes of the connection between queerness and failure, and describes how "Under 

certain circumstances failing, losing, forgetting, unmaking, undoing, unbecoming, not knowing 
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may in fact offer more creative, more cooperative, more surprising ways of being in the world. 

Failing is something queers do and have always done exceptionally well; for queers failure can 

be a style" (Queer Art 1-2). The stylistic failure of the Lunarian community to cultivate air and 

life on the planet might indicate a more surprising, cooperative, and ambiguous relationship 

between past, present, and future, as well as the very modes of judging success. Narratives of 

supposed failure may open up different modes of thinking about dominant expectations for 

success, as well as the ways of being set up for success. Although alienated from the norms of a 

contemporary context, Lunaria serves as a more equitable and nurturing place, in which the Earth 

and our present circumstances themselves feel like the alien way of being. The death of the 

planet of Lunaria, its population's inability to forestall the loss of air, as foregrounding failure 

and transition as a necessary aspect of the utopian project, all signal a failure of survival. 

Similarly, the variability of bissett's Lunarian narratives in their changes and additions, and their 

placement in both literary and autobiographical contexts stands, under a normative framework, 

as a failure of consistency, but these changes and inconsistencies open up a crucial ambiguity. As 

bissett argues, "our fluid identiteez ar mor multi fasitid thn we like sumtimes 2 admit" 

("Sounding a Canadian Icon"), and in foregrounding this fluidity in both medium and narrative, 

the Lunarian autobiographies critique the norms of consistency and static identity as mere 

confusing "erthling wayze (“DFC Poetry Night”). 

Normative failure serves as an important topic in both queer theory and disability theory, 

as both write from perspectives that fail to live up to social expectations of how one should exist 

in the world. Theorist José Esteban Muñoz writes of queerness in relation to utopian thinking and 

describes how "Queer utopia is not just a failure to achieve normative virtuosity; it is also a 

virtuosity that is born in the face of failure within straight time's measure" (177-178). For 
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Muñoz, queer utopias derive directly from normative failure, and exist outside of 

chrononormative understandings of how to conceptualize life in time and place. In disability 

theorizing, Ellen Samuels writes of those who occupy the temporality of disability as a failure on 

normative chronological terms, since "we who occupy the bodies of crip time know that we are 

never linear, and we rage silently—or not so silently—at the calm straightforwardness of those 

who live in the sheltered space of normative time" (n.p.). Similarly, Alison Kafer writes that 

"disability cannot appear as anything other than failure," since the mainstream medical model 

understanding of futurity for disabled people rests on the idea of cure (29). As with Muñoz's 

theorization of "queer utopia" as residing in failure, affirmative futures of disability must, in 

Kafer's words, imagine "an elsewhere — and, perhaps, an ‘elsewhen’" (3) by embracing 

positions of failure under an ableist rubric.  

bissett's Lunarian temporality in both poetry and interviews involves endings and 

transitions as natural parts of the flow of life. The end of Lunaria and the loss of its air signal but 

a transition to another way of being. This end, ultimately, serves as the motivation to bring the 

Lunarian story to Earth. bissett flips normative temporality through a focus on failure as a queer 

and socially disabled style to critique the supposed solidity and stasis of our contemporary 

constructions and norms. He notes, in the same interview in which he describes the loss of 

oxygen on Lunaria, that even his current home of Toronto will pass and die, since, "Toronto is a 

very recent invention and how long will it last is anyone’s guess” ("Interview with Paul Collins" 

n.p.). The Lunarian scale puts Toronto and contemporary life into a galactic context. bissett 

continues: "There’s no place we never leave... Like we will leave earth... We will leave Toronto 

and we can’t handle anything... It’s all transitions where people hang on to fossil fuels, holding 

onto the past from something that doesn’t work anymore" (ibid.). bissett here situates failure not 
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in endings and transitions, but in the futile clutching at ideas of permanence and old ways of 

doing things. In rejecting transition, bissett figures contemporary life as clinging to an ending 

that is natural and inevitable. In contrast, the Lunarian perspective shows a transition as 

necessary in continuing to flourish and live, always with a sense that past, present, and future are 

connected through the language we use. "time inspiraysyun breth" describes how with the loss of 

air and the necessary transition from the planet, the Lunarians "wer dreeming evr mor weeklee" 

and looking for "what wud inspire." The play on words of inspiration as a conceptual spark and 

the act of taking in air highlights the essential nature of ideas and language in life, and the 

necessity for transition to new ideas and new planets to avoid stagnation and suffocation. Based 

in maddened and queered failure, the utopic vision bissett projects acknowledges change as a 

necessary "elsewhen" and style in engaging with the ever-shifting nature of the present. 

As an avant-garde poetic project that exists both in poetic texts as well as in biographical 

statements, bissett's Lunarian narratives articulate a sense of immanent futurity that may be 

accessed through the moment of engagement with the poem, with other desiring bodies, with the 

sounds of language itself, or with the failures and changes necessary to continued life. As with 

John Roberts' description of avant-garde temporality, Lunaria provides an engagement with 

"revolutionary futures past" in order to extricate oneself from the harms of the present and enter 

a revolutionary and more equitable existence that is both very far in the past, right here in the 

now of the poem, and in a utopic hope for the future. Lunaria opens up a distance for critique, 

and uses integrated visual art, poetics, and paratextual biographies to imagine of other ways of 

existing beyond chrononormative scales and norms of perceived mental ability. lunaria, and all 

of bissett's poetic and extra-poetic narratives of Lunaria, articulate a utopian state of community 

and nurturance borne in relation to the failures of those deemed too queer and too crazy, here on 
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Earth. Lunaria, as both a past planet, a utopian ideal of futurity, a book object, and a narrative 

strain of bissett's autobiographical statements, gestures toward an "elsewhen" that exists both far 

away and right here if we only look past "set erthling grammar korrekt patterns" (bissett 

"Interview" 84). Lunaria is a place, as bissett writes in the book lunaria, where "no faild / dreem 

that cannot be restored / revisitid ... agen." 
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Conclusion: Difficult Poems, Difficult Patients 

 

 Since its first theorizations and publications, the avant-garde has had to rebut claims that 

it fails its social function through its supposed "difficult" aesthetics and modes of communication 

in art and theory. Surrealist André Breton writes that such charges of difficulty depend on 

historical context, and that works that in the past that might have seemed difficult, become 

clearer to later readers and viewers (233). Works that speak with ease in the contemporary 

moment offer no resistance, he argues, but also offer no new ways of communicating or 

thinking: 

When the majority of the other works that offer no resistance to immediate 

comprehension have grown dim, when those voices in which a very large 

audience was pleased to recognize effortlessly its own voice have been stilled, it 

is strikingly clear that these difficult works have contradictorily begun to speak 

for us. (233) 

These "difficult works" of the past, according to Breton, don't capitulate to the "large audience" 

through familiar form and popular ideology, and rather speak to the future reader. This, as I 

discussed in Chapter One, marks a central aspect of the avant-garde: it's constitution as a future-

oriented approach. As Gregory Betts argues, “avant-gardism is most distinctly an art of the 

future” through its manifestation of "the consciousness of a future, potential social order within 

an audience of the present” (14-15). Further, Krzysztof Ziarek writes that “the avant-garde 

rupture dislocates the present and discloses it as an event whose historicity marks a structural 

incompletion, opening the now to the future” (19). This "rupture" that "dislocates the present" 

accounts for the type of difficulty that Breton describes insofar as a break from familiar 

convention of the present offers a challenge to readers and viewers. The work offers resistance 
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that conventional, familiar forms and subject matter does not. As such, the difficulty of avant-

garde work relates to its temporal positioning with a focus on the experience of futurity within 

the aesthetics of the present. Theorist Sophie Seita describes the dual interpretations of avant-

garde difficulty, writing that "The avant-garde’s supposed difficulty or inaccessibility has been 

called its democratic failure or its true democratic promise: either it fails to address the common 

reader, or, conversely, it emancipates that reader" (Seita 18). As a novel or off-putting, and 

therefore "inaccessible," form of art and literature, the avant-garde work either comes across as 

elitist or revolutionary. Although difficulty of aesthetic positioning might bestow the avant-garde 

a cultural cachet, this same attribute also forecloses engagement. 

In mental health and psychiatric literature, the word "difficult" arises frequently through 

the term "difficult patient," which denotes a professionally identifiable, though nebulously 

defined figure. To be labelled difficult as a person, patient, mental health service user, or 

psychiatric detainee is to be marginalized and severely rhetorically disabled, to the point of 

frequent loss of service and support. In a review of the literature on the defining characteristics 

of the "difficult patient," Koekkoek et at. writes that it is "a well-known figure in everyday 

mental health care," yet one that is "underrepresented" in medical and psychiatric research (795). 

They write that, "the frequent use of the term [difficult patient] seems to indicate a well-known 

and well-distinguished group of patients. This is not the case, however: difficult patients are hard 

to describe and characterize as a group" (ibid.). Despite the lack of consistent definition, the 

term, used in practice, most often concerns a patient who, although seeking medical care, resists 

their subordinate position in the patient-doctor relationship, as well as treatment (ibid.). 

Nevertheless, the term becomes applied to divergent issues other than rejection of care, including 

perceived over-dependence on care, chronicity of mental health issues, and rejection of 
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medication (ibid. 796-798). The term "difficult," in this context, denotes a non-psychiatric 

category, insofar as it is not in the DSM, yet it is one that nevertheless determines quality and 

degree of psychiatric and medical care. The term "difficult patient" serves as a social and para-

psychiatric category of mental disability that determines the degree of care, as well as the 

rhetoricity of the mentally disabled individual. If one becomes labelled as difficult in a social and 

psychiatric context, one's reflection on one's experience becomes suspect. Some pathologies 

become more closely associated with the difficult patient, especially borderline personality 

disorder (ibid. 797). The medical and social category of difficult determines much of the 

interpretations of one's behaviours, and operates to make services, aid, and support less 

accessible for certain bodyminds seeking or needing care.  

In both mental disability and literary avant-garde contexts, "difficulty" implies a 

communicative impasse and a required reconfiguration of the normative mandate that governs 

engagement with both texts and bodyminds. In theorizing both disability and aesthetic difficulty 

together, I seek not to equate these two experiences, or imply a metaphorization of lived 

experience of mental disability, but rather an opportunity to consider the ways normative 

imperatives in communication and engagement operate through similar ideologies in different 

contexts. In bringing these two terms of difficulty together, I gesture toward theorizing a 

psychiatric difficulty as a disabling communicative impasse which we might better theorize and 

advocate for with a rigorous analysis of the forms of language that literary avant-gardism 

provides. 

Returning to the figure of Antonin Artaud, discussed in the introduction, we find these 

two notions of difficulty united to describe his subjugation by psychiatric authority, as well as his 

resistant avant-garde positioning. In "Fragments of a Journal in Hell," Artaud writes that "It is 
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this contradiction between my inner facility and my external difficulty which creates the torment 

I am dying of" (43). The "external difficulty" that Artaud's autobiographically-aligned speaker 

experiences creates the disconnection with the "inner facility" and leads to the dying of the 

subject. Reading this statement in conversation with a disability-based relational model, the 

"external difficulty" exists as a relational encounter with an ableist world that makes the inner 

experience, not intrinsically negative, become perceived as incongruous and unlivable. Artaud 

finishes this piece with a statement of his position in contrast to society, putting his speaker at an 

avant-garde critical distance through a posing of difficulty. He writes: "I do not labor within the 

scope of any domain. My only labor is in eternity itself" (47). The clash between internal 

experience and external expectations initiates a difficulty and a disconnection that Artaud's 

speaker argues places him temporally outside of "any domain," and inside of an immanent 

futurity within the present, "eternity itself." 

Throughout this dissertation, I have brought the fields of avant-garde theory and 

disability theory into conversation, and read these fields through the poetics of three writers 

situated at this social and artistic intersection. In doing so, I theorized avant-garde dishumanism 

based upon Daniel Goodley and Katherine Runswick-Cole's notion of dishumanism, which 

refers to the critical and embodied positioning of disabled identity in ambivalent relation to 

traditional notions of the liberal human subject as a model for rights and social consideration (3). 

Dishumanism acknowledges the need to articulate a resistance to the inequalities of the present 

moment, and thus to advocate within a rights-based model. Nevertheless, dishumanism maintains 

a disability-based critique of the foundational notions of individuality, self-sufficiency, self-

singularity, and normative self-representation often used to define the human for the purposes of 

rights (Goodley and Runswick-Cole 11). As avant-gardism, too, articulates a sense of futurity 
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from within a present and contextualized moment, avant-garde theory most easily fits with the 

latter half of Goodley and Runswick-Cole's definition of dishumanism. Yet, when considering 

the avant-garde works of those authors socially disabled due to non-normative mental states of 

being, I found that they articulated the type of dual consideration that dishumanism describes. 

The poetics of Claude Gauvreau, Hannah Weiner, and bill bissett theorize an avant-garde 

dishumanism as a resistant aesthetics both pragmatically positioned to counter lived ableism, as 

well as a futurity beyond contemporary models of the supposedly sane and normative human, 

and they so from within the aesthetic experience.  

Concerned with articulating a resistance to present inequalities and harms, as well as an 

immanent futurity outside of the oppressive social and linguistic structures of the present socio-

political moment, the authors considered in this dissertation offer a nexus of avant-garde 

dishumanist theorization in practice as they negotiate their positionalities and aesthetics. Claude 

Gauvreau's exploréen defamiliarization of language resists the dominant, rational logic, of 

psychiatric authority and incarceration, and instead institute an experience of other liberatory 

modes of thinking from within the internal logic of the aesthetic encounter. His Poèmes de 

détention offer a vital poetic critique of psychiatric labels of madness, as well as an embrace of 

aestheticized madness through the surrationality of exploréen intermixed with French. Hannah 

Weiner, the second writer whom I consider, performs an avant-garde dishumanism through her 

dissolution of a normative independent poetic voice and a centering of selvesothers as 

communally constituted and constituting experience. Weiner utilizes avant-gardism as both a 

description of her specific bodymind experience and also as a method by which to situate herself 

and compel outsiders to enter the present relational interaction of hearing and reading voices. 

Finally, bill bissett's Lunarian narratives, prevalent in his poetics, interviews, and speeches since 
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the late 1990s, articulate an autobiographical avant-garde dishumanism through an immanent 

futurity represented by an extraterrestrial origin and point of comparison. Further, bissett's 

Lunarian narratives in both poetic and extra-poetic forms refuse the expectations of the 

normative gaze, with its judgements for how to tell the story of one's life, as well as generic 

distinctions between autobiographical truth and creative work. Collectively, the poets considered 

in this dissertation implicitly theorize what I am describing as avant-garde dishumanism, as they 

utilize an aesthetics more flexible to novel ways of approaching reality and language and 

creating an immanent futurity within the aesthetic experience from positions of mental 

disablement.  

The work of these avant-garde poets complicates the notion of difficulty and access as 

applied to avant-garde poetics insofar as the aesthetics and social positioning of avant-gardism, 

though possibly inaccessible and difficult in relation to a supposed norm, offers an accessible 

forum in which to contest ableism, specifically sanism, as well as express futurity from socially 

marginalized states of bodymind. Weiner's question to Charles Bernstein asking “how can you 

not be avant garde if you’re the only person in the world who sees words?” (Bernstein and 

Weiner 158) speaks to the intrinsic avant-gardism, and thus, in one sense, inaccessibility, of 

mentally disabled bodyminds. To Wiener, the singularity of her perceptive experience 

necessitates an avant-garde identification. Throughout this dissertation, I've utilized an 

interdisciplinary theorization of avant-gardism and mental disability in order to describe the 

operations of socially disabled avant-garde writers in order to display the ways in which these 

two theoretical streams inform a nuanced and productive conversation about the operations of 

mental disability in avant-garde aesthetics.  
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The work of literary art that speaks from social positions of disability itself provides a 

moment at which to consider difficulty of both mental disability and avant-gardism. As Foucault 

writes in History of Madness, that modern psychiatrization effectively silenced the voice of 

madness through institutionalization in the context of which madness "was never to be a 

dialogue" (487). Similarly, Deleuze and Guattari write that madness, specifically schizophrenia 

as a subset of madness, cannot be directly engaged with since  

within the framework of repressive hospitalization, you don't have access to 

schizophrenia. You have access to mental patients locked in a system that 

prevents them from expressing the very essence of madness. They express only a 

reaction to the repression to which they are subjected, which they are forced to 

endure. (487) 

The structure of repression and pathologizing medicalization sets up a system whereby those 

defined as mad, mentally ill, or otherwise mental disabled can only react to the repressive 

system. This context, for Foucault, silences the experience of madness. For Deleuze and 

Guattari, "The science of mental illness, such as it was to develop in the asylums, was only ever 

of the order of observation and classification. It was never to be a dialogue" (488). The 

impossibility of the experience of madness entering language, and a dialogue with its opposition, 

which Foucault calls "reason," means that the communicative impasse of difficulty is 

foundational to mental disability literary arts. Without the ability to normatively engage with 

dominant logics, poetics that emerge from social positions of disability and madness offer 

aesthetic difficulty as a way to engage with a dialogue normatively disallowed by medical, 

psychiatric, and ableist logics. The aesthetic position of the avant-garde, speaking as it does from 

the margin of dominant aesthetic forms of logic, offers a venue for expression of, if not the 
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experience of madness or mental disability itself, an expression of a futurity for mentally 

disabled life within the aesthetic exchange.   

Difficulty, in the avant-garde, often operates as an often self-conscious mode of resisting 

common and passive engagements with the work of art or the text. Literary critic Todd Gitlan, in 

a discussion of inaccessibility as an aesthetic in modernist poetry, writes that "Hostility toward 

the audience easily, even routinely, enters into art's self-defence and the way art comes into 

being in an era when the avant-garde artistic act constantly threatens to devolve into commodity 

transaction..." (64). Protective inaccessibility maintains an avant-garde positioning at a critical 

distance from the contemporary moment, while also existing within it. Gitlan continues, arguing 

that poetic and textual "inaccessibility can be understood as a certain sort of protest" insofar as it 

combats the strictures of the contemporary moment (70). This definition acknowledges "the 

social and situational nature of the phenomenon" (ibid.). Gitlan elaborates, writing that 

"Inaccessibility is not a characteristic that inheres in the work itself as a self-sufficient aesthetic 

object" (70). Gitlan's definition situates difficulty as an issue of social interaction, rather [than 

as?] an intrinsic property of a text. This interactive nature of access and inaccessibility 

corresponds to a positioning in relation to dominant and normative strategies of engagement. 

Within the avant-garde, though, this inaccessibility constitutes a positive aspect of the work. 

Gauvreau, Weiner, and bissett all present texts that create a potentially "inaccessible" reading 

experience insofar as they utilize avant-garde poetic forms such as Gauvreau's blend of 

exploréen and French, Weiner's incorporation of multiple, simultaneously speaking textual 

voices, and bissett's transgressive spellings and narratives that disrupt conventional 

autobiographical logic. 
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Claude Gauvreau in an essay titled "Réflexions d'un dramaturge débutant" ["Reflections 

of an Emerging Playwright"], which articulates his aesthetic position in the wake of his play La 

Charge de l'orignal épormyable, writes of the normative aesthetic ease that his work butts up 

against. Gauvreau charges his critics and detractors with a cynical anti-automatism at a time 

when this opinion spelled an easy route to Québécois art world success. Gauvreau writes of this 

critical position that, "Ce n'était pas difficile, ce n'est pas difficile" (23).65 This anti-automatist 

approach grants one, in Gauvreau's opinion, recognition by "la vieille hiérarchie bien installée 

dans le statu quo" (ibid.). 66 In contrast to the ease granted by the outdated hierarchies of the 

status quo, the avant-garde position aligns one with a future-oriented position of difficulty. In a 

discussion of Gauvreau's aesthetics, critic Jean Fissette writes that Gauvreau's work is 

"extrêmement difficile l'accès"67 due to "une modernité 'pure et dure'" ("Claude Gauvreau" 9)68 

As with Breton, Gauvreau argues for difficulty as proof of the avant-garde's focus on the present 

and the future, rather than as a detrimental aesthetic. Indeed, Gauvreau describes the ease of his 

critics' viewpoint as a criticism. Through his work that is itself described as difficult to access, 

Gauvreau sets up difficulty as a poetic virtue. From the position of one mentally disabled through 

social and psychiatric stigmatization and incarceration, Gauvreau's valorization of difficulty 

offers a stark resistance to conventional communicative ease and access. 

In disability scholarship, the issue of access constitutes a critical and central concern. 

Disability theorist Bess Williamson writes that the term "access" most literally refers to the 

physical or technological changes to spaces and media to allow disabled individuals to equitably 

engage in these environments (53). This term often corresponds to legal codes for access and 

 
65 "It was not difficult, it is not difficult." 
66 "the old hierarchy well-established in the status quo" 
67 "extremely difficult to access" 
68 "a modernity 'pure and hard'" 
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building design. Williamson describes how access also "suggest[s] a much broader set of 

meanings linked to a more inclusive society with greater opportunities for social and political 

participation" (53). These two related uses of the term, and, correspondingly, "accessibility," 

broadly refer to an ideological perspective whereby "social potential [is] not dependent on 

correcting the disabled body, but instead [is] made possible through institutional and material 

change" (54). Thus, inaccessibility refers to those environments or situations that exclude "social 

and political participation" and focus on the correction of the disabled bodymind in order to grant 

access. Returning to the first chapter of this dissertation and my overview of disability studies, 

the inaccessible environment becomes located as the disabling barrier, rather than the bodymind 

disallowed access. This provides a foundational idea for the theorists who use the social and 

political model of disability. Much disability theory, though, expands the notion of accessibility 

beyond its most physical and practical manifestations, and argue for a deeper level of access. 

Robert McRuer writes that "An accessible society...is not simply one with ramps and Braille 

signs on 'public' buildings, but one in which our ways of relating to, and depending on, each 

other have been reconfigured" (Crip Theory 94). McRuer's reading of accessibility locates it as a 

social phenomenon in contrast to ideologies of liberal humanist independence and self-

sufficiency. Accessibility, in this description, manifests as a form of communication and 

interdependence enacted within the social sphere.  

In an essay titled "Values of Difficulty," Judith Butler elaborates the value, and political 

necessity, of certain forms of difficulty. Although Butler speaks about the language of critical 

theory, their discussion remains relevant for avant-garde aesthetics, especially in the literary arts. 

Butler argues that "to pass through what is difficult and unfamiliar is an essential part of critical 

thinking" (199). Further, with regard to critiques that demand clarity, intelligibility, and ease of 
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reading and engagement, Butler asks "whose language assumes the status of 'common' language, 

who polices the 'common,' and what uses of language are thereby ruled out as uncommon, or 

indeed, unintelligible?" (200-201). This question highlights the dominant construction of 

intelligibility, and its limitations for those seeking to communicate non-dominant and non-

normative experiences. Butler explicitly connects this critical investigation to the literary forms 

of the early twentieth century when avant-gardism emerged, writing that "Within literary 

modernism the point of undoing conventional forms of communication was to produce the new, 

and the new had a value, since it seemed to signify cultural progress and the possibility of 

renewing a sense of experience " (202). Although tied to linear forms of "progress," modernist 

writers used literary difficulty as a way to usher in the new, the different, and the supressed. This 

relates to Breton's description, quoted above, that the conventional "audience was pleased to 

recognize effortlessly its own voice has been stilled" in a literary form that reflected familiarity, 

but that "difficult works" speak to, and for, future readers (233). Thus, the new and the future, as 

well as the futurity within a contemporary aesthetic experience of the avant-garde, figures as 

difficult in a contemporary context due to its marginal position in relation to dominant 

ideologies, aesthetics, and language. Whereas Breton figures the relationship between the 

"conventional" and the "difficult" forms of literary communication as oppositional and 

combative, Butler focusses critique on the false unity implied by conventional language. They 

write that, "it seems to me that accepting the heterogeneity of language is a necessary point of 

departure for any left politics that does not seek to reestablish the terms of cultural dominance 

through recourse to what is publicly accepted as the doxa of the common" (205). Butler's 

figuration of difficulty argues that "common sense" and "common language" operate as a 
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normalizing logic that excludes and marginalizes new political and social possibilities implied in 

unfamiliar, resistant uses of language. 

 Critic and poet Charles Bernstein writes extensively on "the difficult poem," its 

positioning in relation to readerly expectations, and social understandings of poetry's purpose. 

He glibly describes a list of "symptoms" the reader may watch for in order to identify the 

difficult poem (Attack of the Difficult Poem 4): 

high syntactic, grammatical, or intellectual activity level; elevated linguistic 

intensity; textual irregularities; initial withdrawal (poem not immediately 

available); poor adaptability (poem unsuitable for use in love letters, memorial 

commemoration, etc.); sensory overload; or negative mood." (4) 

Through the medical metaphor of the symptom, Bernstein articulates an array of elements that 

might coalesce into a poem that might be diagnosed as difficult. As with the figure of the 

"difficult patient," identified with a wide list of behaviours and approaches to psychiatry and 

psychiatric treatment, the notion of poetic difficulty Bernstein offers shows that difficulty 

manifests as a nebulous description based on multiple ways in which a text might deviate from or 

reject conventions and readerly expectations. In these ways the difficult poem resists normative 

expectations for the poetic communication, and instead requires a different mode of engagement 

on the part of the reader than they might be familiar with. Often, this requires a fundamental 

rethinking of the relationship between text and reader, author and text, or author and reader. The 

above attributes seek other forms of relation with a reader, and therefore might be difficult. At 

the extreme end, the reader's response might be a total rejection of the text and a rejection of its 

invitation to engage in ways unfamiliar to the reader. 
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 The difficult patient, as it is detailed in medical sociological literature, too highlights 

difficulty as a rejection of conventional roles and hierarchies within a communicative exchange. 

Koekkoek et. al. write that the difficult patient constitutes a nebulous array of behaviours, 

diagnoses, and symptoms, but that there is little precise definition of the figure based on traits 

(795). Rather, these researchers write that "The most general explanation for the professional 

perception of patients as ‘difficult’, regardless of more concrete and specific troublesome 

behaviours, is that these patients fail to comply with the requirements of the sick role" (795). In 

their rejection of the "sick role" as well as the hierarchies of the patient-doctor arrangement, 

these patients disrupt the required flow from diagnosis to treatment to recovery. The typical 

medical response to this, write Koekkoek et. al., is that "The so-called difficult patient is always 

at risk of not being considered a real patient, in need of and deserving of care" (800). Their 

rejection of the patient role and the medical hierarchy often leads to a lack of care and rejection 

of engagement by those whose role it is to ease and treat mental distress.  

 In his defense of difficult poems, Bernstein asks the reader to rethink their relationship 

with the difficult poem and to reorient its unfamiliarity within their notions of reading and poetic 

meaning making. He writes that, 

Difficult poems are normal. They are not incoherent, meaningless, or hostile. 

Well-meaning readers may have suggested that 'something must be wrong' with 

the poem. So let’s get a new perspective. 'Difficult' is very different from 

abnormal. In today’s climate, with an increasing number of poems being labeled 

'difficult,' this is an important distinction to keep in mind. (4) 

By placing the difficult poem on the spectrum of normal and abnormal, Bernstein opens the 

possibility for a direct comparison with other forms of abnormality. This explicitly asks the 
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reader to think of the difficult poem as "normal," but leaves the category of "abnormal" still 

active as, presumably, those works that are genuinely "incoherent, meaningless, or hostile," or 

those poems that have "something ... wrong" with them. Bernstein's mode of advocacy for the 

difficult poem seeks to reorient it within a recognized and validated category of normal poetic 

objects. Yet, when considering this in conversation with disability research, the normalizing shift 

to bring those who are disabled and therefore marginalized into the dominant category of the 

normal always involves a maintenance of categories of abnormality and difference, which imply 

constitutive exclusions. Disability scholar Lennard Davis writes that the category of "normal" 

and "normalcy" only emerged historically recently, in the mid-nineteenth century (Enforcing 

Normalcy n.p.). As a construct, normal and abnormal form categories of acceptable and 

unacceptable difference. Thus, Bernstein's call to consider difficulty normal, reasonably seeks to 

reorient hesitant reader's idea of what a poem is and what it can do. Nevertheless, it maintains a 

division between the normal and the abnormal and affirms this division implicitly in the course 

of his argument. Bernstein's recategorization of the "difficult" poem as "normal" opens up a 

series of questions that derive from the work done throughout this dissertation. It makes me 

want, as a literary disability scholar, to study those genuinely "incoherent, meaningless, or 

hostile" poems, those that have "something ... wrong" with them. 

Although difficulty, in Bernstein's, Gauvreau's, Butler's, and Breton's descriptions, figure 

it as a valued critical perspective, when we consider the term within the context of disability and 

madness it reveals the real social and physical costs of being labelled difficult. In a discussion of 

the psychiatric notes of a patient deemed "difficult to work with," madness scholar Bonnie 

Burstow writes that, through use of the label, "interpersonal conflict is transformed into a 
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deficiency or 'impairment' in the patient" (Psychiatry and the Business of Madness 96). Difficult 

becomes a para-medical descriptor with real-world harm and consequences.  

In one scene described in her 2004 lyric essay book, Don't Let Me Be Lonely, American 

poet Claudia Rankine describes the experience of involuntary hospitalization after discussing 

perceived suicidal ideation with a mental health helpline. Conveyed in the second person, 

Rankine writes: "You dial the number. Do you feel like killing yourself? the man on the other 

end of the receiver asks. You tell him, I feel like I'm already dead. When he makes no response 

you add, I am in death's position" (7). In this exchange, Rankine's speaker reaches out to convey 

the presence of death in an honest exchange with another person. The impersonal and 

technologically distanced "man on the other end of the receiver" interprets this moment of 

vulnerability in the face of mortality as a suicidal desire. "Where do you live?" the man asks, 

before the police and EMTs arrive at the door. The "you" of the poem tries to explain that this 

admission was merely "a momentary lapse of happily [sic]." The use of the adverb, rather than 

the noun "happy," indicates what the speaker describes as a "modifying process" rather than an 

achievable state indicated by the noun. For the individual read as suicidal, regardless of intent, 

the legal and psychiatric mechanism must enact an institutionalization. Protestations and 

explanations cannot reverse this reading since the individual has been mentally and rhetorically 

disabled through their perceived mental state. Thus, the police and ambulance attendants cannot 

trust her words. Difficulty here operates as a public nuisance in acting in such a way as to be 

codified as mentally ill or suicidal. The police officer says that the process of involuntary 

psychiatric incarceration cannot be halted, and that "It is this simple: Resistance will only make 

matters more difficult" (Rankine 7). In the legal and juridical process, the speaker's clarification 

and plea to avoid detention meets with a stark choice. Difficulty, in this context, indicates a 
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barely concealed physical threat of escalation. Rankine’s speaker articulates the implied object of 

this difficulty, saying that "His tone suggests that you should understand the difficulty in which 

he finds himself." The police officer's implication indicates that "difficulty" constitutes a 

positionality in relation to both resistance and the mentally disabled subject. Although "you" face 

legal and medical incarceration, it is the police officer positioned as the one who has "difficulty" 

enacted upon him. As the speaker says, "This is further disorienting." The scene ends as "You 

climb into the ambulance unassisted." In Rankine's scene, the notion of difficulty becomes 

mobilized as a possible interpretation of socially positioned mentally disabled states that leads to 

inevitably harmful consequences. The fault of "difficulty" clearly centres on "you" in this scene. 

It is this "you" whom the social contexts positions as at fault for potential harm to themself, 

certain institutionalization, and inconvenience to the officer.  

Rankine's lyric prose throughout Don't Let Me Be Lonely highlights overlapping 

experiences of depression, loneliness, anxiety, anti-Black racism, and nationalist war messaging 

in the context of post-911 American life. The text imagines a communicative and vulnerable 

futurity within the poetic exchange. Difficult in heavy and affecting subject matter, Don't Let Me 

Be Lonely exhibits a poetics of lyric prose investigations and images paratactically joined into a 

broad picture of American isolation amidst historical tumult and personal tragedy. Further, Don't 

Let Me Be Lonely highlights generic difficulty insofar as its subtitle's designation of the book as 

a "lyric" troubles the notion of differences between personal essay and the lyric poem. Rankine's 

work speaks to the very racialized and gendered element the social category of difficulty. I bring 

Claudia Rankine's work to bear on this discussion of poetic and psychiatric difficulty to gesture 

to a wider field of inquiry to be done into the ways that mentally disabled treatment exists within 

colonial, white supremacist, patriarchal, and cisheterosexist contexts which also impact on 
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descriptions of difficulty. Rankine's work draws upon both modernist avant-garde traditions, as 

well as late twentieth century avant-garde groupings, such as the Language Poets, and offers a 

lyric avant-gardism grounded in Black experience (Bettridge 138). Though Rankine's 

biographical relation to her poetic descriptions of mental disability remain unclear, her work 

speaks to the racialized contexts of mental health diagnosis and response, and speak to a black 

mental disability scholarship that includes theorists such as Thieri Pickens' in Black Madness: : 

Mad Blackness. 

As a social and aesthetic category, difficulty constitutes an important and rich overlap in 

the language of avant-gardism and mental disability. As I have displayed throughout this 

dissertation, I am less interested in arguing for definitional limits of avant-gardism, and whether 

or not a poet might be categorized as avant-garde, than I am in discussing the way that the 

theoretical mechanism of avant-gardism might be read in conjunction with mental disability 

studies to deepen a reading of the overlaps between non-normative poetics and non-normative 

bodyminds. Although these are two distinct contexts, the overlapping relationship between 

difficulty and inaccessibility provides a moment to reconsider the critical and social categories, 

and to investigate the underlying ideologies that determine normative legibility and access to 

communicative engagement. Placing the seemingly quite separate descriptions of difficulty in the 

avant-garde and mental disability scholarship together provides an opportunity to analyze the 

rhetoric of these critical and social categories. Accessibility and difficulty, both of poetics and 

social relations, are tied to normative constructions of ability, and inform a positionality in 

relation to expected behaviours and operations, as well as the variability of needs different 

bodyminds require to have access and self-expression in society. McRuer's definition of 

accessibility as requiring "our ways of relating to, and depending on, each other [to be] 
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reconfigured," highlights the variable and contextual nature of access as a mode of operating 

within and conceptualizing the world that centres interdependence. 

The poetry of Claude Gauvreau, Hannah Weiner, and bill bissett each present difficult 

poetics through formal strategies which utilize avant-garde forms of textual disruption of 

readerly expectations. From the position of mentally disabled and marginalized identities, such 

normatively inaccessible forms allow a flexibility and positioning with which to resist this 

marginalization, as well as the social structures that enable it, and write different futures and 

aesthetic realities into existence. Bringing avant-garde theory and mental disability theory into 

conversation allows for a co-informative reanalysis of central ideas of each, and, as with this 

discussion of difficulty, produce productive theorizations that focus on communication, formal 

disruption, and futurity in a dishumanist manner that advocates within the present, while also 

articulating a more equitable and livable future from mentally disabled positions. 
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